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Series Foreword

Pygmalion Reconsidered is one of a group of five publications
which constitute the first of a series published under the auspices
of the National Society for the Study of Education. Other titlesare:

Farewell to Schoots??? edited by Daniel U. Levine and
Robert J. Havighurst
Accountabiltty in Education, edited by Leon M. Lessinger and
Ralph W. Tyler
Reactions to Silbernutn's CRIS/S IN THE CLASSROOM, edited
by A. Harry Passow
Models for Integrated Education, edited by Daniel U. Levine

For more than seventy years the National Sotiety has published
a distinguished series of Yearbooks. under an expanded publica-
tion program, beginning with the items referred to above, the
Society plans to provide additional services to its members and to
the profession generally. The plan is to publish each year a series
of volumes in paperback form dealing with current iisues of con-
cern to educators. The volumes will undertake to present not only
systematic analyses of the issues in question but also varying view-
points with regard to them. In this manner the National Society
expects regularly to supplement its program of Yearbook publica-
tion with timely material relating to crucial issues in education.

I n addition to their extensive reanalysis of the data from the
original Pygmalion study by Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacob-
son, the authors of Pygmalion Reconsidered offer a critique of that
study, comments on design and measurement problems in educa-
tional research, and a chapter (by J. Philip Bakei and Janet L. Crist)

_on 
replications and studies related to the bgmalion experiment.

In addition, the volume includes a response to the Etaitroff and
Snow report prepared by Professor Rosenthal in collaboration
with Donald B. Rubin, with a final answer.

The National Society for the Study of Education wishes to ac-
knowledge its ?ppreciation to all who have had a part in the prep-
aration of this book.

Kenneth J. Rehage
for the Committee on the Expanded publication
Program of the National Society for the Study of

Education



Foreword

Like any scientist, the psychologist senses the plausibilities in his

field. I t is extremely implausible that infrahumans can learn to
speak good English and less implausible that children can learn to

solve differential equations.
How plausible are statements about intentional changes in hu-

man intelligence? Half a century of research has shown that such

changes are hard to make. They have been claimed by persons

using intensive treatments in preschools. They have been effected

by profound alterations in the person's whole environment-alter-
ations like moving out of a barren orphan age into an enriched

middle-class home. But, even so, no one has yet been able to change

IQ substantially in any controlled and consistent way. We cannot

improve IQ as dependably as we can improve knowledge of mathe-

matics or languages.

Psychologists and educators are still working on ways to im-

prove intelligence. They are placing their bets on radical and in-

iensive improvements of the "curriculum" and "teaching methods"

in the home and school during infancy and childhood.
I had this kind of feeling for the plausibilities when I first en-

countered the work of Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson.

I was serving as a discussant in the symposium at the American

Psychological Association meetings in 1966 at which they_reportef

thiir findings. It seemed implausible to me that the IQ, which

had proven so refractory, would yield to the admittedly weak treat-

ment administered to the teachers in their experiment. In my dis-

cussion, I said as much and also cited weaknesses in the design,

measurement, and analysis aspects of their experiment.

A year later, I was asked to review the manuscript of Pygmalion

in the Classroom for its publisher. Again I criti cized the work

roundly. Then the book appeared. As Professors Elashoff and Snow

indicate, it received high praise from almost all reviewers. But

most of the reviewers were untrained in psychological measure-
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ment and statistical analysis. Technically competent reviewers, like
R. L. Thorndike and R. E. Snow, seriously questioned the validity
of the Rosenthal-Jacobson data and conclusions. I n his review,
Snow promised a reanalysis of the data. This book contains that
reanalysis, which he and Elashoff did together. I t shows more
thoroughly than ever the questionable nature of the Rosenthal-
Jacobson data and methods.

Pygrnalion in the Classroom got more attention in the mass

media than any other product of the behavioral sciences in the
1960's. It struck a responsive chord among millions who were look-
ing for an explanation of the educational problems of children from
low-income areas,-problems intimately connected with our most
poignant national concerns. Now that the Rosenthal-Jacobson work
has been thrown in doubt, one can only hope that the whole busi-
ness will not-as I feared when reviewing the manuscript-under-
mine confidence in psychological research.

Do teachers' expectations affect things other than lQ-what
teachers try to teach and thus what students learn, how students
feel about themselves, how they get along with the teacher and
their fellow students? Here affirmative answers seem highly plaus-
ible on the basis of much previous research. The task of psycholo-
gists and other behavioral scientists is to use valid methods to re-
veal such effects. Then, if these effects are undesirable, we should
develop techniques to guard against them. The positive residue of
the Pygmalion affair is renewed attention to the hypothesis that
teachers' expectations make a difference in the classroom. Research
workers are now taking a fresh look at these phenomena. This
book also contains a review, by Philip Baker and Janet Crist, of
this more recent work. For our present hard-won sophistication
about the problem, all of us should be grateful to the authors of
this powerful book.

N. L. Gage



Preface

I ncreasingly, investigators are attempting research on difficult
human problems. Many students in education and the behavioral
sciences are preparing for research careers; others are being called
upon to read and use the results of research. They need to be con-
fronted with the difficult problems in conducting research and in
the analysis and criticism of research data.

Pygmalion Reconsidered is a detailed criticism and case history
of a data analysis. At one level, it is a critical evaluation of a

research report. At another level, it is a detailed account of tech-

nical issues important in evaluating research. At still another, it is
a comparison of the merits of, and the results obtained from, alter-
nate analytic approaches to the same data. I t can serve as a special
kind of supplement to courses on research methodology and statis-
tical analysis for the student and the practicing researcher or
educator.

This book is a case study of the research study Pygmalion in the

Classroom by Rosenthal and Jacobson ( 1968) and the report of an
extensive reanalysis of the Rosenthal and Jacobson data. The study
was chosen for detailed examination for two reasons: First, it
addresses a major social problem, has received nationwide atten-
tion, and has prompted a number of similar studies in the area;
second, its basic design, measurement problems, and the statistical
procedures used in its analysis and reanalysis are typical of those
encountered frequently in educational or behavioral science
research.

This book is a revised and expanded version of Technical
Report No. 15, A Case Study in Statistical Inference: Recoruid-
eration of the Rosentlwl-lacobson Data on Teacher Expectancy,
by Janet Dixon Elashoff and Richard E. Snow, published

vi



December l97O by the Stanford Center for Research and Develop-
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I

Introduction

This book is a critical evaluation of the research study reported
by Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson ( 1968b)* and the
report of an extensive reanalysis of their data.

I n his 1966 book, Rosenthal, a Harvard social psychologist,
demonstrated the importance of experimenter effects in behavioral
research, thereby developing a new field for psychological inquiry
(Rosenthal, 1966). After a discussion of the experimenter as
biased observer and interpreter of data, and of the effects of rela-
tively permanent experimenter attributes on subjects' responses, a

series of experiments was summarized purportedly showing the ef-
fects of experimenter expectancy in studies of both human and
animal behavior. Many suggestions were offered on the control
and reduction of self-fulfilling prophecies in psychological
research. To suggest the generality and importance of such phe-
nomena, the book closed with a preliminary analysis of data on
teacher expectancy effects and pupil IQ gains in elementary school.
Those closing pages (pp. 4lO-41 3) then were expanded by
Rosenthal and Jacobson for journal presentation (1966, 1968a)
and for wider circulation in book form ( 1968b). For brevity in the
present report, we will refer to the original study, authors, and
book source Pygmalion in the Classroom as RJ.

Our criticism and reanalysis is intended to serve several pur-
poses. I ts major aim is to provide a pedagogical aid for students,
researchers, and users of research. Thus it offers an extensive cri-
tique of a study, its design, analysis, and reporting. This critique
provides a vehicle for examining common methodological
problems in educational and behavioral science research, and for
discussing and comparing statistical methods which are widely
used but seldom well understood. The reanalysis of the RJ data
provides a demonstration of the wide variation in apparent results

*Information within parentheses refers to the References section at the end of
the book.



2 C hapter One

when similar analytic procedures are applied to data with sampling

and measurement problems. Finally, we sought to identify the

conclusions that can reasonably be drawn about teacher expect-

ancy from the RJ study, since the wide publicity attracted by the

study's expectancy hypothesis may have already sensitized teachers

to this type of experiment and thus prejudiced attempts at replica-

tion.
For pedagogical purposes, we have included criticisms ranging

from major to relatively minor issues, from points of general infor-
mation readily available to most educational researchers. to points
buried in the statistics literature. It might be argued that our criti-
cisms are unnecessarily stringent, that faults in the RJ study are

common faults or that RJ use procedures consistent with "standard

practice" in the field. Even if one feels that RJ should not them-

selves be unduly criticized for faults common in standard practice,

oRe must begin somewhere to examine and improve standard prac-

tice. We can see no better place to begin than with a widely quoted

popular book that is also ". . . intended for students of education

and of the behavioral sciences, generally, and for research inves-

tigators in these fields." (RJ, p. viii)t

Summary of the RJ Study
as Originally Reported

The original study involved classes designated as fast, medium,

and slow in reading at each grade level from first through sixth in a

single elementary ,school, "Oak'n School in South San Francisco.

During May 1964, while Ss (children) were in Grades K through 5,

the "Harvard Test of Inflected Acquisition" was administered as

part of a "Harvard-NSF Validity Study." As described to teachers,

the new instrument purported to identify "bloomers" who would
probably experience an unusual forward spurt in academic and in-
tellectual performance during the following year. Actually, the

measure was Flanagan's Tests of General Ability (TOGA), chosen

as a nonlanguage group intelligence test providing verbal and

reasoning subscores as well as a total IQ. TOGA was judged aP-

propriate for the study because it would probably be unfamiliar to
the teachers and because it offered three forms, for Grades K-2,2-
4, and 4-6, all of similar style and content. As school began in Fall

tFrom bgmalion in the Classroom: Teacher Expectation and Pupils' Intel-
lectual Development, by Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson. Copyright
o 1968 by Ho[t, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Reprinted by permission of
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. This credit line applies to all quotations
from this source identified in the text by the initials RI, a page reference, and
the symbol (t).
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1964, a randomly chosen ZOVo of the Ss were designated as
"spurters." Each of the l8 teachers received a list of from one to
nine names, identifying those spurters who would be in his class.
TOGA was then readministered in January 1965, May 1965, and
May 1966.

RJ chose to obtain simple gain scores from the pretest (May
1964) to the "basic" posttest, a third testing in May 1965, and to
make their primary comparisons with these. The main statistical
computations were analyses of variance. Factors used in the analy-
ses were treatment group (experimental vs. control), grade (first
through sixth), ability track (fast, medium, slow), sex, and minori-
ty group status (Mexican vs. non-Mexican). An analysis of
variance of the full 2x6x3xZx2 classification was neither planned
nor possible since the experimental group contained only 20Vo of
the children, only 17 Vo of the total were Mexican, and the experi-
ment was not designed to ensure equal representation by sex and
ability track. Thus, with only 382 children actually included in the
experiment, many of the 144 cells of the complete cross-classifica-
tion table were empty (see our Table 2 for classroom by treatment
group cell sizes). RJ calculated several two-and three-way analyses
of variance using the unweighted means approximation to deal
with problems of unequal cell frequencies.

The main results for Total IQ gain from pretest to basic posttest
are presented in Chapter 7 of the RJ book. The main table of data
is their Table 7 -l , reproduced here as Table l, which shows mean
gain in Total IQ for each grade and treatment group. "E*pectancy
advantage" was defined as mean gain for the experimental group
minus mean gain for the corresponding control group (also called
"excess of gain" by the experimental group). An excerpt from RJ's
discussion follows:

The bottonl row of Table 7 -l gives the over-all results for Oak School.
ln the year of the experiment, the undesignated control-group children
gained over eight IQ points while the experimental-group children, the
special children, gained over twelve. The difference in gains could be

ascribed to chance about 2 in 100 times (F - 6.35).

The rest of Table 7-l and Figure 7-I show the gains by children of the
two groups separately for each grade. We find increasing expectancy ad-
vantage as we go from the sixth to the first grade: the correlation be-
tween grade level and magnitude of expectancy advantage (r : - .86)
was significant at the .03 level. (p. 74)t

The report continues with similar tables giving results for sepa-
rate Reasoning and Verbal IQ scores and showing gain or "expect-
ancy advantage" for breakdowns by sex and ability track. Brief
profiles of a "magic dozen" of the experimental group children are



4 Chapter One

TABLE 1

Mean Gain in Total IQ After One Year by ExperimenEal

and Control-Group Children in Each of Six Grades

(Reprinred f rom RJ , Eheir table 7 -1, p . 75)'i

Control Experimental

I GainGain

Expectancy Advantage

IQ

Points One-tailp<.05*

+15.4 .002
+ 9.5 .02

0.0
+ 3.4

0.0
0.7

+ 3.80 .02

Grade

Total

1

2

3

4

5

6

N

48
47

40

49

26

4s

255

+L2

+8.42

+27.4
+16.5
+ 5.0
+ 5.6
+L7 .4 (+)

+10.0

+L2.22

7

L2

L4

L2

9

11

65

0
0

0

2

s (-)
7

+7
+5
+2
+L7 .

+10.

*Mean square wiEhin Ereatments within classrooms = L64.24

FIGURE 1
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I ntroduction 5

also included, detailing their pre- and posttest IQ scores, along
with anecdotal descriptions of each child. The over-all results are
interpreted as showing ". . . that teachers' favorable expectations
can be responsible for gains in their pupil's IQs and, for the lower
grades, that these gains can be quite dramatic." (p. 9S)t

Also provided were supplemental analyses of data from the sec-
ond and fourth TOGA administrations as well as graded achieve-
ment in various school subjects, teacher ratings of classroom be-
havior, and a substudy of general achievement test scores. Charts
such as those reproduced in Figure I are given to illustrate "the
process of blooming." They show excess of IQ gain by experi-
mental group over control group across testing occasions for var-
ious breakdowns of the school population.

The book concludes with a discussion of selected methodol-
ogical criticisms of the study and more general methodological
aspects of Hawthorne and expectancy studies, including design
suggestions. I t also offers speculation on possible processes of in-
tentional and unintentional influence between teachers and
students, and closes as follows:

There are no experiments to show that a change in pupils' skin color
will lead to improved intellectual performance. There is, however, the
experiment described in this book to show that change in teacher expec-
tation can lead to improved intellectual performance.

Nothing was done directly for the disadvantaged child at Oak School.
There was no crash program to improve his reading ability, no special
lesson plan, no extra time for tutoring, no trips to museums or ait gal-
leries. There was only the belief that the children bore watching, that
they had intellectual competencies that would in due course be revealed.
What was done in our program of educational change was done directly
for the teacher, only indirectly for her pupils. Perhaps, then, it is th;
teacher to whom we should direct more of our research attention. I f we
could learn how she is able to effect dramatic improvement in her
pupils' competence without formal changes in her teaching methods,
then we could teach other teachers to do the same. lf further research
shows that it is possible to select teachers whose untrained interactional
style does for most of her pupils what our teachers did for the special
children, it may be possible to combine sophisticated teacher seliction
and placement with teacher training to optimize the learning of all
pupils.

As teacher-training institutions begin to teach the possibility that teach-
ers' expectations of their pupils' performance may serve as self-fulfilling
prophecies, there may be a new expectancy created. The new expect-
ancy may be that children can learn more than had been believed pos-
sible, an expectation held by many educational theorists, though for
quite different reasons (for example, Bruner, 1960). The new expect-
ancy, at the very least, will make it more difficult when they encounter
the educationally disadvantaged for teachers to think, "Well, after all,
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what can you expect?" The man on the street may be permitted his

opinions and prophecies of the unkempt children loitering in a dreary

schoolyard. The teacher in the schoolroom may need to learn that those

same prophecies within her may be fulfilled; she is no casual passerby.

Perhaps Pygmalion in the classroom is more her role.(p. 182)t

Organization of the Book

At this point, we give the reader a preview of the contents of the

rest of the book. We have arranged our comments in six major sec-

tions: review of the RJ report, discussions of design and sampling
problerns, measurement problerrs, summary of analysis and

conclusions, replications of the RJ study, and analysis problems

and reanalysis results in Appendix A.
The research report is a crucial part of the research process.

Chapter II contains a critical review of Pygmalion as a research

report and suggests that the report as a whole is inadequate.

Descriptions of design, basic data, and analysis are incomplete. In-
consistencies between text and tables, overly dramatic conclusions,

oversimplified, inaccurate or incorrect statistical discussions and

analyses all contribute to a generally misleading impression of the

study's results.
Chapter III examines RJ's experimental design and sampling

procedures. The major difficulties discussed are the lack of clarity
about the details of assignment to treatment groups, subject losses

during the experiment, and the lack of balance in the design. These

difficulties are especially important in the RJ study since the exper-

imental group showed higher pretest scores on the average.

In Chapter IV, we examine the IQ scores actually obtained by

children in Oak school, and questions of norming, reliability, and

validity for these measurements. Histograms of the score distribu-
tions in each grade are shown. The number of IQ scores below 60

and above 160, especially for Verbal and Reasoning subscores,

raises doubts about the validity of the experiment as a whole and

the results of certain statistical techniques in particular.
Chapter V contains a brief overview of our reanalysis and over-

all conclusions about the results of the RJ study and concludes

with some general methodological recommendations.
Chapter VI by Philip Baker and Janet Crist summarizes the

results of attempted replications of the RJ study. Several of the

magazine and journal reviews of Pygmalion in the Classroom are

reprinted in Chapter VII.
Appendix A contains detailed discussions of the methodological

problems involved in the analysis of a complex study, comments

on RJ's choice of analysis, and the results of our reanalyses. We
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demonstrate the wide variation in apparent results obtained from
slightly different statistical approaches when serious imbalance in
the design and major measurement problems exist.

Appendix B contains a glossary of terms and procedures
referred to in the text.



II

Py7maliort, in the
Cla.ss room as a Report
of Original Research

Before discussing methodological aspects of the RJ study, we
consider it appropriate to examine the RJ book as a report of orig-
inal research. A researcher's responsibility does not end when the
experiment has been conducted and analyses concluded; he must
report to the public his methods and findings. This is not a trivial
final step but a crucial part of the research process. If the reader is
misled about the results, it no longer matters how much care went
into the performance of the experiment. A careful reading of the
report should provide the reader with sufficient information to
allow replication of the study, to allow replication of the data anal-
yses if provided with the data, and to allow him to draw his own
conclusions about the results. Stated conclusions, tables, and charts
should be carefully presented so that the uninformed reader will
not be misled. All studies have weaknesses in design, execution,
measurerRent, or analysis. These should be carefully discussed in
the report because they affect the interpretation of results.

Careful reporting is especially important when the report re-
ceives considerable attention from methodologically unsophis-
ticated readers, as in the case of Pygmalion The phenomenon of
teacher expectancy might be of central importance in the improve-
ment of education, particularly if the scholastic development of
disadvantaged children were strongly dependent on such effects.
The problem then is of considerable social moment and the results
of the RJ work have been widely distributed with noticeable im-
pact in the news media. The following represents a sample of pop-
ular reaction:

8



Pygmalion in the Classroom 9

Can the child's performance in school be considered the result as much
of what his teachers' attitudes are toward him as of his native in-
telligence or his attitude as a pupil? . . Pygmalion in the Classroom is
full of charts and graphs and statistics and percentages and carefully
weighed statements, but there are conclusions that have great signifi-
cance for this nation. . Among the children of the first and second
grades, those tagged "bloomers" made astonishing gains. . TOGA's
putative prophecy was fulfilled so conclusively that even hard-line social
scientists were startled. (Coles, The New Yorker, April 9, 1969)

Here may lie the explanation of the effects of socio-economic status on
schooling. Teachers of a higher socio-economic status expect pupils of a
lower socio-economic status to fail. (Hutchins, San Franctsco
Chronicle, August I l, 1968)

Jose, a Mexican American boy. . moved in a year from being classed
as mentally retarded to above average. Another Mexican American
child, Maria, moved . from "slow learner" to "gifted child,".
The implications of these results will upset many school people, yet
these are hard facts. (Kohl, The New York Review of Bool<s, September
12, l 96g)

The findings raise some fundamental questions about teacher training.
They also cast doubt on the wisdom of assigning children to classes ac-
cording to presumed ability, which may only mire the lowest groups
into self-confining ruts . (Time, September 20, 1968)

Other comments appeared in the Sa turday Review (October 19,
1968), and a special issue of The Urban Review (September, 1968)
was devoted solely to the topic of expectancy and contained a

selection from Pygmalion. (Several of the reviews are reprinted in
Chapter VII.) Rosenthal was even invited to discuss the results on
NBC's "Today" show, thus reaching millions of viewers with the
idea. The study was also cited in at least one city's decision to ban
the use of IQ tests in prim ary grades:

The Board of Education's unanimous action was founded largely on
recent findings which show that in many cases the classroom perform-
ance of children is based on the expectations of teachers.

I n one study conducted by Robert Rosenthal of Harvard U niversity, the
test results given to teachers were rigged, but the children performed
just as teachers had been led to expect based on the IQ scores. (Mc-
Curdy, Los Angeles Times, January 31, 1969)

Because the book received wide attention and will likely stimu-
late more public discussion and policy decisions as well as much
further research, it is imperative that its results be thoroughly
evaluated and understood. Unfortunately, a complete under-
standing of the data and results are not obtainable from the
published accounts alone.
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Pygmalion in the Classroom can be severly criticized as a

research report. We summarize our criticisms briefly here and then

return to each in more detail. The RJ report is misleading. The text

and tables are inconsistent, conclusions are overdr amatized, and

variables are given prejudicial labels. The three concluding
chapters represent only superficial, and frequently inaccurate, at-

tempts to deal with the study's flaws. Descriptions of design, basic

data, and analysis are incomplete. The sampling plan is not spelled

out in detail. Frequency distributions are lacking for either raw or
IQ scores. Comparisons between text and appendix tables are

hampered by the use of different subgroupings of the data and the

absence of intermediate analysis-of-variance tables. Many tables

and graphs show only differences between difference scores, i.e.,

gain for the experimental group minus gain for the control group.

There are technical inaccuracies: charts and graphs are frequently
drawn in a misleading way and the p-value or significance level is
incorrectly defined and used. Statistical discussions are frequently
oversimplified or completely incorrect (some of the statistical ques-

tions are considered in later sections).

I n short, our criticisms can be stated in the more general words

of D. Huff ( 1954):

The fault is in the filtering-down process from the researcher through
the sensational or ill-informed writer to the reader who fails to miss the

figures that have disappeared in the process.

Interpretations
and Conclusions

Conclusions are frequently overstated and do not always agree

from place to place in the book. Text and tables are not always in
agreement. Again, our concern is well stated by Huff (1954, p.

l3l):

When assaying a statistic, watch out for a switch somewhere between

the raw figure and the conclusion. One thing is all too often reported as

another.

RJ use labels for their dependent variables that presume in-
terpretations before effects are found, a practice especially to be

condemned in publications aimed at the general public. "I ntellec-
tual growth" is used in referring to the simple difference between a

child's pretest IQ score and his IQ score on a posttest. I t is ques-

tionable whether simple gain from first to a later testing (with
some adjustments for age) using the same test represents anything
so global as intellectual growth.
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The difference in gains shown by the experimental group over
the control group is described as an "expectancy advantage." This
term presupposes that the difference is always positive. I n fact it is
not. What particular "advantage" or "benefit" accrues to the child
showing a large gain score is not made clear. Words like "special'n
and "magic" are also frequently used to refer to experimental
children, when less provocative terms would serve as well.

Looking at RJ's main results for Total IQ, as reported in their
Table 7 -l (see our Table I ), the first and second grade experi-
mental groups show a large, significant expectancy advant?Ea, the
fourth graders show a small, nonsignificant advantage, the third and
fifth graders show no difference and the sixth graders show a small,
nonsignificant disadvantage. So RJ's table reports an "expectancy
advantage" for the first and second graders (and possibly the fourth
graders) and reports no "expectancy advantage" for the other
grades. The significant "expectancy advant age" reported by RJ is
thus based only on the 19 first and second graders in the experi-
mental group. But RJ conclude:

We find increasing expectancy advantage as we go from the sixth to the
first grade. . . (p. 74)t

Here is how RJ describe the results elsewhere in the text:

When the entire school benefitted as in Total IQ and Reasoning IQ, all
three tracks benefitted. (p. 78)t

When teachers expected that certain children would show greater intel-
lectual development, these children did show greater intellectual devel-
opment. (p. 82)t

The evidence presented in the last two chapters suggests rather strongly
that children who are expected by their teachers to gainintellectually in
fact do show greater intellectual gains after one year than do children of
whom such gains are not expected. (p. l2l )t
After the first year of the experiment a significant expectancy advantage
was found, and it was especially great among children of the first and
second grades. (p. 17 6)t

There is thus a clear tendency to overgeneralize the findings. When
the authors are explaining away the results of contradictory experi-
ments, however, the conclusions sound quite different:

The finding that only the younger children profited after one year from
their teachers' favorable expectations helps us to understand better the
[negative] results of two other experimenters. . . . (p. 8+)t

The results of our own study suggest that after one year, fifth graders
may not show the effects of teacher expectations though first and second
graders do. (p. 84)t
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Another important inconsistency is between the form of analysis

and the stated conclusions. All analyses were done in terms of
means, yet conclusions are stated in terms of individuals; for ex-

ample ". . . when the entire school benefitted . . . ." or ". . .

these children did show greater intellectual development." That is,

the analyses performed by RJ could only show that average gains

by experimental children were larger than average gains by control

children, but RJ's statements imply that each individual experi-

mental child gained and that these gains were all larger than those

shown by any control group child.
There is a strong presumption throughout the book that teacher

expectations have an effect. Contrary evidence is explained away.

RJ cite other studies which in general did not support the

conclusions drawn in this book. The discussion of these adverse

findings de-emphasizes the possibility that teacher expectations

have little effect on IQ scores and becomes almost absurd with ref-
erences to all possible alternative hypotheses,-"there is such an

effect, but . . ." (RJ, p. 57)t
One of RJ's closing chapters takes steps toward answering spe-

cific methodological criticisms. Unfortunately, much of this discus-

sion is superficial and some is incorrect. (See later chapters on

technical inaccuracies, design and sampling, and reliability.) RJ's

chapter also offers speculation on possible processes of intentional
and unintentional influence between the teachers and students, but
fails to face the full implications of the fact that after the study the

teachers could not remember the names on the original lists of
"bloomers" and reported having scarcely glanced at the list.

RJ's last chapter provides a capsule summary and some general

implications. It is here that the inadequacy of statistical summaries

of these data should be clearly specified. But it is not. The reader

expecting careful conclusions is given overdramatized generalities

instead.

Tables, Figures, and Charts

Even with a faulty text, a reader should be able to examine the

basic figures, tables, and analyses and draw his own conclusions.

Clearly in a massive study, we cannot demand that an author

include all the data, or a complete set of analysis-of-variance
tables, etc. RJ indeed included many appendix tables of summary

data. What then is wrong?
Nowhere can the reader see the distributions of pretest or post-

test scores, the relationship between pretest and posttest scores, or

the detailed results of any of the analyses. The tables in the body
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of the text show mean gain or "excess of gain" from pretest to
posttest for treatment groups in breakdowns by grade, sex, track,
or some combination of factors. Excess of gain is mean gain by the
experimental group minus mean gain by the corresponding control
group. This obscures the fact that some of the startling gains were
made by children whose pretest IQs were far below reasonable
levels for normal school children. Examination of alternative hy-
potheses, such as "that children higher (or lower) to begin with gain
nrore," or "that unreliability may have contributed to spurious
results," is hampered. Means and standard deviations for pretest,
posttest, and gain are shown in the appendix but not for the same
breakdowns as shown in the text. (I n addition, standard deviations
must be multiplied by ,2ffi-r before use in a t-test since RJ ap-
parently defined 

"2 
= I(*, ;l'/n instead of using 

"2 = I(*, D'l(n-l) .)

Selected means or standard deviations to compare with text tables,
such as Table 7 -l which shows a breakdown by grade, can be ob-
tained with some computation. But for RJ tables such as Table 7 -5
showing breakdown by sex, it is impossible to obtain mean pretest
or posttest scores from data supplied in the book. Since no
analysis-of-variance tables are shown, the reader must rely on
statementSlike..TheinteractiontermwaSnotverysignificant(p<
.15) . ." (RJ, p. 77)I However, there were several analyses of
variance, with different combinations of factors yielding different
results, so p-values quoted in the text were all obtained from dif-
ferent analysis-of-variance calculations. The reader is left uncertain
as to which results were obtained in what analysis and cannot
reconstruct tables of means to interpret each effect for himself.

Since final interpretations of the results and the validity of many
of the statistical procedures RJ employed rests on the score dis-
tributions and the relationships of pre to post scores, the reader
would hope to find tables, histograms, and scatterplots to enable
him to examine the data more closely, at least for the main subsets

of data. At the very least, the authors should be able to assure the
reader that they have examined the data in this light and are sa-

tisfied. But no histograms or frequency distributions of individual
scores are provided or mentioned. I f these were displayed, the
reader would notice that Total IQ scores range from 39 to 202,
Reasoning IQ scores range from 0 to 262, and Verbal IQ scores
range from 46 to 300. (See Chapter IV for a discussion of the
meaning of extreme scores like these.) There are also no scat-
terplots showing relationships between pretest and posttest scores.

Of the nine figures in RJ Chapters 7-9, eight are drawn in a mis-
leading way; Huff calls graphs like these "gee-whiz" graphs. RJ
Figure 7 -2, which also appeared in Scientific American (RJ,
1968a), is mislabeled, does not state that its impressive percent-
ages are based on a total of only 19 children in the experimental
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FlGURE 2a: PERCENTAGES OF FIRST AND SECOND GRADERS

GAINING TEN, TWENTY, or THIRTY TOTAL lO

POINTS

(Reprinted from RJ, their figure 7'2, p. 76)t
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group, with the 4 children gaining 30 or more points included with
those gaining 20 or more points who in turn have been included
with the children gaining l0 or more points. Our Figure 2b shows
the information in RJ's Figure 7 -2 redrawn to eliminate overlap-
ping or repetition of information and inaccurate labeling.

RJ Figures 8-1, 8-2,9-1, and 9-2 all are drawn with false zero
lines, overemphasizing apparent gains and differences in gain. For
example, in RJ Figure 8- I the line of zero gain is in the middle of
the chart and the entire scale displayed on the graph runs from

-0.5 to +0.8 grade points based on a scale from 0 for "F" to 4
for "A." The choice of scale makes the gains and differences in
gains look large when, in fact, most are considerably less than one
grade point. Our Figures 3a and 3b show RJ's Figure 8-l and the
same figure redrawn appropriately. Figures such as 8- I , 8-2, 9-1,
and 9-2 should be drawn with the zero line strongly indicated and
all gains originating from it.

The four "process of blooming" charts (RJ Figures 9-3 through
9-6) not only display floatin g zero lines and elastic scales from one
IQ measure to another, but particular measures are drawn on dif-
ferent scales in each chart so that comparisons between charts are
not possible. (Scales for the IQ differences are 0 to 5 , 3 to 12, O

to 12.5, and 0 to 6 respectively.) More important, the "expectancy
advantage" computed at each time point is based on a different set
of children, since there are missing data and subject losses along
the way. Finally, all the charts indicate no "expectancy advantage"
at Time I (the pretest). Since the experiment had not begun there
are no gains to compare, but in fact the two groups did rwt have
the same average pretest scores. For example, for the Total IQ
chart in Figure I the experimental group had average pretest
scores 4.9 IQ points higher than the control group in the lower
grades and 2.4 IQ points higher in the upper grades (these
numbers obtained from our Table 20 in Appendix A).

Technical I naccuracies

Books intended for use by students should be free from tech-
nical inaccuracies. One striking deficiency here is RJ's misuse of p-
value. The concept of p-value or significance level is incorrectly
defined and interpreted through the book. In the preface, p-value is
defined incorrectly:

". . there often will be a letter p with some decimal value, usually .05
or.0l or.00l. These decimals give the probability that the finding
reported could have occurred by chance. For example, in comparing
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FIGURE 3a: GAINS lN READING GRADES lN SIX GRADES

(Reprinted from RJ, their figure 8'1, p. 100it
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two groups the statistical significance of the difference in scores may be

hood was less than I in 100 that the difference found could have oc-

curred by chance." (p. ix)t

This definition should read: this means that the likelihood was less

than I in 100 that the difference found or one larger could have

occurred by chance if the dtfference between the population means

were zero and all the assumptions necessary for the test to be valtd
were satisfied. The trouble with RJ's definition is its implication
that the observed difference ls the true difference, that because this
particular difference is unlikely to have occurred by chance it must
be real. The p-valus does not tell us how close an observed dif-
ference is likely to be to the true difference. It simply identifies the
likelihood of a more extreme result than the one observed, given
that the null hypothesis is true. For example, if a t-test based on a

this means that the probability of observing a difference in sample

means as large or larger than lO.2 is less than .01 if in fact there is
no real difference in population means and all the assumptions
necess ary for the test to be valid are satisfied. The "true dif-
ference" need not be anywhere near 10.2. For example, the proba-
bility of observing a difference in sample means by chance more
extreme than 10.2 if the "true difference" were 6.8 is about .22.

RJ seem also to use p-value as a measure of strength of effect,
an indication of the size and practical importance of mean dif-
ferences. They do not use a standard p-valuc such as .05, prefer-
ring to quote values ranging from .25 to .00002 thus encouraging
the reader to conclude that p-values of .001 indicate truer, larger,
more important effects than p-values of .01 . The p-value is not a

useful measure of the size or importance of an observed treatment
effect for individuals because it depends on the sample sizes in-
volved as well as the actual size of the difference. Small differences
of no practical importance can be shown statistically significant at
a small p-value if the sample size is large enough. Conversely, large

observed differences may not be statistically significant if the

sample size is small. Procedures which can be used to assess the

size of treatment effects include: confidence interval for the dif-
ferences in means, histograms showing the relative positions of
control group scores and experimental group scores, percent of in-
dividuals misclassified, measures of statistical association such as

,2 (Hays, 1963), and linear regression analysis showing the per-

cent of variance accounted for by treatment relative to other
factors.

Most importantly, however, it is usually meaningless to quote

particular p-values less than .01 since the actual distribution of a
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statistic such as t in a real problem will seldom be well approxi-
mated by the tabled distribution far enough into the tails (see our
later section on reliability) for small p-values to be meaningful.

RJ devote nine pages to a discussion of the higher gains in
reading grades shown by the experimental or "special" children.
Yet they state:

When the entire school was considered, there was only one of the eleven
school subjects in which there was a significant difference between the
grade-point gains shown by the special children and the control-group
children. (p. 99)t

Why is so much emphasis placed on results for one out of eleven

school subjects? A series of eleven independent l-tests at the lOVo

level referred to by RJ can be expected to produce at least one sig-
nificant difference by chance even though there is no true dif-
ference in any of the eleven. I n fact, the probability of obtaining at
least one significant difference by chance under these circum-
stances is .6862*. Of course, these sets of grades are not indepen-
dent and the probability of obtaining at least one significant result
by chance will be smaller than .6862 but will undoubtedly be con-
siderably larger than .10.

I n a footnote, RJ argue that:

Even allowing for the fact that reading was the only school subject to

for reading seem too low to justify our ascribing them to chance. If the

eleven subjects were independent, which they were not . we might

p is about ten times larger than those obtained when classrooms served
as sampling units. (p. I l8-l l9)t

The problem of "expected p-values" needs further examination.
First, no matter how small the p-value is, the difference may not
be real; there is always the chance that a rare event has occurred.
Second, what is the probability of a very small p-value given that
the p-value is less than.l0? It is easiest to examine this question
for the sign test on seventeen classes, for which the obtained p-

value is less than or equal to .0062 is .0879. I n other words, there
is about a 9Vo chance of a p-value as small or smaller than .0062

for the difference in reading scores would provide more informa-
tion about the practical importance of obtained results than any
discussion of p-value.

*P(t significant lHr) : .10, P(no r significant lHo, I I independent I's):
(.90)tr, P(one or more t significant lHo) : l-(.90)rr : .6862.
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Desig, and
Sampling Problems

There are several problems inherent in the design of the RJ

study and the sample finally obtained. We list them briefly and

then discuss each in turn. The sampling plan, the procedure for as-

signment of children to treatment groups, is ill-defined. Little bal-

ance was designed into the study. A 20Vo subject loss from pretest

to posttest reduces the generalizability of the study and raises the

possibility of differential subject loss in experimental and control
groups. Because of the uncertain sampling plan, the lack of bal-
ance and the possibility of nonrandom subject loss during the ex-

periment, the fact that the experimental group showed higher pre-

test scores on the average, especially in the lower grades, suggests

serious difficulties that attempts at statistical correction may not
erase.

The details of a sampling plan provide the basis for subsequent

statistical inference as well as for planning replications of a study.

I n addition, the sampling plan determines the population to which
the results can be generalized, the unit of observation (individual
or classroom), the comparability of experimental and control
groups, and the factors which may be used in an analysis of
variance. It is not clear from the RJ book just what the procedure

for assignment to treatment groups was. According to the authors,

a 20Vo random sample of the school's children was listed as

"bloomers" to form the experimental group. However, ". . . it
was felt to be more plausible if each teacher did not have exactly

the same number or percentage of her class listed."(p. 7O)t Thus,

the number of experimental children in a classroom varied from
one to nine. "For the same reason the proportion of either boys or
girls on each teacher's list was allowed to vary from a minimum of
40Vo of the designated children to a maximum of 6OVo of the

designated children."(p. 7 t )t Was this plan simple random

I9
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TABLE 2

Number of Chlldren Taking the Basic PosEtest

by Classroom and TreaEment GrouP

Grade Group

2

3

4

6

Fast Med ium

15

4 (2L"/.)

t4

3 (182)

15

1 (67")

16

3 (L6iL)

:r.3

4 (24i()

73

15 (L77")

Slow

16

2. (LL%)

14

3 (182)

13

5 (287")

15

4 (zLi()

10

4 (zei()

L2

3 (207")

80

2L (ZLy.)

I

A11 Grades

C

E

C

E

C

E

C

E

C

E

C

E

C

E

L7

1

19

6

L2

B

18

5

16

5

20

4

LCt2

2'.9

(611)

(24%)

(4oi|)

(22%)

(247")

(L7iL)

(227")
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sampling, or random sampling stratified by sex and classrooffi, or
some compromise solution? I t makes a difference in our choice of
analysis. Perhaps simple randornization was followed by a
nonrandom reassignment procedure to fit specifications; the au-
thors do not say. I n the final analysis can we actually assume
random assignment to treatments?

The major difficulty with the RJ design is the imbalance deliber-
ately created to make the experimental condition plausible for the
teachers. With highly variable human subjects and a small experi-
mental group, it is especially important that the experimental and
control groups be comparable on as many tactors as possible. Sta-
tistical inference at the end of the experiment will rest on the find-
ing that the experimental and control groups differ by more than
could be expected on the basis of inherent variability. I f groups
differ for reasons other than the experimental treatment variable,
resulB may be confounded and interpretation rendered impossible.
A main objective of experimental design is to control sources of
variability so that no confounding impedes interpretation.

As a result of subject loss during the experiment as well as origi-
nal inequalities, the number of children in each classroom and
treatment group available for the basic posttest varies as shown in
Table 2. The oercent of children in the experimental group from
each classroom is also shown. The lack of equality in the number
of experimental children per classroom means that some classes
have too few experimental children to make analysis within
classrooms feasible. The addition of sex as a factor in the analysis
immediately creates empty cells. RJ's approach of cornbining
across other factors to do analyses of variance on such cross-clas-
sifications as treatment by sex, and treatment by sex by grade,
necessitates combining over tracks and introduces confounding. I n
the first grade, for example, the experimental group comes mainly
from the middle track while in the third grade the middle track is
hardly represented at all; tracks are much more evenly represented
in the control group. (When tracks are combined, the analyses of
variance may yield misleading results; see the discussion accom-
panying Table l5 in Appendix A.)

I n designing experiments like the one under discussion here, an
appropriate prcrcedure is first to match or block subjects on poten-
tially important variables, like grade, sex, and classrooffi, and then
to rely on random assignment of subjects to treatments within
blocks to provide balance for other variables. This procedure in-
sures that the groups are cornparable on the blocked variables and
thus equally representative of the population of interest. I t is also
advisable to check the adequacy of obtained balance in the sub-
jects remaining in the experiment at the end; different experi-
mental treatments can create differential dropout or loss rates
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TABLE 3

Number of Chlldren Taking PreEest and at LeasE One PosEEest

Control

ExperimenEal

TotaI

Pre tes r PreEesE and at ToEal
onlv least one post.EesE pretested

79

L7 77 94

96 382 478

384305

among subjects, and this effect may dictate changes in the statis-

tical analysis, as well as being of interest in its own right. Vari-
ables which have not been used in blocking may be included as

factors in an analysis of variance only with considerable caution
(see section on analysis of variance in unbalanced designs in Ap-
pendix A).

The plausibility of the lists of children expected to "bloom" is a
crucial issue in an experiment of this type, but randomization and

balance are also important. RJ could have taken some steps to

achieve balance without giving every teacher a list including ex-

actly the same number of names. The most important factor for
balancing is perhaps ability track. Track assignments were made

on the basis of reading ability by the previous year's teacher, after
the administration of the TOGA pretest but without knowledge of
these pretest IQs. There were three classes, representing the three

tracks, at each grade level. Since classes apparently differed in size,

assigning exactly the same proportion of children in each class

would not have resulted in the same number of children on each

list. I f class size represented on the pretest is indicative of the

whole experiment, total class size varied from 16 to 27 ; ZOVo of
these classes would vary from three to five or six. I t is questionable

whether a teacher would notice that three in a class of 17 repre-

sents the same proportion as six in a class of 28. However, another

possibility would have been to take a lower percentage of children
from the fast track and a higher percentage of children from the

slow track, since fast track children might be said to have already

"bloomed." If all classes were of size 20, we might choose l|Vo,
20Vo, 25Vo, or three, four, and five experimental children in the

fast, medium, and slow tracks, respectively.

With such a small experimental group it is difficult to achieve

balance on sex also, but perhaps teachers could be told that the

prediction is done separately for the two sexes so the lists contain
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equal numbers of boys and girls. There seems little reason for
allowing the number of experimental children in a class to vary
haphazardly from one to nine. When many children are lost to the
experiment through attrition, the original balance may be partially
lost, but this is no reason to ignore the question of balance at the
beginning.

There is the possibility of a selection bias of unknown propor-
tions. Although 478 children were given the pretest, only 382 or
80Vo were present for at least one posttest and were thus "included
in the experiment" (see Table 3). RJ remark that "The ins and outs
seldom belong to the high or top-achieving third of the school."(p.
63)t Thus the children remaining in the experiment cannot be con-
sidered a random sample of Oak School children and the results
may not be representative of the reactions of the whole school pop-
ulation. In view of the high subject loss, it is doubtful that the ex-
perimental and control children can still be regarded as
representing comparable groups. Although roughly the same
proportion of experimental and control children were lost to the
experiment, pretest scores on lost subjects were not available and
it is impossible to tell whether both groups lost comparable
children.

Given the uncertain sampling plan and large subject loss, it is
disconcerting to note that, for those children remaining in the ex-
periment, the pretest scores are consistently superior in the experi-
mental group.

I n spite of random allocation to the experimental condition, the
children of the experimental group scored slightly higher in pretest IQ
than did the children of the control group. This fact suggesred the possi-
bility that those children who were brighter to begin with might have
shown the greater gains in intellectual performance.(p. 150)t

In Chapter 10, RJ explore this possibility using two different
procedures: one involves correlations between pretest scores and
gain scores; the second is based on post hoc matching of experi-
mental and control children. They conclude:

These analyses suggest that the over-all significant effects of teachers'
favorable expectations cannot be attributed to differences between the
experimental- and control-group children in pretest Ie. (p. l5l )t

But neither RJ procedure provides an adequate investigation of the
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possibility that children higher to begin with gained more. The
correlation analysis is, in fact, incorrect. RJ state:

As one check on this hypothesis, the correlations were computed be-

tween children's initial pretest IQ scores and the magnitude of their
gains in IQ after one year. If those who were brighter to begin with
showed greater gains in IQ, the correlations would be positive. In gen-

eral, the over-all correlations were negative; for total IQ r - -.23

Actually, the correlation between pretest scores and gain scores
can generally be expected to be negative. If Xi represents the pre-
test scores, and Yi the posttest scores; their variances are ,?r. and

,tr , and their correlation is p . Then the correlation between gain
scores, Yi Xi and pretest scores X1 is

'Y-x,x

poy ox

(oy + 2(l-p)o*o,

Thus, py-x,x can be positive only if , , o*tor. Since ox/oy should seldom
be much smaller than 1.0, we see that the correlation between gain
scores and pretest scores will generally be negative. (I t for ex-
ample ox'oy andp a .oswhich is a situation representative of the RJ
data-see Tables 4, 5, 6-th€n gy_x,x . -.4).

Clearly, correlations between pretest scores and gain scores are
determined by the correlation between pretest scores and posttest
scores and cannot be used to investigate whether those who were
brighter to begin with gained more. If pretest and posttest scores
have a linear relationship and those with higher pretest scores gain
more, the slope of the regression equation of posttest on pretest
will be greater than unity. If those with higher pretest scores
gained a great deal more, one might expect to find a nonlinear rela-
tionship between pre- and posttest. Referring to our reanalysis sec-

tion in Appendix A, note that the slope is generally less than unity;
it is larger than unity for grades 5 and 6 Total and Verbal IQ and
grades 3 and 4 Verbal IQ (Tables 9 and l0). Note however, that
Figures I I through 19 show nonlinear effects produced by a few
children with high pretest scores and large gains.

RJ's second procedure was to match experimental and control
group children within classrooms on pretest scores and to compute
an "expectancy advantage" for each matched pair. Post hoc

matching can be useful only when close, objectively chosen matches

are possible. Since the experimental group was only one-fourth the

size of the control group, choosing a control child to match each

experimental child must involve subjective decisions. Also, the fact
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that l3 of the 65 experimental children were left unmatched in-
dicates a lack of comparability of the two groups. Our reanalysis
section in Appendix A presents some further evidence on the
difficulties involved in post hoc matching.



IV

MeAsurement
Problems

For the main purposes of their study, RJ chose TOGA, a group

intelligence test which purportedly does not require reading abili-
ty. RJ obtained individual IQ scores for each testing and defined

changes in these scores over time as "intellectual growth." TOGA
forms K-2, 2-4, and 4-6 were used. On the pretest K-2 was ad-

ministered to the kindergarten and first grade classes, form 2-4 was

administered to the second and third grades, and form 4-6 was ad-

ministered to the fourth and fifth grades. On the second and third
tests during the following year all children were retested with the

same test form (grade designation used by RJ was that at basic

posttest). On the fourth test, two years after the pretest, those who

had been in kindergarten, second grade, or fourth grade on the

pretest were again tested with the same TOGA form while the

other children were tested with the next higher-level form. These

IQ tests were multiple choice with five choices for each item; forms
K-2 and 2-4 each had 63 items, 35 verbal and 28 reasoning, form
4-6 had 85 items. Thus for example, children in kindergarten on

the pretest, first grade for second and third tests, and second grade

for the fourth test received form K-2 all four times, while children

in the first grade on the pretest, second grade for the basic posttest,

and third grade for the last test received form K-2 the first three

times and form 2-4 for the fourth time.
Among the most important questions to be asked, here as in any

research project, are: What is being measured? How is it being

measured? How accurately is it being measured? What scale of
measurement is being used? In this section we examine the IQ
scores actually obtained by children in Oak school, and questions

of norming, reliability, and validity for these measurements.

26
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Scores and Norms

Problems began with the decision to rely solely on TOGA. Ex-
amination of the manual suggests that the test has not been fully
normed for the youngest children, especially for children from
lower socioeconomic backgrounds. I n addition, it was adminis-
tered to separate classes by the teachers themselves, a fact which
raises doubts about standardization of procedure. A review of the
test manual shows that for grades K-2 the procedure is regarded
more as a class project than as a test. Although the teachei reacls
each item in the verbal subtest, in the reasoning portion children
are left on their own with only minimal instruition or guidance
from the teacher. There appears to have been no attempt to train
the teachers in test administration, to check the adequicy of ad-
ministration, or to determine whether the test and its instructions
and procedure were understood by the subjects. With kinder-
gartners unq first graders, in particular, it is doubtful that any
closely timed group test can be regarded as an adequate measure of
intellectual status.

All computations were based on IQ scores--a transformation of
the raw scores based on norm groups and the age of the child. The
total raw score distribution on form K-2 for example has a pos-
sible range of 0 to 63 points. Examining the conversion table, one
notes that a difference in raw scores of one item on TOGA will
result in an IQ difference (for children of the same age) of about 2
points near the center of the distribution, up to 8 points at the
bottom of the scale, and 60 points at the top.

According to the manual, TOGA IQ scores were normed so that
for school children the mean IQ should be 100 (although it might
be lower for some socioeconomic groups) and the standard dev'ia-
tion should be 16 or 17 . Thus 95Vo of the children should be in
the range 67 to 133. A detailed table of mental ages corresponding
to each raw score from one to the maximum possible is provided in
the manual. In a technical report accompanying TOGA, norms
showing mental age extrapolated up to 26.6 and down to zero are
provided. As R.L. Thorndike ( 1969) notes elsewhere, however, ex-
trapolations outside the norm sample range are of questionable
value. I ndeed, the tables showing IQ scores for each raw score and
age are not extrapolated beyond IQs of 60 and 160. Thus although
it is possible to obtain IQs of 0 to 200 or more using information
provided in the manual, the manual implicitly discourages use of
IQs lower than 60 or higher than 160, which should occur very
rarely in any case.

_ 9: simple check on the adequacy of the IQ scores provided by
TOGA would be a comparison of the score distribution obtainei
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TABLE 4

Pretest Scores

A11 Pretested Children with at Least One Posttest

Grade

1

2

1&2

3&4

5&6

I"lean

90.0

94.7

92 .3

104.3

99 .2

39

59

39

64

56

N

63

63

L26

131

L25

Total IQ

Standard
Deviation

L9 .4

15.8

L7.9

L7 .4

18.4

Minimum Maximum

130

133

133

158

L52

1

2

1&2

3&4

5&6

63

63

L26

131

L25

58.0

89. I

7 3.5

99.5

96.6

Reasoning IQ

36.8

2L.6

34.1

19.5

20.3

0

39

0

56

52

111

133

133

L67

158

Verbal IQ

I

2

1&2

3&4

5&6

63

63

L26

131

L25

105. 7

99.4

L02.6

109. 7

L02 .6

2L.2

16. 1

L9.2

22 .2

24 .4

54

50

50

68

46

183

133

183

171

165

for the "Oak School" children with those of the norming groups.

RJ provide no score distributions in either text or appendix, al-

though examining RJ Tables A- I , A-2, and A-3 in the appendix

we find pretest Total IQ means within treatment group of 60.5,

76.9,79.9 for some low track classrooms. The pretest mean for

Reasoning IQ was 58.0 for the entire first grade; in the first grade

control group, Reasoning pretest means were 30.8 and 47 .2 for
slow and medium track, respectively. It should be noted that, at

one time, children with IQs below 7O were officially described as

feeble-minded. Those below 40 were labeled "imbeciles." Today,
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TABLE 5

Basic Posttest Scores

Grade

1&2

3&4

5&6

N

114

115

91

Mean

103.4

L07.7

LLz .3

Total IQ

Standard
Deviation

18.4

20. 1

22 .8

I"linimum

67

57

63

Maximum

202

165

17L

1&2

3&4

5&6

39114

115

91

L02 .3

103.6

116. s

Reasoning IQ

29 .2

28 .5

29.7

0

2tr

262

25L67

1&2

3&4

5&6

114

115

108

108.6

116. 1

LL3 .2

Verbal IQ

2l.L

31.9

31.0

7L

69

59

22L

300

249

a score of 7 5 or below usually identifies individuals for special
EMR (educable mentally retarded) classes. Since IQ scores as high
as 60 could easily be obtained by "guessing" on form K-2 (see

below) IQ scores as low as these must include random or systemat-
ically incorrect responses and unattempted items (an IQ of 63 for a
six-year-old represents 12 correct out of 63 multiple choice items).
Some IQ means seemed inconsistent with the tracking classifica-
tion; for the third grade control group, fast, medium, and slow
track pretest total IQ means were 98.4, 102.2, 100.3 respectively.
Pretest means for different forms of TOGA also seemed inconsis-
tent; first and second graders had a mean total IQ of 92.3, third
and fourth graders of 104.3 and fifth and sixth graders of 99.2.

As a consequence, our first step was to examine the score dis-
tributions in detail. Histograms of Total IQ, Verbal IQ, and
Reasoning IQ scores on pretest and basic posttest for each grade
are shown in Figures 4-9. Means, standard deviations, and max-
imum and minimum scores are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Notice the pretest Reasoning IQs of zero in the first grade (Fig-
ure 6), the posttest Total IQs of 202 in the second grade, the post-
test Verbal IQs of 221,249,300, and the posttest Reasoning IQs
of 251, 262.
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Since Total IQ scores on the pretest were so low for first and

second graders, it is interesting to compare the obtained distribu-

tion with that to be expected if children merely "guessed." TOGA

form K-2 is a multiple choice test with five choices for each of 63

items. If we define "guessing" to mean that a child selects at

random one of the five choices and each choice is made with prob-

ability ll5, then raw scores on the test should have a binomial dis-

tribution with n- 63, p : ll5. The pretest raw score distribution

for first and second graders is shown in Figure 10. The histogram

shown with dotted lines gives expected raw scores drawn as it for
example, one-sixth (or l9) of the children merely picked their an-

swers at random. The average number of items that were correct

by guessing would be 13. Notice how many of the children did

have pretest scores in the "guessing" range. Note that a raw score

of 8 in a child of age six yields an IQ of 50, a raw score of 13 an

IQ of 67 ' a raw score of 20 an IQ of 83'
Actually, it is rare that all children attempt all items. I n this ex-

periment, where teacher influences on subsequent test performance

are of central importance, detailed data on test items answered in-

correctly vs. items left unanswered at each testing should have

been provided. It would be helpful in hypothesizing further about

the nature of teacher effects, if found. Thorndike ( I 969) notes that

the main influence of extra encouragement by the teacher might

well be to increase the number of items attempted, even by

guessing. RJ provide no data on this question, but Rosenthal notes

elsewhere ( 1969, p. 690) that ". . . low IQs were earned because

very few items were attempted by many of the children."

Reliability Quest ions

Examination of the score distributions reveals many extreme IQ

scores less than 60 or greater than I 60; RJ do not discuss these

strange scores and have included them in standard analyses

without comment. How stable are the IQ scores obtained across

time? Test-retest correlations seem low at times especially for

Reasoning IQ (see our Table 6, RJ's Table A-30). Looking at indi-

vidual score sequences (using the data sent us by RJ ) we noticed

many instances of instability of IQ scores across time. A few ex-

amples of the more striking cases include one child with successive

Toial IQs of 55, 1O2,95, 104; another with 84, l2O, 107, 105;

another with 88, 85, 128, l0l; and another with 97, 88, 100, 127.

For Verbal IQ we find sequences 54, l2l, l0l, 74; and 125, 87,

86, 68; and 167,293, 174, 130. For Reasoning IQ, the sequences

0,77,82, 143; and 17,148, I10, ll2; and I I l, 89, 208, 125; and

ll4,8l, 88, 106 appear. In view of the fact that children were
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FIGURE 5: PRETEST VERBAL IO DISTRlBUTION BY GRADE
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FIGURE 7: POSTTEST TOTAL lO DISTRIBUTION BY GRADE
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FIGURE 9: POSTTEST REASONING lO DISTRIBUTION BY GRADE
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tested three and four times with exactly the same test we should ex-

pect greater stability than this. A partial explanation of the

unreliability of these scores is contained in the TOGA manual:
"For second grade children of average or above-average ability,
TOGA 2-4 will usually provide more reliable test scores."

The sections of the RJ book devoted to discussion of the relia-
bility problem are unsatisfactory. RJ state:

I n fact, on a more rigorous basis, it can be shown that the less reliable a

test, the more difficult it is to obtain systematic, significant differences
between groups when such differences do, in fact, exist. I n summary,
there seems to be no way in which the "unreliability" of our group
measure of intelligence could account for our results although it could,
in principle, account for the results not having been still more dramatic.
(p. I 49)t

The problems of test unreliability were discussed and found
wanting as explanations of our results. (p. 179)t

These statements are exaggerated and oversimplified. First, all
statements about the effects of unreliability on a statistical test
must be based on a probability model which describes the
unreliability. The standard model for the reliability of gain scores
is that pretest scores X and posttest scores Y come from a

bivariate normal distribution with correlation coefficient p . (That
is, X and Y both have normal distributions and are linearly
related.) Thus "unreliability" is the same for all IQ levels, and the
reliability, e s as well as the variances of X and Y, is the same for
both experimental and control groups.

Under this standard model, it is true as RJ note, that the greater
the unreliability of the test the larger the variance of gain scores
and the larger the sample size necess ary to show significance for
true differences of a certain size between means of the groups.
Therefore, unreliability in a test increases the probability of Type
II errors, that is, it increases the probability of finding no signifi-
cant difference when true differences exist. However, it does not
reduce the probability of a Type I error; that is fixed by the exper-
imenter. The probability of obtaining a statistically significanr dif-
ference between experimental and control groups when no real dif-
ference exists is still equal to the p-value and is unaffected by the
size of g . Furthermore, this is by no means the only possible
model for unreliability and may not accurately describe the RJ
data. The standard model maintains that IQ scores or gain scores
for both control and experimental groups are drawn from the same
distribution except that the means may be different. I f the scores
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FIGURE 1O: FIRST AND SECOND GRADE PRETEST SCORES
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in the two groups come from distributions with different variances,

different skewness, different kurtosis, then the actual probability
of obtaining a significant difference in sample means when no dif-
ference in population means exists may be quite different from the

nominal significance level of the test.

When two groups have markedly different sample sizes and

markedly different variances, the actual significance level of a t-
test may be quite different from the nominal significance level (see

R. M. Elashoff, 1968). For example, if both the experimental and

control groups have normal distributions with a ratio of sample

sizes (n"/n") of 5 and a ratio of variances a'1"'"t of .5, then in large

samples and for a nominal significance level of .05, the actual sig-

nificance level of the r-test would be .12. That is, to perform a t-
test at the 5Vo level of significance, we reject the null hypothesis if
the observed l-value is greater than 1.96. When n./n" = 5

and o2.to2 = .s the actual probability of observing a t value greater

than I .96 under the null hypothesis is l2Vo. I n the RJ experiment
for the combined firsf and second grades, ../.. is about 5 and the

observed ratio of variances for Total IQ gain scores is "lr"l - .62 
s

consequently p-values quoted by RJ for comparisons in the lower
grades are probably spuriously low.

I

I

L
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Validity Questions

RJ do not provide a satisfactory discussion of the validity of
their measure of "intellectual growth." "lntellectual growth" must
mean more than changing a few answers the second time through a

single test. Other mental ability information available from the
school or obtainable without undue additional effort could have
been used to examine the validity of the TOGA scores. A usual
procedure in questions of construct validity is to show correlations
between the measure in question and other indices presumed to
represent the same or similar construct. RJ did not attempt to
relate the TOGA scores to other acknowledged intelligence
measures. The supporting evidence they introduce consists of
changes in teacher grades, assessments of behavior made at one
point in time, and a substudy of Iowa Tests of Basic Skills for the
fifth and sixth grades. RJ report significant differences between ex-
perimental and control groups on one school subject out of eleven
and three of nine "classroom behavior" indices. None of these dif-
ferences, however, were as large as one point on scales of I to 4 for
grades and I to 9 for behavior. No correlations between IQ and
grades or behavior or achievement are shown; no correlations be-
tween gains in IQ and gains in grade points, changes in behavior,
or gains in achievement are shown. I n short, it is not clear how
valid the TOGA IQ measures themselves are as a measure of in-
telligence or achievement or. how valid changes in TOGA IQ
scores are as a measure of intellectual growth.

I n view of the conditions of test administration, pretest scores in
the lower grades very likely involve variance due to differences in
listening to instructions, perseverance, or resistance to distraction.
These influences are partioularly likely in the reasoning subtest,
which is not teacher paced as ltre ,eibal subtest itemJ are. In-
terpretations based on these influences would at least make the low
pretest scores more credible, but a rather different interpretation
of expectancy effects would also be required.

Rosenthal ( 1969) elsewhere argues that TOGA's validity is
demonstrated by its correlation (.6S; with ability track placement
the following year. A test could predict a gross, three-level judg-
ment of academic status well and still be nearly useless as a

measure of individual intellectual ability or growth. Thus, such a
correlation in no way validates the scale of measurement or its
meaning and that is the question at issue here.
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TABLE 6

TesE-retest Correlations

Pretest to Basic Posttest

lst & 2nd Grades

Total IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

3rd & 4th Grades

Total IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

5th & 6th Grades

Total IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

Control ExperimenEal

.72

.70

.50

.87

.74

.74

84

83

63

66

73

45

77

7L

57

87

85

48

Another check on the relationship of the TOGA scores to other

assessments of the children might be provided by considering track

transfers. RJ do not discuss transfers of children between ability
tracks, so the reader is permitted the dubious assumption that no

students changed track across the study's two-year span even

though some IQs changed more than 100 points. In fact, some

track transfers did occur. According to information received from
RJ the track location used in the analyses was track location as of
January 1965, or about the time of the first posttest. There were

indeed track changes during the experiment, however, as shown in

Table 7. The relative numbers of control and experimental group

children who changed tracks is consistent with their proportions in

the experiment. Since the experimental group does not show a sig-

nificantly greater proportion of upward changes than the control
group, track changes do not support the contention that experi-

mental children "benefited more" than control children.
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TABI,E 7

Number of Children Changing Tracks

During L964-1965

No change

Up

Doum

Total

ConErol Experimental

285

t4

73

4

06

305 77

358

18

6

382

There is another difficulty created by the information that the

track location is not that corresponding to the initial assignment of
children within each class; we no longer know which class to com-
pare these children with. Children have changed from cell to cell of
the design during the experiment.

Another validity question concerns the experiment in general. I n

any experiment, one must be assured that the treatment conditions
actually represent the intended variables. Particularly where in-
cidental processes are of interest or where deception is involved,
some procedure should be included to "cross-validate" the experi-
mental effect. RJ took at least a first step in this direction by
including a teacher interview and memory test at the end of the ex-
periment. However, RJ fail to face the full implications of their
results:

While all teachers recalled glancing at their lists, most felt they paid
little or no attention to them. Many teachers threw their lists away after
glancing at them. (p. 154)t

Also, teachers could not recall with any degree of success which
children had been expected to bloom and which had not.

A memory test administered to the teachers showed that they could not
recall accurately, nor even choose accurately from a larger list of
names, the names of their own pupils designated as experimental-group
children. (p. 6q)t
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Evidently the Pygmalion effect, if any, is an extremely subtle and

elusive phenomenon that acts through teachers without conscious
awareness on their part.



V

Overview of
Analysis and Conclusions

The basic aim of analysis in the RJ experiment was to assess the

relationship between pretest and posttest scores in the experi-
mental and control groups, to locate any statistically significant
differences between the groups, and to assess the practical impor-
tance of any significant differences observed. RJ based their anal-
yses on the five-way classification of treatment x grade x track x

sex x minority group status. They performed unweighted means

analyses of variance using several different subsets of the classifi-
cation factors because of unequal cell sizes and the prevalence of
small or empty cells. The criterion was simple gain in IQ from
pretest to posttest. Pretest to basic posttest (Ts-Tr) was of primary
interest but pretest to first posttest (Tz-Tr) and pretest to follow-
up posttest (TrTr) were also included.

We considered the RJ analysis inadequate in the choice of
analytic procedure, in the choice of criterion measure, and in the

attention paid to the basic data. Data analysis is an endeavor that
must justify all that has preceded it in the experiment; analytic
procedures must be chosen with the details of particular substan-
tive hypotheses and the intricacies of appropriate statistical ma-
chinery clearly in mind. When considerable time and effort have

been invested in the design and conduct of a study, hasty
preplanned analysis is false economy at best and, at worst, risks
gross misrepresentation of the data.

Most importantly, the researcher is not simply choosing a "test"
to confirm some hypothesis. He is, or should 

-b;, 
investig=ating the

heuristic value of alternative statistical representations of his data.
As J. W. Tukey (1969, p. 90) notes:

43
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Data analysis needs to be both exploratory and confirmatory. I n ex-
ploratory data analysis there can be no substitute for flexibility, for
adapting what is calculated-and, we hope, plotted-both to the needs

of the situation and the clues that the data have already provided.
I n this mode,, data analysis is detective work-almost an ideal example
of seeking what might be relevant.

With this view, we planned to reanalyze the RJ data as a case

study.

Rearlalysis

Our reanalysis had two major objectives: I ) to provide a critical
appraisal of the analytic approach taken by RJ and the conclusions
warranted by the RJ data, 2) to discuss and illustrate the options
available for exploring data of this type and the problems likely to
be encountered with alternative approaches.

In a complex unbalanced design with measurement problerns,
there is no one best way to analyze the data and the results may
look rather different from one method of analysis to another. I t
would, in general, be preferable to analyze such data in several
ways and compare the results. With imperfect data, potential
problems associated with the application of particular methods
may sometimes be balanced by comparing the results obtained
from each. I f the results are consistent across methods of analysis,
we can feel more secure about our conclusions. If not, the selection
of which analysis is really most appropriate is crucial to the final
conclusions. Choices must be made carefully and reasoning must
be made explicit. As our work proceeded, it became clear how
crucial to the choice of analysis in the RJ study were the issues,

raised earlier, of unbalanced sampling plan, ZOVo subject loss, and
the measurement problems of extreme scores and unreliability.
The complete reanalysis is presented in Appendix A.

The Pygmalion Effect

Our reanalysis reveals no treatment effect or "expectancy ad-
vantage" in grades 3 through 6. The first and second graders may
or may not exhibit some expectancy effect; these experimental and

control groups differ greatly on the pretest and a statistical analysis

of such data cannot provide clear conclusions. There is enough

suggestion of an expectancy effect in grades I and 2 to warrant
further research, but the RJ experiment certainly does not demon-

strate the existence of an expectancy effect or indicate what is size

may be.
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Chapter VI by J. Philip Baker and Janet Crist reviews the find-
ings of recent investigations of teacher expectancy.

Recommendations
for Furt her Research

As an aid to planning further research on teacher expectancy ef-
fects, as well as a summary of the present report, we offer here a
brief review of general recommendations for the conduct of
research.

I ) As a first step in planning research, state as clearly as possible
the proposition under study. This statement should suggest im-
mediately what the key features of the research design are to
be. Comparison of proposition and plan will show if questions
other than the stated one are implied by the design. For ex-
ample, RJ (p. 6t)t stated that their experiment s' . . . was

designed specifically to test the proposition that within a given
classroom those children from whom the teacher expected
greater intellectual growth would show such greater growth."
However, RJ did not really plan their primary analyses to be

conducted "within classrooms" and never asked the teachers to
indicate "those children from whom they expected greater in-
tellectual growth."

2) Define as clearly as possible the psychological construct being
measured. Avoid questionable connotations in naming vari-
ables. Consider in detail the scale of measurement, the reliabil-
ity, and the construct validity of the measures chosen, whether
they represent independent or dependent variables. Provide at
least two separate measures of all constructs of primary interest
in the experiment and examine the extent to which the data
support or qualify the original formulation of the construct in
question. RJ frequently used terms like "intellectual growth"
and "expectancy advantage" in referring to their dependent
variable, never discussing the possibility that their simple IQ
gain score might not represent the construct of interest to them.
RJ offered no information about raw scores or mental ages on
their single instrument and made no direct use of other intellec-
tual measures, some of which must have been available from
school records. "I ntellectual growth" must mean more than
changing a few answers the second time through a single test.
Neither the reliability nor the validity issues involved in this
measure were fully explicated or studied. The term "expectancy
advantage" also presumes interpretations before effects are
found, a practice especially to be condemned in publications
like Pygmolion which are aimed directly at the lay public.
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Words like "special" and "magico' are frequently used by RJ to

refer to experimental children, when less imaginative words

would serve as well.
3) Specify as clearly as possible the population to which general-

ization is planned. Spell out in detail the steps involved in the

sampling plan. Where alternative procedures for sampling or

assigning subjects to experimental conditions exists, or where

subjects are excluded from the analysis, summarize the

reasoning that led to the decisions made. After producing a pre-

liminary design, list all possible alternative interpretations for
alternative expected results. Modify or expand the design to

eliminate competing and confounding hypotheses and clarify in
simple terrns the outcomes expected and the implications of

each outcome for the hypothesis of interest. Avoid unneces-

sarily complex designs and the addition of variables of mar-

ginal relevance. The final sampling plan and design should

provide clear balance with respect to the main comparisons

planned. RJ actually said little about the sampling plan. The

need for balancing and the effect of its loss were not made

clear. The reader was left uncertain regarding many points of
concern regarding subject loss, transfer and balancing, and the

effects of these issues on the results.

4) Validate the experimental treatment by providing checks and

observations to ascertain that treatments really represent for

the subjecm what they were planned to represent for the experi-

menters. Observe and describe subject behavior in test ad-

ministration conditions as well as in experimental treatment

conditions. RJ could have included observations of teachers

and students during tests and teaching but chose not to do so.

The teacher interview, on the other hand, was a useful addition.

It showed, however, that RJ's teachers could not remember,

and perhaps had never known, who the "bloomers" were in the

first place.

5) Look carefully at the basic raw data, before applying complex

scoring formulae, transformations, or summarizations. Plot all

relationships of interest graphically. One picture is worth many

summary numbers. Use simple statistical computations to

probe the assumptions and adequacy of more complex statis-

tical abstractions. The most appropriate and productive mental

set for the experimenter is that of a detective, not a defense at-

torney. Analyze the data in several alternative ways. RJ gave

no evidence of having looked at raw data, scatterplotted rela-

tions, or of having probed into the structure of their analyses.

Alternative methods of analysis were not discussed and the ade-

quacy of the methods chosen was not questioned.

6) Emphasize the strength and character of relationships. Avoid
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reducing continuous variables to dichotomous conceptualiza-
tions and decisions. Consider the amount of criterion variance

accounted for in a relation at least as important as its statistical
significance. Report p-values within any predetermined limits,
but interpret no relation unless p is less than a fixed value such
as .05. Report p-values less than .01 as " ( .01." RJ relied al-
most completely on significance tests to characteri ze the impor-
tance of their findings and wrongly used p-value as a measure

of strength of effect to indicate size and practical significance of
mean differences. Nomin al p-values ranging from .25 to .00002
were quoted throughout their work.

7) Use the full power of the data to reach simple rather than
complex conclusions, whenever the former account for the data.
The form of analysis chosen by RJ led them into unnecessarily
complex results. Forming gain scores does not use the power of
the data; using IQ instead of raw scores adds to complexity.
Treating the four test occasions in separate analyses ignores the
powerful repeated measures aspect of the data. Analyzing
reasoning, verbal, and total scores separately also adds to
complexity, since the latter is a simple summation and thus is

literally dependent upon the first two subscores. RJ conducted
many separate analyses without attempting to show the full set

of possible comparisons or to use interrelationships among
variables for data reduction. Their unweighted means analysis
is a gross approximation to least squares solutions at best,

especially when proportional cell sizes were expressly built into
the experiment.

8) Report the results of research as fully and as clearly as possible,
using appendices and supplementary publication where neces-

sary. Use scientific and professional journals as the initial outlet
for research findings, paying conscientious attention to the sug-
gestions and criticisms of referees and reviewers. Single
unreplicated studies of broad public concern should be incor-
porated into popular books only with due regard for the degree

of their possible substantiation by other research and their pos-
sible misinterpretation by the public.

The educational researcher will deal increasingly with hypothe-
ses and conclusions of far-reaching social importance. While
researchers are always responsible for the proper conduct and
reporting of research, nowhere should this responsibility be more
keenly felt and exercised than in work bearing directly on urgent
and volatile social issues. It is essential, then, that both researchers
and publishers recognize this responsibility and pursue it to the ut-
most. It is hoped that this report will help to equip future workers
for that pursuit.
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Te acher

Expectancies:
A Review
of the Literature

J.Philip Baker
and Janet L. Crist

In earlier chapters the RJ methodology was shown to be

sufficiently faulty to throw doubt on the teacher expectancy effects
RJ claimed to have shown. I t was concluded that the study
provided some suggestive evidence of a teacher expectancy effect
but that replication of the study was the only way to reach any firm
conclusions about the existence and extent of teacher expectancy
effects.

The purpose of this chapter is to review the research pertinent
to investigation of teacher expectancy, with primary emphasis on
attempts at replicating the RJ study. No serious attempt has been
made to evaluate the methodology of the research papers sum-
marized in this chapter. The amount of work involved in a careful
review of the methodology of each paper would be prohibitive.
The reader should keep in mind that a number of the studies
reviewed here may be subject to the same methodological criti-
cisms as the RJ study; indeed, some of the papers contain method-
ological flaws obvious at first reading. U nfortunately, to ascertain
whether correction of flaws in the methodology would result in
changes in the reported findings would require examination of the
raw data.

48
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Direct Attempts
at Replication

The nine studies immediately following represent attempts to
replicate the RJ finding. The experiments reported vary in the

degree to which the RJ procedure was followed. We have tried to
summarize the essential features and results of each study without
reproducing them at length. For questions about details, readers

should refer to the original reports.
Vy'. L. Claiborn ( 1969) used 12 first grade classrooms, since the

RJ results seemed most significant in the lower grades. The RJ ex-
pectancy induction was given in the spring and post measures

taken two months later. The criterion measures were IQ gain
(using TOGA) and observations of teacher-pupil interactions in
the classroom. No significant expectancy effects were found on any
of the variables. However, the time of expectancy induction and

the length of the experiment differed from the RJ study. RI in-
duced expectancies at the beginning of the school year while
Claiborn induced expectancies one month into the spring term.
Thus a previous semester of teacher-pupil interaction provided a

background of experience with each child before the bogus expec-
tancy was introduced, and the expectancy variable was in effect
only two months; it is probable that teachers'impressions and ex-
pectancies concerning pupils were already well formed and not eas-

ily changed during the spring term. Claiborn also attempted to
show effects on observed teacher behavior, without success. He

reported that teachers in his study recalled the names of the special
pupils with considerably more accuracy than did teachers in the RJ

study. Of course, the names might have been "fresher" in the

minds of teachers in the Claiborn study.
J. Jose (197 l) used first and second grade classrooms; four ex-

perimental and four control students were randomly selected from
each of l8 classrooms. Expectancy induction apparently occurred
during the first month of the spring term; post measures of IQ gain
(TOGA), changes in reading and arithmetic subtests of the Metro-
politan Achievement Tests (MAT), and teacher-pupil interaction
were obtained 16 weeks later. No significant differences were

found between the experimental and control pupils on any of the

criterion measures. The author reported that expectancy induction
apparently failed for the majority of teachers in her study, and sug-

gested that the means of establishing expectancy was crucial to the

success of future studies. Jos6 suggested that simply giving IQ in-
formation to teachers may not be sufficient to establish the desired

expectancy since teacher expectancies are influenced by so many
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additional factors in the natural situation. Her results indicate that
the failure to find expectancy effects in other studies may be due to

the failure of expectancy induction.
J. T. Evans and R. Rosenthal ( 1969) performed a partial

replication in a middle-class elementary school in the Midwest,
using first through sixth grade pupils. There was no expectancy

main effect; an interaction effect was found for Reasoning IQ. Girl
"bloomers" gained less than girl nonbloomers, and boy "bloom-
ers" gained more than boy nonbloomers-just the reverse of RJ's

results.
A study by L. Cono, C. Edwards, R. Rosenthal, and D. Crowne

( 1968) attempted to investigate the underlying process of expec-

tancy effects, using 258 first through sixth graders in a middle-class

suburban school. The usual RJ expectancy induction was given in
February, and post measures of IQ (TOGA) were taken four
months later. Again, IQ gain served as the dependent variable. A
measure of student accuracy in perceiving vocally expressed emo-

tion was also obtained. There were no clear expectancy effects, but
results showed that accurate perception of female communication
of emotion was associated with significantly greater gains in IQ
(TOGA) for "special" children, especially for boys. The authors

suggested that "an important factor in the interaction process is an

ability to perceive and interpret accurately subtle, nonverbal com-
munications of emotion, communications quite independent of ac-

tual conten1." (p. 33)

E. S. Fleming and R. G. Anttonen (197 I a and b) investigated

the effect of different expectancy conditions on learner achieve-

ment, self-concept, and teacher grading behavior on approximately
900 second grade students. In the fall, teachers were given one of
four items of information about each pupil: I ) Kuhlmann-An-
derson IQ inflated by 16 points,2) actual IQ,3) actual PMA per-

centiles (Primary Mental Abilities), or 4) no information. Within
each classrooffi, pupils were assigned at random to one of the four

conditions. Criterion measures (IQ, SAT, and self-concept) were

taken in February and again in the spring. Teachers were also

given a questionnaire assessing opinions toward tests in general.

There were no significant expectancy effects revealed in the IQ
or self-concept measures. One subtest of the SAT showed a signifi-
cant effect in February, but not in the spring. There was, however,

a significant teacher opinion effect; teachers who held tests in high

regard had classes showing higher IQ's and higher scores on the

SAT reading and arithmetic subtests in the spring. These teachers

also gave higher average grades in all subject areas. In addition, an

interaction of SES with teacher opinion toward tests was noted;

low opinion teachers discriminated more between two SES groups

in assigning grades than did the high opinion teachers. Most of the
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student measures also showed an SES x opinion interaction, but
the pattern was not consistent. The variables of SES and teacher
opinion toward tests were apparently more powerful influencers of
teacher behavior than the artificial induction procedures.

J. S. Goldsmith and E. Fry (1970) used ll2 experimental and

l12 control students in a high school. Expectancy lists were given

to teachers in September and post measures taken five months
later. The criterion measures were gains in IQ (TOGA) and gains

in scores on the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP-

2B). I n addition, the teachers were reminded of the list of bloom-
ers from three to five times during the following five months. A
follow-up questionnaire confirmed expectancy induction in only 29

of 6l teachers returning the questionnaire. There were no signifi-
cant expectancy effects on TOGA or STEP-ZB.

D. F. Anderson and R. Rosenthal ( 1968) reported a partial
replication using a much shortened time span and multiple teacher

contacts with subjects. Subjects were 28 institutionalized retarded

boys (ages 9- I 6); their summer day camp counselors were given

the bogus expectancy after a TOGA pretest. During the following
eight weeks, the amount of attention paid by the counselors to the

boys was observed. Then, TOGA and a measure of Self-Help were
administered as posttests. There was no significant change in IQ as

a result of the expectancy treatment. I t was found that the counsel-

ors paid less attention to the "bloomers" and that the "bloomers"
gained more in Self-Help. It is not known whether the boys

becarne more independent because they had less attention, or
whether they required less attention because of some other
mediating mechanism.

RJ (p.58) reviewed an earlier study by C. F. Flowers (1966)

which showed inconsistent expectancy effects on IQ and achieve-

ment, but which revealed more positive teacher attitudes towards
the "high" groups.

S. Kester ( 197 I ) investigated teacher-pupil interaction in sev-

enth grade classrooms. There were 23 teachers and 150 average

ability students; the latter were randomly assigned to experimental
and control groups. Teachers were given the names of "bright"
students in their classes during the first week of school in the fall
and told that these students would be observed as part of a study

on classroom behavior of bright students. Teacher interaction with
experimental and control students was observed during the follow-
ing seven weeks to determine positive interactions directed to the

student, verbal praise, and nonverbal positive behavior. The Stan-
ford Achievement Test (SAT), atr IQ test (Otis-Lennon), and an

attitude scale were used as pupil pretests and posttests during the

first and ninth weeks of school. There were no significant expec-

tancy effects on the pupil rneasures. Teachers did appear to display
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more "supportive" behavior toward "bright" students; they talked
to them more and spent more time particularly with "bright"
students who returned positive behaviorJ to the teacher.

The nine studies summarized above each represent unsuccessful
attempts at replication of the RJ results. In none of the studies was

IQ significantly altered by expectancy. None of the studies showed
significant expectancy effects on pupil performance measures. A
major problem seems to be that of determining whether expect-
ancy induction has in fact occurred. I t seems doubtful that a list of
pupil names representing expected "bloomers" is sufficient to
cause changes in basic measures like IQ through the subtle medi-
um of teacher expectations.

It must be noted that none of these studies replicated RJ exactly,
but varied from the RJ paradigm in time or method of inductancy,
length of experimental conditions, or age and grade of subjects. Six
of these studies examined teacher and/or pupil behavior, and "ex-
pectancy effects" appeared in differential classroom or social be-

havior in pupils and/or teachers in four of the six studies. Other
variables which appear important for future investigations are
teacher opinion of tests, student SES, and student accuracy in per-
ceiving vocally expressed emotion.

Related Studies

While the Pygmalion effect as described by RJ has not been
replicated, it has stimulated significant studies. Many additional
studies related to the phenomenon of teacher expectancies have
been conducted, some focusing on the teacher, some on the
learner, and some on teacher-pupil interaction.

Studies of the Teacher

The three studies reviewed here deal with the effects of expecta-
tions on the teacher as perceiver. M. Haberman ( 1970) used 120

student teachers (STs) and their cooperating teachers (CTs), ma-
nipulating expectancies for both groups by dividing them into four
conditions: STs who were told they had an outstanding CT; CTs
who were told their STs had high potential; both STs and CTs
given high expectations for their counterparts; and a control group
in which neither STs nor CTs were given particular expectations.
At the end of the term of student teaching, no significant dif-
ferences were found among the conditions on either STs' ratings of
their CTs or CTs' ratings of STs. The author suggested that STs

and CTs may have had such clearly defined objectives in this situa-
tion that their perceptions of each other were not susceptible to the

influence attempted.
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Two studies manipulated expectancies about hypothetical or ab-
sent pupils unknown to the college student subjects asked to score
pieces of the pupils' work. L. S. Cahen ( 1966) found a significant
expectancy effect on subjective scores given by 256 teaChers-in-
training on a learning readiness test, when fictitious information
was supplied about pupils' IQ and reading group placement.

le-achers gave higher scores to allegedly "bright'; pupid than they
did to allegedly "dull" pupils.

W. E. Simon (1969) also found that scorers (college students)
who were told their twelve-year-old subjects were above average
gave significantly higher scores on 20 items taken from the middle
half of the vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler I ntelligence Scale
for Children (WISC) than scorers who were told their subjects
were below average. Test protocols of real subjects (all in the
average IQ range) were used, but the ability labels were assigned
randomly.

Two of the preceding three studies showed expectancy effects on
teachers' perceptions of pupils and the operation of a halo effect
(see \ry. J. Gephart and D. P. Antonopolos, 1969) resulting in a
differential grading according to an induced expectancy set.

Studies of the Learner

The following six studies investigated effects of either manipu-
lated or existing teacher expectations upon measures of pupilr'
achievement or sociometric ratings.

D. H. Meichenbaum, K. S. Bowers, and R. R. Ross ( 1969) used
14 female adolescent juvenile offenders as subjects with 6 girls
classified as "bloomers." The design differed from RJ in seviral
ways: TOGA was not given because the experimental period avail-
able to the 

_e_xperimenters was too short (two weeki) to expect
changes in IQ; criterion measures were objective and subjective
exam scores given by the teachers. The four teachers were ali given
the same induction and all taught all of the girls. Teachers *ere
observed and rated on positive, negative, and neutral interactions
with pupils during the two-week experimental period. The girls
were rated on class-appropriate behavior. A significant expectancy
effect appeared on the girls' objective exam measure anA class-
appropriate behavior, but not on subjective grades. Before the ex-
periment began, teachers were asked to identify the "good,, and
"poor" pupils in their classes. Three "good" pupils and three
"po9r'-pupils were then selected as "latJ bloomer-r," supposedly
on the basis of tests administered earlier. The teachers ait- agr.ed
that the test was accurate in identifying the "good" studen-ts as
"bloomers." Although initially surprised by ttre names of the
"poor" students labeled as bloomers, the teachers were soon citing
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instances in the behavior of these girls that indicated they did

indeed have intellectual potential.

The principal value of this study is the information it gives

about the reactions of the different teachers to the expectancy in-
structions. There was a significant decrease in negative teacher

behavior toward the "bloomers" and a significant teacher x expect-

ancy group interaction for positive behavior. Analysis of individu-

al teacher behavior suggested that 1) teachers react differently to
expectancy induction, 2) prior expectancy also influences teacher

behavior, and 3) student effects of expectancy conditions are not

always related to teacher behavior we observe.

RJ (p. 57) reviewed a study by C. C. V. Pitt ( 1956) that found

no expectancy effects on school grades, achievement tests, or

teacher ratings. An effect on pupil self-ratings was obtained how-

ever.
J. M. Palardy (1969) studied existing teacher expectations about

the probable success of boys, compared with girls, in learning to
read. Forty-two first grade teachers returned questionnaires in

December indicating their opinions. Five teachers who thought

boys' probability of success was about equal to girls' (Group A)
were matched (on the basis of race, experience, location of schools,

and grouping and materials used in their classes) with five who

believed boys' probability of success was lower (Group B).

Reading achievement of 107 pupils (53 boys, 54 girls) of Group A
teachers and 109 pupils (58 boys, 5l girls) of Group B teachers

was measured in May (Stanford Achievement Test, Primary Bat-

tery, Form X). Pretests in September had shown no significant dif-
ferences in scores between students in these groups. The results in

May, with IQ as a covariate, showed that boys with Group B

teachers scored considerably lower in reading achievement than

girls of either group and boys of Group A. This finding suggests

the possibility of differential reading achievement according to ex-

pectancies developed naturally by teachers. It is unfortunate that

the matching procedure apparently excluded so many teachers

from the sample. A more complete analysis would have been infor-

mative.

Two reports by W. R. Schrank (1968,1970) may be considered

as experimental and control conditions of a single study. I n each,

the students taking a college freshman mathematics course were

randomly divided into class sections according to five simulated

ability groupings. I n the first study, the instructors did not know

that class assignment for the 100 students in five sections had actu-

ally been made randomly rather than according to ability (ability

grouping was the usual practice for these classes); in the second ex-

periment with 42O students, instructors were told that class assign-

ment was random. The report does not specify how many sections
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were used in the later study. Criterion measures were test and

course grades. For the first year, the highest and lowest labeled

sectionJOiffered significantly on all test and course grade compari-

sons. The five sections were almost perfectly ordered on criterion

averages and labeled ability, from highest to lowest. I n the second

study, few significant differences between pairs of higher and lower

labeled groups were found. No actual data were given for either

study, anO one can question the reported use of a large series of

/-tests as the sole statistical analysis. However, an expectancy ef-

fect deserving of further attention is suggested by the results.

Jacobs ( 1970) investigated expectancy effects on sociometric

factors. After preliminary sociometric analysis of all l4 classrooms

in an elementary school, he gave teachers bogus information about

ZOVo of the children who were designated as potential sociometric

"stars." The time of the expectancy induction was not stated, but

apparently it was not at the beginning of the year. There was a

pbiitive correlation between teachers' post hoc ratings of sociome-

iric change in the classrooms and actual measured change, inl
dicating itrat teachers were sensitive to small changes of social

structuie in their rooms. But post treatment sociometric ratings ( l0
weeks later) showed no changes in peer acceptance of the experi-

mental group members.

W. B. Seaver (1971) used archival data to investigate the effects

of natural expectancy inductions. He reported two analyses of

school recordJ for elementary school children in an upper-middle-

class suburb of Chicago. The first, which included data on 80

pupils entering grade 5, was a lagged correlational study using fall
iO scores (Primary Mental Abilities) in grade I to predict midyear

grade point averages in grades l, 2, 3, and 4, and then these GPAs

[o predict IQ scores in the fall of grade 4. He reasoned that if IQ
scoies influence teacher expectations about student performance

and thus influence performance, correlations of grade I IQ with

GPA in grades l-4 should be higher than correlations of GPA in
grades l-4 with IQ in grade 4. The results of this analysis were

uninterpretable, however, because of nonstationarity of the vari-

ables, probably due to relatively lower reliability of the IQ
measure in grade l.

Seaver also investigated a possible expectancy effect due to a

teacher's prior experience in teaching a pupil's older sibling. From

records of two elementary schools, 79 pairs of siblings were

identified and separated according to whether or not the same or a
different teacher had taught both siblings. Then, the older siblings

were separated by independent judges into "good" or "bad" cat-

egories on the basis of their first grade IQ, Stanford Achievement

Test scores, and grade point average. Within this four-fold

classificationr lourger siblings were then compared using six Stan-
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ford Achievement Test subtests and grade point average for grade
I . Four of the subtests shcwed significant interaction; younger
siblings of good students obtained higher achievement scores if is-
signed to their sibling's teacher than if assigned to a different
teacher. Younger siblings of poor students did better with new
teachers than their peers did with the teachers who had had their
older siblings. The general form of this interaction is illustrated in
the following figure.
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The Seaver study is important because it clearly illustrates ex-
pectancy effects in a natural situation, without contrived experi-
mental conditions or deceptions of uncertain validity. With
archival data of this sort, the influence of both positive and nega-
tive expectancies can be examined; the ethics of producing nega-
tive expectancies experimentally would be questionable. I t is
hoped that future studies will follow Seaver's lead and probe data
of this sort further. One issue deserving attention is whether the
older siblings' academic standing established the expectancy di-
rectly, or whether teachers are attending primarily to disrup-
tiveness and other classroom behavior only correlated with
scholastic measures. Another concern is whether the teacher was
instrumental at all, since self-fulfilling prophecies could have been
brought from home by the younger siblings. Still another question
for future work concerns the amount of teacher experience with the
younger sibling that is necess ary to reduce the effects of prior ex-
pectations. Seaver studied grade I achievement; a similar examina-
tion of later grade records could be enlightening.

To summarize this group of six studies (viewing the two Schrank
reports as one experiment), two of the four studies using bogus ex-
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pectancies showed expectancy effects on student achievement,

while both of the studies utilizing existing or natural expectancies

did so. The one study with a sociometric criterion measure did not

show expectancy. effects; the expectancy condition was weakest

here, having Feen introduced after teachers had had ample oppor-

tunity to form impressions of their pupils.

Studies on Teacher-Pupil I nteraction

Seven studies focused on teacher-student interaction as the

measure of expectancy effects, though some also included measures

of learner outcome. These studies are important because they

begin to focus upon the dynamics of expectancies and the interper-

sonal processes that may serve as media.

Vy'. V. Beez (1970) followed a design in which 60 graduate

students tutored 60 preschool children, teaching a series of
symbols in a lS-minute session. Teachers were led to believe their
"pupils" were either "high" or "low" in ability, though labels were

actually assigned randomly (actual IQs were not obtained for the

study). Criterion measures were the number of symbols learned

during the tutoring session, the number tutors attempted to teach,

and tutors' post hoc ratings of their tutees. It was found that "high"
pupils learned significantly more symbols and their tutors gave

them consistently more favorable ratings than children in the

"low" labeled group. On the surface, this experiment seems to sup-

port the expectancy hypothesis. But tutoring differs conceptually

from classroom teaching, where general instructional conditions

are common to both "bloomers" and nonbloomers. A tutor meet-

ing a "high" ability pupil should plan to teach more, and 15

minutes hardly allows interaction sufficient for ratings. Such

superficial ratings probably indicate only that the tutors under-

stood the experimenter's expectancy.

W. E. Brown (1970) investigated the effects on teacher behavior

of fake psychological reports, containing information on in-

telligence, SES, and personality such as is often found in students'

cumulative records. The experiment used l0 teacher trainees to

tutor 80 first graders on a paired-associate list of states and their

capital cities. As in the Beez ( 1970) study, bogus IQ information
was related to the number of pairs the teachers attempted to teach.

However, the effect on expectancy-fulfillment ratings of teachers

was opposite to that predicted from the expectancy hypothesis.

SES and personality information had no relation to criterion

measures.*

*Review summarized from Dissertation Abstraus. The dissertation was not
read.
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P. Rubovits and M. Maehr (1970) investigated the expectancy

effect on teacher behavior i'l a microteaching situation. Teachers

were 26 female undergraduates; students were 104 sixth and sev-

enth graders. The expectancy induction was accomplished by

giving the teacher a seating chart for the four students used in her

microteaching session. The chart included randomly assigned IQs

and "gifted" or "regul ar" labels for each student. Teachers were

rated on the amount of praise, encouragement, elaboration, ig-

noring, and criticism used during the session; a dogmatism scale

was also administered. Teachers were found to request signifi-
cantly more statements from, and to give significantly more praise

to, the "gifted" students although there was no difference in the

total amount of attention paid to either group. The attention pat-

terns used with the regular group were not specified. There was no

effect related to teacher dogmatism.
M. Rothbart et al. (197 l) investigated teacher-pupil interaction

in microteaching, using 13 female undergraduates and 52 high
school students in a 30-minute literature discussion. There were

positive and negative expectancies induced in this experiment; two

of four students in each microteaching group were labeled as

having greater academic potential, two were described as lacking
in potential. Teachers were observed to spend somewhat more time
attending to "bright" students, and these students tended to talk
more.DifferenceSonlyapproachedsignificance'however(p<
in both cases). There was no difference in the amount of rein-
forcement given to each student. On post hoc ratings of the

students, teachers described bright students as significantly more

likely to have greater future success and as needing less approval.
B. J. Willis (1970) asked each of five teachers of special classes

to rank their eight students from most efficient (ME) to least

efficient as learners (LE). The top and bottom students in each

class, along with their teachers, were then observed in simulated
classroom sessions 30 minutes a day for eight days. Measures of
teacher-pupil interaction showed teachers ignoring LE comments
more frequently than ME comments and providing more verbal
responses to ME comments than to LE comments. The observed
"child behavior-teacher reaction" sequences were different for ME
and LE students; the author concluded that 65 . . the teachers

provided consequences for the behavior of the LE which might be

described as systematic extinction of the behavior the LE most

needs to develop for sobial competence."*
A study by T. L. Good ( 1970) in four first grade classrooms

sought to assess opportunities given by the teacher for pupils to
*Review summarized from Dissertation Abstraus. The dissertation was not

read. Quote is from the abstract.
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respond in class. The teacher's own ranking of her pupils according
to her assessment of their achievement served as a measure of ex-

isting expectations. Two days of observations in each classroom
determined the number of opportunities given each child to
respond as a function of his achievement ranking-high, middle,
or low. Significant differences were found among the three groups

of pupils, favoring the high achievers. Opportunities varied some-

what from class to class, but high achievers consistently received
many more response opportunities. Low achievers received far
fewer opportunities in all classes but one (in which they tied the

middle ranked group). Thus, differential interaction patterns be-

tween teachers and pupils were substantially related to teachers'

earlier ratings of pupils' achievement.
J. Brophy and Good ( 1970) followed the design of Good's earli-

er study, again using teachers' rankings of achievement to measure

expectations for pupils' classroom performance. Six pupils (three

boys and three girls) were selected from high and low ends of the

achievement rankings for each of four first-grade teachers. Ob-
servers rated teacher*hild interactions on four separate days for
the 12 pupils in each class. I t was found that high achievers ini-
tiated significantly more contacts with their teachers than did low
achievers, but that the total number of teacher-afforded response

opportunities did not differ significantly between the two groups of
pupils. A difference in quality (as opposed to quantity) in the total
pattern of dyadic contacts was noted, however. Significant dif-
ferences were found for all dependent variables assessing pupils'
quality of academic performance favoring the high achievers. The
most important results concerned teacher differences in eliciting
and reinforcing of performance in the high and low pupils. The au-

thors summa rize their findings:

The data show that the teachers consistently favored the highs over the

lows in demanding and reinforcing quality performance. Despite the

fact that the highs gave more correct answers and fewer incorrect an-

swers than did the lows, they were more frequently praised when cor-
rect, and less frequently criticized when incorrect or unable to respond.

Furthermore, the teachers were more persistent in eliciting responses

from the highs then (sic) they were with the lows the teachers

failed to give any feedback whatever only 3.33Vo of the time when

reacting to highs, while the corresponding figure for lows is 14.75Vo, a

highly significant difference .(p. 372)

As supporting illustration for the findings of Good ( 1970),

Brophy and Good ( 1970), and Willis ( 1970), anthropological ob-
servations by R.C. Rist ( 1970) provide striking anecdotes about

teachers' differential treatments of differently judged children. He

followed a class of black ghetto children from kindergarten
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Srudy

Replication Attempts

Claiborn (1969)

Jos6 (1971)

Evans and
Rosenthal (1968)

Conn, et al (1968)

Fleming and
Anttonen (1971a,b)
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Fry (1970)
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Rosenthal (1968)

Flowers (1966)
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Related Studies
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Schrank (1968, 1970)

Jacobs (1970)

Seaver (1971)

Beez (1970)
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Rothbart,
et al (1971)
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Good (1970)
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Good (1970)
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0

0

0

0

0

0
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weak induced

strong induced
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weak induced
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weak induced

strong induced

weak induced
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weak induced

+

+

+

0

+

+

+

0

0

0

0

strong natural

induced

induced

moderate induced
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strong natural

strong natural

strong natural

*ResulEs: { = significant expectancy effects obtained; O = no

significant effects or differences obtained; blank = not applicable.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Type and Strength
of TreaEmenE In

Class ,o*T*r.,

0

+

0

+

0

0

+

0

+

+

0

+

+

+

+

0

0

0
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through the second grade. He notes information available to the
teacher about home, family, and SES, obtained by parent inter-
view, and about pupil appearance and performance during the first
few days of school. Later assignments of children to tables and
classroom tasks as well as the general quality of teacher interaction
showed clear discrimination between groups of favored and non-
favored children in the room. The initial groupings and differential
treatment were shown to persist through three grade levels.

Three of these studies illustrate a planning effect in tutoring sit-
uations as the result of bogus expectancy induction. One illustrates
the effect of the self-fulfilling prophecy on student behavior, and
three more demonstrate how teachers' ratings of students according
to achievement or ability relate to teacher treatment of pupils. All
the studies which measured pupil behavior as well showed expec-
tancy effects on this criterion. Two of four show the effect on pupil
achievement where it was included in the design.

Summary and

Theoretical Overview

The table on page 6:0 provides a summary of the studies
reviewed above in terms of the type of expectancy used (induced
or natural), an assessment of the strength of the expectancy in
operation, and the results for each type of criterion measure (IQ,
academic, teacher behavior, or pupil behavior).

From the summary table and preceding discussion, the following
generalizations and recommendations seem warranted:
l. Teacher expectancy probably does not affect pupil IQ. This

conclusion is supported by a background of decades of research
suggesting the stability of human intelligence and its resistance
to alterations by environmental manipulation, by the reanalysis
of RJ reported earlier in this book, and by the failure of all
replication studies to demonstrate effects on IQ. RJ's
conclusions can therefore not be justified. I t is noted that all
replication attempts used only weak or moderate induced ex-
pectancies. I t is possible that strong, naturally occurring teach-
er expectancies could influence intellectual growth over an

extended period of time. The issue remains a hypothesis for
further research.

2. Teacher expectancy may affect pupil achievement. Significant
effects are likely if a strong teacher expectancy exists naturally
or if the induction is strong and a close simulation of natural
conditionso but unlikely with weak induction procedures such
as those used by RJ. Effects on achievement may be somewhat
more likely on teacher-controlled achievement measures and
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less likely on standardized achievement measures independent
of specific material taught.

3. Teacher expectancy probably affects observable teacher and
pupil behavior, if the expectancy condition occurs naturally or
provides a moderate to strong manipulation of inducement. I n

manipulated situations where the establishment of expectancies
was demonstrated with some certainty, effects occurred. Where
there were no results to indicate the operation of expectancy ef-
fects, the inducement was likely ineffective in the first place.
The teacher behavior most likely to be affected involves
eliciting and reinforcing of children's responses, the kind of at-
tention given to pupils, the amount of teaching actually at-
tempted, subjective scoring or grading of pupil work, and judg-
ments or ratings of pupil ability and probable success. The
pupil behavior most likely to be affected involves the kind of
response given to the teacher, the child's initiation of activity,
his class-appropriate behavior, and his feelings about school,
self, and teacher.

4. We recommend that the line of research following RJ's
paradigm be abandoned in favor of the detailed examination of
natural situations exemplified by the Seaver study. The depen-
dent variables most worthy of study in such research will prob-
ably be measures of teacher-pupil interaction processes and

teacher-controlled achievement. To examine interaction
processes in detail, it may sometimes be advantageous to in-
duce expectations experimentally. At such times, a strong posi-
tive inducement, simulating natural conditions, should be in-
troduced before stable impressions have occurred naturally.
Measures should be included to show that the treatment func-
tioned as planned for each teacher and the analysis should take
into account that individual teachers and pupils are likely to be

affected differently by the treatment.
5. In pursuing research on expectancies in interpersonal interac-

tion it should be advantageous to work within the theoretical
frameworks provided by the person perception literature in
social psychology. Five general guidelines are available from
this literature.*

a. People view others according to their own personality. Just
as human beings generally, teachers view pupils in terms of
their own values and needs. They may prefer quiet or exu-
berant pupils, have special empathy for disturbed children,
identifying as successful those pupils who are most like

*We refer the reader who is unfamiliar with the person perception literature
to Heider (1958); Tagiuri and Petrullo (1958); Secord and Backman (1964);
Taguiri (1969); Freedman, Carlsmith, and Sears 11970); Guskin and Guskin
11970); Hastorf, Schneider, and Polefka (1970).
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themselves. One teacher may evaluate pupils on cleanliness,

another on discipline, while still another teacher may give

primary value to creative production; teachers will thus have

different views of the same pupils.

b. People form stable impressions on limited information. Like
other human beings, teachers meeting pupils for the first

time form impressions based on physical appearance and

conduct. They may also know something about each pupil's

past conduct, achievement, IQ scores, or the general charac-

ter of older siblings or parents. These impressions based on

a day's or a week's experience may produce expectations

about pupil behavior and future achievement. Since these

initial impressions are fairly stable, they may be expected to

influence teacher-pupil interaction for the remainder of the

year.

c. People form impressions in global terms. When teachers

charac terize pupils they are likely to label them as "goodn'

or "bad." Clean children may be "good" and dirty ones

"bad;" or there may be "fast" and "slow" learners. The ten-

dency for these global classifications to affect other judg-

ments is called a halo effect.

d. Information conflicting with current impressions may be

rearranged to resolve contradictions. This tendency

preserves the global images discussed above. It allows the

perceiver to handle discrepant events without overhauling

his over-all impressions and expectations about a person. If
a "poor" student scores poorly on an exam, he "couldn't do

any better;" if a "good" student scores poorly, he "had an

off day." Global impressions once formed are not readily al-

tered by contradictory information.
e. Interaction between perceiver and perceived may influence

how the perceived subsequently presents himself. The

human teacher's tendency to make new information consis-

tent with existing impressions has its counterpart in the

pupil's tendency to conform to expectations. The pupil may

begin to act in a manner consistent with previous interac-

tions with the teacher. I t is this aspect of person perception

theory that may represent the primary mechanism of self-

fulfilling prophecy.

The reader should realizr that the words "pupil" and "teacher"

can be interchanged: the perceiver is also the perceived, and pupils

are forming impressions and expectancies of teachers at the same

time that teachers are coming to know the pupils. Perhaps the

teacher also comes to conform to pupil expectations. The processes

described here, while simple to state, occur as a complex stream of
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interpersonal transactions, each influencing both parties in further
transactions.

The question for future research is not whether there are expec-
tancy effects, but how they operate in school situations. Such

research will need multivariate criterion measures, as well as a

multivariate conception of the teacher and pupil susceptibilities
that affect the operation of interpersonal expectancies in both di-
rections. There is legitimate concern about the possible negative
effects of teacher expectancy on some children. With further un-
derstanding of such processes growing from improved research, ef-
fective school administrative arrangements and teacher training
programs could be developed to avert negative effects. The solu-

tions eventually devised will hopefully capitalize on informed,
humane teaching; they are not likely to include the withholding or
misrepresenting of prior information about pupils.
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Reviews

Review of
Pyg*alioru in the Classroom

Robert L. Thorndike

The enterprise which represents the core of this document, and

presumably the excuse for its publication, has received widespread

advance publicity. I n spite of anything I can say, I am sure it will
become a classic-widely referred to and rarely examined crit-
ically. Alas, it is so defective technically that one can only regret
that it ever got beyond the eyes of the original investigators!
Though the volume may be an effective addition to educational
propagandizing, it does nothing to raise the standards of educa-

tional research.

Though it may make for a dull review, I feel I must dissect the

study to point out some basic defects in its data that make its
conclusions (though they may possibly be true) in no sense ade-

quately supported by the data. The general reasonableness of the

"self-fulfilling prophecy effect" is not at issue, nor is the reported
background of previous anecdote, observation, and research. The
one point at which this review is directed is the adequacy of
procedures (of data gathering and data analysis) and the appropri-
ateness of the conclusions drawn from the study that constitutes

the middle third of the book.
Before we can dig beneath the surface, we must outline briefly

on a surface level what was done and what was reportedly found.
In May 1964, the SRA-published Tests of General Ability
(TOGA) were administered by the classroom teachers to all pupils

in kindergarten and all six grades of a school. The test had been

presented to the teachers as a test that ". . . will allow us to

Reprinted from American Educational Research Journal, S (1968), 708-71I,
by permission of the American Educational Research Association. M r.
Thorndike is associated with the Teachers College, Columbia U niversity.
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predict which youngsters are most likely to show an academic
spurt." The following September each teacher was given a list of
names of pupils (actually selected by a table of random numbers)
who were alleged to be the ones likely to show a spurt.

The children were tested again in January 1965, May 1965, and
May 1966. The authors assert that the results support the proposi-
tion that the teachers' expectancies influenced the mental develop-
ment of the children.

The main results of testing in May 1965 (from the authors'
Table 7 -l) are as follows:

Grade

Control

N

48

47

40

49

26

45

Experimental

Gain

+27.4

+16.5

+ 5.0

+ 5.6

+17.4

+ 10.0

Difference

15.4

9.5

0

3.4

-0.1

-0.7

Gain

+12.0

+ 7.0

+ 5.0

+ 2.2

+17.5

+10.7

^v

7

l2
l4

t2

9

11

I

2

3

4

5

6

Thus, to all intents and purposes, the alleged effect of the
"prophecy" appears in l9 children in grades I and 2.If we are to
trust the results, and the large edifice of further analysis and specu-
lation built upon them, the findings for these two grades must be
unimpeachable. Let us examine them.

TOGA has two subtests, one consisting of oral vocabulary and
one of multi-mental ("which one doesn't belong") items. For the
K-2 level of the test, the one used in the pretesting and posttesting
of grades I and 2, the two parts of the test contain respectively 35
and 28 items. Let us look first at the pretest data for six
classrooms, three tested in kindergarten and three in the first
grade. The results, from Appendix Tables A-2 and A-3 were
(expressed in numbers that are always spoken of by the authors as
"IQs"):

Class

1A

IB

1C

2A

28

2C

Expuimentol

Mean

Verbal

fl ,,rQ,,

3 102.00

4 Lt6.2s

2 67.50

6 114.33

3 103.67

5 90.20

Mean

Reosoning
,,TQ"

84.67

54.00

5 3.50

1 12.50

102.33

77.40

Control

Mean

Vqbal
,,TQ"

t19.47

104.25

95.6 8

111.53

96.s0

82.21

Meon

Reosoning
,,TQ"

91.32

47.t9

30.79

100.9s

80.s6

73.93

I/
19

l6
l9
19

16

t4
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On the Reasoning Test, one class of 19 pupils is reported to
have a mean "IQ" of 3l ! They just barely appear to make the
grade as imbeciles! And yet these pretest data were used blithely
by the authors without even a reference to these fantastic results!

If these pretest data show anything, they show that the testing
was utterly worthless and meaningless. The means and standard
deviations for the total first and second grade classes were
(calculated by combining sub-groups):

First Grade

Mean S. D.

lOs .7 2t .2

s 8.0 36 .8

Second Grade

Verbal

Reasoning

What kind of a test, or what kind of testing is it that gives a
mean "IQ" of 58 for the total entering first grade of a rather run-
of-the-mill school?

Unfortunately, nowhere in the whole volume do the authors give
any data expressed in raw scores. Neither do they give the ages of
their groups. So it takes a little impressionistic estimating to try to
reconstruct the picture. However, it would not be far off to assume
an average age of 6.0 for May of a kindergarten year. An "lQ" of
58 w.ould then mean a "mental age" of 3.5. So we go to the norms
tables of TOGA to find the raw score that would correspond to a
"mental age" of 3.5. Alas, the norms do not go down that far! It is
not possible to tell what the authors did, but finding that a raw
score of 8 corresponds to an "M.A." of 5.3, we can take a shot at
extrapolating downward. We come out with a raw score of approx-
imately 2! Random marking would give 5 or 6 right!

We can only conclude that the pretest on the so-called
Reasoning Test at this age is worthless. And, in the words of a Eu-
ropean colleague, "When the clock strikes thirteen, doubt is cast
not only on the last stroke but also on all that have gone before."

Another look at one of the Appendix tables (A-6) shows that the
6 pupils in class 2,A who had been picked to be "spurters" have a

reported mean and standard deviation of posttest "IQ" of I50. l7
and 40.17 respectively. This looks a little high! What does it mean
in raw score terms? Again, we must turn detective with somewhat
inadequate clues. Not knowing pupil ages, let us assume 7 V2 as
probably on the low side for May in the second grade. An "IQ" of
150 implies, then, a mean "M.A." of llv4. Back to our TOGA
norms to find the corresponding raw score. Alas, the highest entry
is 10.0 for a raw score of 26 We must once more extrapolate, and
the best we can do from the existing data is to get 28 + .

(Remember, there are only 28 items in this sub-test.) The mean of

Mean

99.4

89. I

s.D.

16. r

2t.6
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6 represents a perfect score! But the standard deviation is 40 "IQ"
points. What of those who fall above the mean?

When the clock strikes 14, we throw away the clock!
I n conclusion, then, the indications are that the basic data upon

which this structure has been raised are so untrustworthy that any
conclusions based upon them must be suspect. The conclusions
may be correct, but if so it must he considered a fortunate coinci-
dence.

Empirical vs. Decreed

Validatioll
0f Ckrcks and Tests

Robert Rosenthal

In his recent review of Pygmalion in the Classroom (Rosenthal

and Jacobson, 1968) Thorndike ( 1968) raises such important ques-

tions about our research instrument and our results that answers

to these questions must be made available.
At the beginning of the substantive portion of his review, the re-

viewer reported the results showing that the effects of favorable
teacher expectations occurred only in the first two grades as

measured by gains in total IQ. To show that none of the data need
be taken seriously the reviewer then tried to demonstrate the

invalidity of the IQ measure at these lower grades. Is there, ther, tt
demonstration that the total IQ, the measure for which the effects
were significant only at the lower two grades, was poorly
measured? No, indeed. We never see reference to total IQ again,
apparently because it was too well-measured. I nstead, we are given
a detailed analysis of reasoning and verbal IQ, which together,
make up total IQ. What the reader is not told by the reviewer is
that it is not true that reasoning IQ, which is most criticized,
showed expectancy effects at only the lower grades where it ap-
peared to be less well-measured. As a matter of fact, 15 of 17

classrooms showed greater reasoning IQ gains among those ran-
domly selected children who had been alleged to their teachers to
be potential bloomers (p _ .001). What if we drop those "poorly-
measured" three first grade classrooms? Why, then it's 13 of 14

Reprinted from Amertcan Educational Research Journal, 6 (1969), 689-691,
by permission of the American Educational Research Association.
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classrooms that show the hypothesized outcome (p - .001). While
we're tossing out "poorly-measured" classrooms, why not throw
out the three second grade classrooms? That leaves us only l0 of
I I classes showing the hypothesized outcome (p - .006). It should
be quite clear that the general results of the effects of teacher ex-
pectations on reasoning IQ do not depend upon the inclusion of the

particular classrooms singled out by the reviewer.

I n connection with his critique of the IQ scores reported, the re-

viewer made reference to a table that has as its upper and lower
limits for total, verbal, and reasoning scores, mental age equiva-
lents of 10.0 and 5.3. Such a table exists, it is true, but there is also

a table, two pages earlier, that shows limits of MA from 16.5 to
0.5. In all cases IQ was defined, os might be expected, by the quite
standard formula of MA/CA, and for the subtests, as well as for
the full test, the full range of MAs was employed. Can we, now,

explain a mean posttest IQ of 150 for the six children of the fast

track classroom of the second grade who had been alleged to be

potential bloomers? I ndeed, we can! Their mean MA was simply
1.5 times the magnitude of their mean CA. The MAs were 16.5,

16.5, 10.0, 10.0, 10.0, and 8.9.

Now what can be said about the very low pretest reasoning IQs
of the first grade children? Let us first be very clear that these low
IQs reflect no clerical or scoring errors. These low IQs were earned
because very few items were attempted by many of the children.
The fact that if the children had attempted all items they would

have earned a higher IQ is interesting but not invalidating. On any

IQ test, not trying an item is likely to lower the score. If Flanagan
( 1960), in his development of TOGA, had intended the chance

level of performance to be the basal MA level, he would not have

tabulated the MA equivalent of a single item (out of 63) answered

correctly!
The first grade children were not, of course, pretested by the first
grade teachers. Careful reading of the Pygmalion book shows that
the "first grade" children were pretested by their kindergarten
teachers in the spring of the year. These kindergarten teachers

were primarily responsible for assigning the children to the fast,

medium, or slow track of the first grade on the basis of their kin-
dergarten performance and without access to the IQ scores that
Thorndike felt to be "worthless." We take the hypothesis of
"worthlessness" seriously and submit it to empirical test. A worth-

less test cannot predict better than chance how a kindergarten

teacher will subsequently assign pupils to the fast, medium, or slow

tracks of a school. Yet children scoring higher on the "worthless"
reasoning IQ pretest were far more likely to be assigned to faster

tracks than were lower scoring children. The F with 2 and 60 df
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linear regression and deviation from regression component, F for

overall F were both associated with a correlation exceeding .65

(Friedman, 1968). For a "worthless" test, that's not too bad a va-

lidity coefficient. One can only wonder what tests the reviewer had

in mind as examples of tests that were really valid!
There is even more dramatic evidence, however, to test the re-

viewer's hypothesis of "worthless" tests. I f the tests are worthless,

they ought not to predict what a different teacher will say about

the child's likelihood of being successful in the future, one year

after the child took the reasoning pretest, and without the teacher's

having access to the IQ scores. Unhappily for the hypothesis of
"worthlessness," the tests predict fairly well. The correlation be-

tween the reasoning IQ pretests taken at the end of the kinder-
garten year and a different teacher's prediction of the child's likeli-
hood of being a future success, a prediction made one year later,

"worthless" test.

The reviewer likened the invalidity of the reasoning IQ subtest

to the faulty mechanism of a clock heard to chime more than 12

times. I t should be pointed out that not every listener at Teachers
College heard those extra chimes. Thus, in their review, Peter

Gumpert (Teachers College) and Carol Gumpert (Albert Einstein

College of Medicine) said: "The study provides a perfectly satis-

factory demonstration that the teacher expectation effects

hypothesized do indeed take place." ( 1968, p. 22) Readers, never-

theless, were advised by Thorndike to throw away the clock. But,
in the words of an Asian colleague, "When a demonstrably ade-

quate clock is cavalierly thrown away, we may question how sin-

cerely the discarder wants to know what time it is."
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But You Have trl
Know How tt-r Tell Tinte

Robert L. Thorndike

True enough, there is a table of age equivalents of raw scores

that goes from 0.5 years to 16.5 years! (It is for the total score on

TOGA.) But does one have to be so naive as to use it? On how

many 6-month-old examinees was it based? And if no children

were tested below about the age of 5 years, as seems likely, how

secure is an extrapolation stretching downward 4 or 5 years?

Age equivalents represent about as unsatisfactory an approach

to an equal-unit scale as we have, even during the elementary

school years. When extrapolated far beyond the ages or grades in

which testing was done, they become arbitrary, insecure, and

largely meaningless.

Noie that it is the scale of measurement that is being questioned,

not the validity of the raw scores. The fact that a child did not un-

derstand what he was supposed to do, and consequently omitted all

or most of the items, could be quite predictive of his academic

status at the time or even a year later. However, it would still be

nonsense to say that his mental age was 0.5 or 1.0 or 2.0. And it is
the scale of measurement that becomes crucial for the authors' ar-

gument.

I ncidentally, information on the number of omitted items seems

quite central to any understanding of the effects of the experi-

mental treatment. If there is one thing that extra encouragement by

a teacher might readily do, whether given before or during an ex-

amination, it would be to lead a pupil to take a shot at two or three

more items, whether he knew the answers or not. When score is

simply the number of items right, as it is on TOGA and many

other tests, normal luck could then produce a measurable if not a

substantial increment in average score. At all ages, one would wish

to see data on number attempted as well as number correct.

I n closing, let me express a very real interest in the notion of the

"self-fulfilling prophe cy." I would expect the phenomenon to ap-

pear most clearly, to the extent that it is in fact effective, in those

ireas that are most directly teacher-based and school-dependent,

such as learning to read, to write and to cipher. Perhaps others can

Reprinted from American Educational Research Journal, 6 (1969): 692,, by
permission of the American Educational Research Association.
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learn from Pygnulion's shortcomings, and carry out research on
these problems that is psychometrically and experimentally ade-
quate.

Review of
Py9malion iru the Classroom

Lewis R. Aiken, Jr.

The reader of this review will recognize Robert Rosenthal as the
psychologist who, over the past few years, has been collecting evi-
dence and stimulating research by others concerned with tlie ef-
fects of experimenter expectations on the results of experiments.
Some of the evidence of such experiments, in which animals
ranging from planaria to men have been employed as subjects, is
reviewed in Chapter 4 of the present volume. In this book, howev-
e r, the animals of prim ary interest are public school children and
their teachers.

Rosenthal's general thesis is that ". . . one person's expectation
for another person's behavior can quite unwittingly become a more
accurate prediction simply for its having been made." After
describing observational and experimental support for this
hypothesis in clinic, laboratory, and everyday contexts, the authors
proceed to detail a study conducted at a public elementary school
in a lower class community; about one-sixth of the school popula-
tion was Mexican. The purpose of the experiment was to deter-
mine what the effects would be of indicating to their teachers that
a random sample of pupils will show a significant "spurt" in intel-
lectual functioning, or "blooming," within a year or so. At the
beginning of the academic year all of the children in the school
were pretested with Flanagan's Test of General Ability to obtain
total, verbal, and reasoning IQs. Twenty per cent of the children
were identified as "potential spurtels"-sctually at random but os-
tensibly by means of the test-to their teachers. The same IQ test
was readministered to all of the children in posttesting sessions one
semester, one academic year, and two academic years later. Intel-
lectual growth was defined as the difference between a child's pre-
test IQ and his IQ on one of the posttests. The major reseirch
questions was : Will the experimental group (expectancy group)

B:pflnt^A_ from Educational qryd ?ythqlogical Measurement, 29 (Spring
1969): 226-228, by permission. Mr. Aiken is alssociated with GuilioiO i.filgi,l
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show greater gains in. IQ than a control group of the remaining

children (all those not identified as "potential spurters")? I n gener-

zl, the expectancy children did show greater gains in IQ than the

controls, although there were significant interactions between gain

scores and grade level, nationality, sex, ability track, and other
variables. For example, children in grades one and two, Mexican

children, and those in the medium ability track showed the greatest

initial gains; boys showed greater gains in verbal IQ and girls in
reasoning IQ.

The gains shown by the expectancy group were not limited to

IQ. They also gained more than controls in reading grades and

were rated by their teachers as more intellectually curious, hap-

pier, and in less,need of social approval than controls.
I n spite of the rather dramatic changes shown by the expectancy

children, the investigators were unable to identify any specific

teacher behavior which might have caused such changes. The

teachers did not appear to spend more time with the expectancy

children and even failed to remember that many of them had been

identified at the beginning of the year as "potential spurters." I n

his studies of experimenter effects, Rosenthal has confessed that he

does not know precisely what experimenter behavior produces the

effects, and the same admission can be made regarding the results

of the present investigation. The authors speculate that the teacher

treated the expectancy children differently from the controls-
through facial expressions, postures, and perhaps touch, but they

cite no evidence for this proposition.
Rosenthal and Gregory (sic/, like Fechner before them, have an-

ticipated their critics by considering alternative explanations for

the results , viz', test unreliability, pretest IQ differences' artifacts

in the testing process, and other methodological flaws; they discuss

and dismiss each of these in turn. And it may well be, as Fechner

declared of his psychophysics, that the results of Pygmalion in the

Classroom will stand because critics will not agree on how to
explain them. Certainly Rosenthal and Gregory ( sic) have

produced a provocative experiment, and although critics should

have no problem attacking it, the array of significant findings

makes it difficult to destroy. I t should be noted that the control

group samples were much larger than the experimental groups,

that gain scores are open to question, that many of the significant

differences may have been caused by the scores of only a few

children, and that the results of the present experiment are in
direct contrast to those obtained by Judy Evans (p. 96). Neverthe-

less, even as a minimum accomplishment, the results once more

call into question the meaning and stability of test scores and other

evaluations. They also point to a need for a reassessment and more
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careful analysis of the effects of teacher behavior, both verbal and
non-verbal, and teacher attitudes on the attitudes, self-concepts,
and performance of school children.

What Can You Expect ?

Robert Coles

The moment a child is born, it joins a particular kind of world.
A doctor has done the delivery in a hospital, or a midwife has done
it in a rural cabin, or the baby has emerged unassisted. That baby
learns how to sit up, walk, talk, play, dress, and eat. Genes have a
lot to do with the child's appearance and appetites and growth, but
*h-ut happens to anyone, infant or grownup, is almost inevitably
ordained by the laws of nature. A boy might have it in him to
become a tall, strong, €nergetic man, and a girl might have it in her
to become an unusual beauty, but without proper food they will
not survive infancy, let alone reach adulthood in anything like the
condition they might have attained, had life been more generous.

All this is common sense, but a common sense that is often miss-
ilg in..arguments over the rights and powers of those two antago-
nists "nature" and "nurture," each of which has its strenuous
partisans. Nor is the struggle only abstract, ideological, or philo-
sophical. When a subject such as what goes to make up "in-
telligence" is debated, very concrete and practical issues are in-
volved. I f intelligence is to be considered something fixed and
precise, a biological "given," then teachers are right to ieparate the
quick-witted child from the slow one, and to look upon themselves
as agents for each kind of child: the child comes to school with a
good, fast mind, an average one, or a slow one, and the school's job
is to find out and act accordingly. This teacher works well with fast
learners, that one with the dull child; So-and-So has a knack for
those in the middle, who respond to her and go as far as they can
as a result of her attentive ear, her light, gentle touch. On the other
hand, "intelligence" can be considered a complicated and variable
activity by which the mind, under certain circumstances,-and
what is favorable for one person can be the opposite for another-
meets up with facts and situations and comes to understand them,
act upon them, gain some control over them. This view places
great stress on complexity and variability. Idiots can have as-

Reprinte.d from The New_ _Yorker, o April 19, 1969, pp. 169- l7O. 173-177,
by permission of the New Yorker Magazine, Inc.
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tonishing powers of recall; geniuses can be dumb about so very

much; writers can barely know how to count; any number of
brilliant social scientists can't write a straight sentence. More to
the point of our present national problerrls, children can be stub-

bornly, impossibly backward in school but shrewd, imaginative,

and resourceful at home-or, more likely, on the streets and in the

alleys.
At this point, the anthropologist and the psychiatrist (and

perhaps the merely intelligent teacher or parent) may remind us

that sorne children grow up in a family, a neighborhood, a town
where schools mean a lot and the children's achievement in them

means everything to their parents. Such children learn that it
makes a difference if they pay attention to the teacher and do what
she says; others literally learn not to learn. One boy's parents are

well-to-do and ambitious, but he is afraid to learn and so has what
child psychiatrists call a "learning block." His brain seems normal
but his mind won't, for any number of reasons, take in the facts

and put them together. A blurred, indistinct world seems mfsl-an
attitude obviously the result of certain experiences. Many children
have no such psychological problem but still don't do well at

school-because they come there, as it is now put, "disadvan-
taged" and "deprived.'n A number of physicians and nutritionists
and neurophysiologists argue that a diet low in critically important
vitamins, minerals, and proteins causes serious damage to an in-
fant's brain, so he comes to school retarded not by disease or in-
jury but by the repercussions of a nation's social and economic

problem, which becomes an intense personal problem for millions
of families. Yet even if poor parents can provide their children
with decent meals and medical care and clothes'-which is not
ususl-there is a larger issue. Do parents give their children con-
fidence, or do they feel discouraged about life most of the time? I t
takes a lot of persuasion, subtle suggestion, charm, or even force to
make an infant the kind of child teachers like: well scrubbed,

eager, obedient, responsive. Mothers who live in broken-down
tenemeotS, who never know when the next few dollars will come,

have little energy left for their children. Life is grim and hard, and

the child has to learn that. He learns it and learns it and learns it-
how to survive all sorts of threats and dangers, why his parents

have given up on school, why they have fallen on their faces. He
learns about racial hatred, the state of the economy, technological
change; he learns whether he is an insider or an outsider, whether
storekeepers and property owners and policemen treat his family
with kindness and respect or with suspicion and even out-and-out
contempt. By the time a child of the ghetto comes to school, his

knowledge might well be what has been awkwardly called "the in-
telligence of the so-called unintelligent as it appears in sly, devious,

and haunting ways."
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The teacher may know all that but have little time to ponder the
social and psychological forces that make children so very different
from one another before they have had a single day of school. To
the teacher, the differences are a beginning, not an end. Six-year-
old children are what they are, and they are quickly found out by
their teachers and school psychologists and by "objective criteria"

-by 
all those intelligence tests, each with its own twist, its own

special, prideful, reasonable (or extravagant) claims. These tests

are employed to separate children by "tracks": fast, medium, slow.
The theory is valid; the able and gifted ones will not intimidate the
fearful and slow ones, nor will the slow ones cost the fast ones their
right to learn at a speed they find congenial. Yet those who score
well in the tests take an interest in schoolwork and become known
as first-rate students; those to whom teachers and the work they as-

sign are a big bore or a big fright become the "problem child," the
"disruptive child," the slow-witted or stupid one-no matter how
bright they may be "underneath."

Well, what can the poor overworked, underpaid teacher do
about all that? Can he be responsible for our nation's injustices,
for its history of racial strife, for the regional circumstances that
doom white Appalachian children and I ndian children and Mex-
ican-American children as well as black children? Can schools
make up for lacks and shortages and cruelties at home? Can a few
hours in a classrooffi, even one run by the most capable and best-
intentioned of teachers, really change a sullen, troubled child's des-
tiny? Can it be that teachers in dozens of ways, for dozens of
reasons, determine which children will eagerly absorb their lessons
and which ones will say maybe or positively no? Can the child's
performance in school be considered the result as much of what his
teachers' attitudes are toward him as of his native intelligence or
his attinrde as a pupil?

A book with the dramatic and suggestive title of Pygmalion in
the Classroom (Holt, Rinehart and Winston) has a lot to say about
the whole issue. The authors are Robert Rosenthal, a Harvard
social psychologist, and Lenore Jacobson, a San Francisco school
principal, and their study has to do, in the pedantic words of their
subtitle, with "teacher expectation and pupils' intellectual develop-
ment." They began their work in 1964, when they gave the "Har-
vard Test of I nflected Acquisition" to most of the children of what
they have called the Oak School, an elementary establishment on
the West Coast. (The only ones not tested were to leave the school
before the next round of tests.) The test had prophetic powers, the
school's teachers were told: "As a part of our study we are further
validating a test which predicts the likelihood that a child will
show an inflection point or 'spurt' within the near future. This test
which will be administered in your school will allow us to predict
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which youngsters are most likely to show an academic spurt. The

top twenty per cent (approximately) of the scorers on this test will
probably be found at various levels of academic functioning. The

development of the test for predicting inflections or 'spurts' is not

yet such that every one of the top twenty per cent of the children
will show a more significant inflection or spurt in their learning
within the next year or less than will the remaining eighty per cent

of the children."
There is no "Harvard Test of I nflected Acquisition." Dr.

Rosenthal and Mrs. Jacobson had a mission to fulfill, and they

knew that such a name would impress schoolteachers of the second

half of the twentieth century; when someone out of Harvard comes

around to estimate "inflected acquisitior," a woman who struggles

to teach boys and girls their letters and numbers can only be grate-

ful for the assistance afforded by Progress and Science. The

children were really given the useful Flanagan's Tests of General

Ability, or TOGA. TOGA is one of a hundred tests most teachers

don't know about. They do know, however, that social scientists

are smart. So the Oak School teachers had reason to believe they

were aiding research by lending their children to an experiment

that would help establish the value of yet another manmade "in-
strumenl"-1fug name given all those questionnaires and tests by

the psychqlogists and sociologists who make them up. Naturally,
the teachehs also believed that they would become privy to inter-

esting and important information. The Oak School divides each

grade into fast, medium, and slow tracks, and TOGA supposedly

supplied lists of pupils for all three tracks of each grade. TOGA
apparently could spot the "spurters," or "bloomers,'n and the

teachers were let in on the discoveries, though they were cautioned

not to tell what they knew to any children or pareitts. But what re-

ally happened was that Dr. Rosenthal and Mrs. Jacobson had arbi-
trarily selected the names; the TOGA scores had nothing to do

with it. A third-grade class made up of fast learners might supply

only one or two children to the honor roll of the "Harvard Test of
I nflected Acquisition," and a first-grade class that seemed ex-

tremely slow might present eight or nine children headed for better

things indeed. If any of the children on the lists turned out to be

"specizl," it was because their teachers were told they were or

were going to be.

Teaphers have a lot to do besides reading and rereading the

namesr of a few children who just might be headed for a kind nod

from Mte, and the Oak School went about its regular business for a

year, finterrupted only by two more bouts with TOGA. Then our

two authors returned to Cambridge with the "data." Teachers are

always grading their pupils,-how they are getting along in each

subjept, how they behave, what their "attitude" is. All that, too,
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went East to the computers. The teachers were asked for more in-
formation: How successful might the children be; were their
achievements in class the result of native ability or, say, a capacity
for pure drudgery; was this child "appealing, well adjusted, affec-
tionate" and that one "hostile and motivated by a need for approv-
al"? What did the authors and their research assistants discover?
Their report- Pygmolion in the Classroon+is full of charts and
graphs and statistics and precentages and carefully weighed state-

ments, but there are conclusions that have great significance for
this nation, preoccupied as it is with severe educational problems
of many kinds. Among the children of the first and second grades,

those tagged "bloomers" made astonishing gains in the later tests:

"About every fifth control-group child gained twenty IQ points or
more, but of the special children, nearly every second child gained
that much."

The lesson in the book is clear: All sorts of young children did
very much better in school than others like them, presumably
because their teachers expected them to become "bloomers, and

TOGA's putative prophecy was fulfilled so conclusively that even

hardline social scientists were startled. They were also taken aback
by other results. The greatest gains were among the Mexican-
American children, a "minority group" with "cultural disadvan-
tage" and "cultural deprivation." Despite these condescending
labels, the Mexican children became much better students in their
teachers' eyes, too. What is more, the children who looked clas-
sically Mexican did better than those who looked a little "Anglo,"
which prompts the authors to speculate, dryly, that "the teachers'
pre-experimental expectancies of the more Mexican-looking boys'
intellectual performance was probably lowest of all. These

children may have had the most to gain by the introduction of a

more favorable expectation into the minds of their teachers." But
the teachers were not won over by the remarkable improvement;
the Mexican children still were rated low in "adjustment" and in-
tellectual curiosity. Harvard people might know something, the
teachers appeared to agree, but these miraculous improvements
had come about because of something that had nothing to do with
the teachers and their attitudes as educators, as men and women
who believe in some children and view others, right from the start,
as hopeless. Yet maybe a teacher can silently let a child know that
good things are, incredibly, around the corner because the experts
say so. A teacher's faith is apparently not requireLonly her loy-
alty to experts, the secular gods of the twentieth century. Dr.
Rosenthal and Mrs. Jacobson are quite aware of the effect a pair of
scientists armed with tons of paper can have on opinions. What ob-
viously surprised them was the substantial and persisting nature of
that effect, obtained in spite of the long-standing prejudices of
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teachers. "One wonders whether among these minority-group
children who over-represent the slow track and the disadvantaged

of Oak School their gains in intellectual competence may not be

easier for teachers to bring about than to believe."
The prejudices of teachers,-and the effects the prejudices have

on learning, come across on almost every page of this book.

Bright children who were labelled "bloomers" were found more
pleasant and attractive by their teachers; slow children labelled
"bloomers" were grudgingly viewed as "more autonomous but less

affectionate." When children in the lowest track inexplicably
improved, the teachers became confused and angry: "The more

such a child gained in IQ, the more unfavorably he was evaluated

by his teacher in almost every respect." The authors remark,
ironically, that "if a child is to show intellectual gains, it may be

better for his intellectual vitality and for his mental health as seen

by his teacher, if his teacher has been expecting him to gain intel-
lectually. I t appears that there may be psychological hazards to
unexpected intellectual growth."

What actually happened in the Oak School? The authors of
Pygmalion in the Classroom admit that they don't know. Before

they tell about their project, they offer a more general discussion

of what I suppose is best called the "self-fulfilling prophecy" as it
takes place in everyday life, in the practice of medicine and psychi-

atry, and in the education not only of children but even of animals.

Banks have failed simply because frightened people believed them

to be in trouble. Certain groups of people have always been con-

sidered to be by nature inferior and uneducable, and because they
have been treated so, they have appeared so, behaved so, and con-
firmed the beliefs of their oppressors. And patients feel better, get

better, because they are persuaded that a given pill will do its job.

There is evidence that even something as tangible as surgery draws

upon psychological overtones for its success. In 1961, Henry K.
Beecher, professor of anesthesiology at the Harvard Medical
School, published in the Journal of the American Medical Assrcia-
tion an article called "Surgery as Placebo." He described a new

operation to relieve angina pectoris, and reported that the benefits

of it were the result "of what happened in the minds of the patients

and the surgeons involved." Experiments revealed that surgeons

who believed enthusiastically in the new method brought relief to
patients four times as often as the skeptical surgeons did. I t even

turned out that a feigned operation, done under anesthesia and

believed by the patient to be a complicated surgery, was equally
effective. Psychiatry has not even begun to settle the issue of which
treatment works for what reason. Entire mental hospitals have

been suddenly transformed by the arrival of a new drug or "tech-
nique," and just as quickly the old despair and gloom have reap-
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peared. Psychiatric theorists argue fiercely, attack one another in
dense, muddled language-often enough to conceal from them-

selves, let alone others, the ever-present hunch that the mind is

healed not only by rational explanations, however intricate and

compelling, but by experiences (in the doctor's office, outside his

office) that have to do with faith, reassurance, suggestion, per-

suasion, all of which a doctor can first inspire or offer out of his

heart, and later nervously dress up in elaborate language that is re-
spectably scientific.

"To summarize now what has been learned from research
employing animal subjects generally," the authors s&), "it seems

that those that are expected to perform competently tend to do so,

while animals expected to perform incompetently tend also to per-

form as prophesied." In describing an experiment, Dr. Rosenthal

relates animals to children in a way every teacher might think
about: "At the beginning of that study experimenters assigned

allegedly dull animals were of course told that they would find re-
tarded learning on the part of their rats. They were, however, reas-

sured that 'it has been found that even the dullest rats can, in time,
learn the required responses.' Animals alleged to be dull, then,
were described as educable but slow. It was interesting in the light
of this to learn that of the experimenters who had been assigned
'dull' animals, forty-seven per cent believed their subjects to be

uneducable. Only five per cent of the experimenters assigned

'bright' rats were equally pessimistic about their animal's future.
From this result one wonders about the beliefs created in school-
teachers when they are told a child is educable but slow, deserving
but disadvantaged."

I n the Oak School, "disadvantaged" children suddenly came to
life and made astonishing gains. Yet they were given no crash pro-
grams, no special tutoring, no trips to museums; their teachers

were simply told that those particular children bore watching.
Another research project is needed if we are to discover how teach-
ers go about letting children know they have a special destiny. No
doubt dozens of signals are made: gestures, postures, facial expres-
sions, a manner of approach, a choice of words and the way they
are spoken, a look in the eyes, a touch of the hand. Soon the child
gets the message-perhaps in the best wo), unself-consciously. He
begins to feel the teacher's feelings, the pleasure of approval, and

begins to learn more. There comes a time when the issue is not
only emotional but intellectual, when a teacher's expectations

become a child's sense of prideful achievement, which in turn en-

ables him to expect more-of himself.
Pygmalion in the Classroom is not meant to be a popular book,

though as books written by social scientists go it possesses an ex-
ceptionally accessible narrative style. The writers are not afraid of
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a readable and lively sentence, and they mix blunt social comment

with the most complicated statistical equations and tabulations.

Without attempting eloquence, they have achieved the matter-of-

fact eloquence that goes with an original, imaginative study of peo-

ple and their doings with one another. The authors constantly

iemind us of the ethical dimensions of scientific work. After all,

they might have persuaded the teachers of Oak School to think less

of Certain children and to feel right about expecting nothing, right

because scientists have said that it is useless to expect much but

decline in certain children.
I like the way Dr. Rosenthal and Mrs. Jacobson question them-

selves, their moral purposes, and state their loyalties,-utlimately

to man as more than the sum of all labels and categories, and to

man as full of hidden as well as apparent possibilities, for the good

and for the bad. And I also like the title of this book. At the end,

Eliza Doolittle is quoted: "The difference between a lady and a

flower girl is not how she behaves, but how she's treated." I n

Shaw's 
-Pygmalion a professor helps ntake a slattern into a lady,

but in the Greek legend the issue is more momentous, a matter of

life and deatl-which is what the alternatives are for our

schoolchildren.

Great Expectat iotrs

Herbert Kohl

Most educational research focuses upon the success and failure

of students or on the economic "effectiveness" of school systems.

But there seems to be a tacit agreement between teachers and

researchers (usually psychologists and sociologists) not to raise

questions concerning 
- 
the teachers themselves. I t is difficult for

,-esearchers to enter a school to study teacher behavior, and they

rarely do so. Yet two researchers, Robert Rosenthal, a psycholo-

gist, and Lenore J acobson, a school administrator, have violated

tt e non-aggression pact between teachers and researchers and

studied tE- manipulation of teacher behavior in the classroom.

Pygmalion in the 
-Classroom 

is a report on the effect of a teacher's

rifi..tutions upon the performance of his ptPils. The study is in-

genious and the results obtained highly significant.

Rosenthal and Jacobson are concerned with self-fulfilling

ith permission
EV, I nc.
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prophecies,-i.e., those predictions of future events that become
central factors in bringing about predicted events.* As they so),
"the central proposition of this book is that one person's propheCy
of another's intellectual performance can come to determine that
other's intellectual performance." They got the faculty of a school
in South San Francisco to cooperate with them by pretending that
they were conducting a scientific study of the performance of cer-
tain students in the school who were "late bloomers." An official
document describing the project was presented to the teachers:

STUDY OF REFLECTED ACQUISITION

( Harvard-N ational Scie nce

Foundation)

All children show hills, plateaus, and valleys in their scholastic progress.
The study being conducted at Harvard with the support of the National
Science Foundation is interested in those children who show an unusual
forward spurt of academic and intellectual functioning. When these
spurts occur in children who have not been functioning too well
academically, the result is familiarly referred to as "late blooming."

As a part of our study we are turther validating a test which predicts the
likelihood that a child will show an inflection point or "spurt" within
the near future. This test which will be administered in your school will
allow us to predict which youngsters are most likely to show an academ-
ic spurt. The top 20 percent (approximately) of the scorers on this test
will probably be found at various levels of academic functioning.

The development of the test for predicting inflections or "spurts" is not
yet such that every one of the top 20 percent will show the spurt or
"blooming" effect. But the top 20 percent of the children will show a
more significant inflection or spurt in their learning within the next year
or less than will the remaining 80 percent of the children.

Because of the experimental nature of the tests, basic principles of test
construction do not permit us to discuss the test or test scores either
with the parents or the children themselves.

Upon completion of this study, participating districts will be advised of
the results.

There is no "inflected acquisition," of course, nor is there a "test
of late blooming." Students were given an ordinary test of in-
telligence and achievement, but one unfamiliar to the teachers;
"late bloomers" were selected at random from the student body.
The teachers were then told that some of their pupils had turned
rAn example of a self-fulfilling plophecy is a favorable medical prognosis in
a case of a cancer which caused the patient to move from desiair-to hope
and became a crucial part of his cure.
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out to be "late bloomers,n' and that they were ready to "bloom.'o

The researchers then sat back and waited to see how the students

performed.
There is one aspect of Rosenthal and Jacobson's work which

they themselves didn't explore: the effect of Rosenthal's Harvard

credentials and the false credentials of the test upon the teachers'

expectations. The teachers were fooled into believing that the test

of "inflected acquisition" was actually measuring something. Pre-

sumably they were persuaded by the weight of authority (Harvard,

The National Science Foundation, etc.) that a simple paper and

pencil test could tell them more about crucial characteristics of
their pupils than they were able to perceive in their daily contacts

with the children. The timidity with which the teachers seemed to

accept the premises of the "test of inflected acquisition," and the

ease with which their expectations were manipulated by the

researchers show how obedient and trusting they were, and all too

willing to accept external authority. I t may also indicate why

teachers, themselves obedient, expect their pupils to be as blindly

responsive to authority as they are.

The main proposition of Pygmalion in the Classroom was sup-

ported by the results of the experimsnf-ths "late bloomers"

bloomed. The reading scores of students designated as late bloom-

ers grew at a significantly greater rate than that of the non-

blooming pupils they had been matched against. These changes

were particularly dramatic in the lower grades and for pupils in the

"middle tracks."

Girls bloomed more in the reasoning sphere of intellectual functioning,

and boys bloomed more in the verbal sphere of intellectual functioning

when some kind of unspecified blooming was expected of them. Fur-

thermore, these gains were more likely to occur to a dramatic degree in

the lower grades. That susceptibility to the unintended influence of the

prophesying teacher should be greater in the lower grades comes as no

special surprise. All lines of evidence tend to suggest that it is younger

children who are the more susceptible to various forms of influence

processes.

There are two particularly interesting cases of late blooming.

Jos6, a Mexican-American boy, had an IQ of 6l before he was

labeled a "late bloomer." A year later he had gained 45 IQ points,

testing at 106. Thus he moved in a year from being classed as men-

tally retarded to above average. Another Mexican-American child,
Maria, moved from 88 to 128-i.e., from "slow learner" to "gifted

child," according to the school's classification. These two results

alone are staggering, yet many similar, though less dramatic, ad-

vances occurred when the teachers' expectations of the children

changed.
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The implications of these results will upset many school people,
yet these are hard facts. Can failure in ghetto schools be attributed
to teachers' expectations and not to the students' environment or
ability? Can one even carry Rosenthal's results a bit further and
speculate, for example, on whether discipline problems in ghetto
schools arise because teachers expect them to? Do students lack
"motivation" because teachers don't expect them to be motivated?
The results described in Pygmalion in the Classroom reach beyond
the ghetto. They condemn the tracking system prevalent in elemen-
tary and second ary schools throughout the country. Often in the
first, or at least second, grade, children are grouped according to
"ability." The determination of ability is made by the teachers or
by whatever "objective" tests of school achievement they ad-
minister. Some schools have higher, middle, and lower tracks.
Others draw the line finer and often seven IQ points or four
months' difference in reading achievement scores become the crite-
rion for class placement. Teachers are keenly aware of how their
class stands in the general school hierarchy. Almost without excep-
tion the grouping according to track is self-perpetuating; and the
students usually remain in the same track throughout their school
career. *

Tracking also becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Both the teach-
er and the student are aware that upper-track classes are supposed
to perform well and lower-track ones aren't. They expect things to
work out that way and usually see to it in many unspoken ways
that they do. This is as true in white middle-class suburban schools
as in those of the urban ghettos. Not long ago I visited a C-stream
class in a suburban high school. The students were demoralized
and the teacher bored. He felt that nothing could be done with the
students, and they agreed. One of the students asked me what I was
doing visiting his class since the students were dumb and couldn't
possibly interest a visitor. This boy of fifteen considered himself
dumb because he was told that in school; it seemed to me a devas-
tating commentary on the destructiveness of the schools.

But the tracking system is also a disservice to the so-called
bright students who come to believe that brightness consists of the
ability to perform well on tests. I t frequently alienates them from
their true abilities. It also cuts them off from children in the lower
tracks, making the notion of the public school as a community a
mockery; though it certainly succeeds in reflecting a society whi'ch
pretends to be democratic and yet limits participation in the de-
mocracy to those who succeed and conform to the people in power.

*The little movement that does take place in the tracking system seems to be
downward as "behavior" and "discipline" problems arE weeded out of the
top tracks and consigned to the bottoh.
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The implications of the study described in Pygmalion in the

Classroom also extend beyond education. For Rosenthal and

Jacobson's research methods also involved the manipulation of
teachers, whose cooperation was enlisted in bad faith. The
researchers assumed god-like roles; they were the only people in
the school who knew what the "experiment" was all about and who
were not themselves the subjects. They presumed their involve-
ment was neutral and that their work was simply an attempt to un-

cover "objective" (though statistical) knowledge. Yet can a social

science "experiment" involving the manipulation of human beings

be neutral? Moreover, what is the moral and human cost of acquir-
ing knowledge through deceit and bad faith? This study does not
reveal what the teachers who have been studied feel, nor whether

they have learned something about themselves that could have

some effect.

The results of Rosenthal's work are, of course, gratifying. They
confirm what many critics of the schools have been saying. Yet an

approach which is itself so totalitarian makes one question the val-
ue of acquiring knowledge by treating people as objects of an ex-

periment. Surely there must be a more direct way of confronting
teachers with their attitudes, and studying them in a more direct
way. We do not need more people in the schools who cannot be

trusted, even if they happen to be social scientists.



Appendix A:
Details of the Reanalysis

In this section we discuss in detail the methodological problems
involved in the analysis of such a complex study, comment on RJ's
choice of analysis, and present the results of our reanalyses.

RJ applied a standard analytic procedure, analysis of variance,
without discussion of its assumptions or applicability and little at-
tempt at exploration of the many other possibilities for analysis. Is
an analysis of variance approach the most appropriate for this ex-
periment? What about investigating the relationships between pre-
and posttest scores via regression analysis? What about analysis by
classroom? What about nonparametric analyses?

Given the choice of a standard analysis of variance, we can ask
whether the five particular factors,-treatrnent, grade, track, sex,

minority group status'-should be included in the design. Can the
number of cells be reduced in other ways than by dropping factors
completely? Why choose simple gain scores as the criterion vari-
able? Do the gain scores used satisfy the assumptions necessary for
a standard analysis of variance to give valid results? Why not use
posttest scores alone? Covariance analysis? A repeated measures
analysis? I s unweighted means analysis the appropriate way to
calculate these analyses of variance: What about unweighted least
squares? Weighted least squares? While the main issue is whether
analysis of variance is appropriate at all, we include discussions of
the other questions.

These many analyses are included to show the inconsistency of
results from one method to another and are not necessarily valid
analyses. The problems of unbalanced sampling plan, 20Vo subject
loss, many extreme scores, and low reliability cast doubt on the va-
lidity of the statistical procedures reported. That is, one can never
be sure in a given analysis how close the nominal p-value is to the

86
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actual probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.
I n fact, it is not clear that any analysis or significance test on these

data can be accepted as wholly valid. It is only by examining the

data from many different aspects that we are finally able to make

any over-all "conclusions."

Extreme Scol'es

In Chapter IV we noted the existence of many extreme scores in
the RJ data. Very low scores are an indication that children
responded randomly, consistently incorrectly, or did not respond at

all to many questions; very high scores indicate that near the upper
limits of the test the norming process is inadequate. Neither score

gives an indication of the child's "true" mental ability. When there

are so many extreme scores, it is difficult to know how to analyze

the data. Even if we were to regard these scores as valid, their
presence creates score distributions which are nonnormal, skewed,

and likely to have different variances in different subgroups. Ap-
plying standard statistical procedures to such scores may create

a serious difference between the true and nominal significance

levels of any statistical procedure (R. M. Elashoff, 1968). (See

the section on reliability in Chapter IV for an example of this.)
What procedures might be used to avoid such problems? Of

course, the best way is to choose a measuring instrument and to
plan data collection so that such scores do not arise. Perhaps the

next best approach with the RJ data is to analyze the raw scores.

This removes the problem of inadequate norming but forces us to
analyze scores from the three different TOGA forms separately. As
we shall see in later sections this is really necessary even using IQ
scores. We have included analyses of total raw scores for first and

second graders.

However, if analysis of the data in IQ form is still desired some

procedure must be used to handle scores outside the main norming
range of 60-160. One procedure is to truncate the data by

excluding as too poorly measured any IQ scores outside this range.

Another possibility is renorming the data by replacing all scores

less than 60 by 60 and all scores higher than 160 by 160. Neither
procedure is wholly adequate since the effect on various statistical
approaches is unknown, but analyzing the data in all three ways, in
original IQ form, in truncated IQ form, and in renormed IQ form
provides information on the sensitivity of the results to the

presence of extreme scores. Other possible procedures are trim-
ming or winsorization, where a certain percentage of top and
bottom scores are excluded or altered (see Dixon and Massey,
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1969), or use of a statistical model accounting for the presence

of outliers (J. D. Elashoff, 1970).

Table 8 shows the effects of these three procedures on the test-

retest correlation of total scores for first and second graders. Note

that the values are highest using raw scores. Other differences in
the effects of these options will appear in sections to follow.

TABLE 8

Test-reEest Correlations for

First and Second Grades Total IQ

Raw Scores

IQ Scores A11

Renormed

Truncated

Control

.73

.66

.68

.70

Exp e r imen ta 1

.87

.72

.75

.67

Rt'lat ionships Betweell
I)re and Post Scores

The basic aim of the RJ experiment was to assess the rela-
tionship between pretest and posttest scores in the experimental
and control groups, to locate bny significant differences between

the groups, and to assess the importance of these differences. The

first thing to do then is to examine the relationship between pretest

and posttest in detail.

Regression Analyses

Scatterplots in Figures I l-19 show posttest IQ plotted against

pretest IQ for Total, Verbal, and Reasoning scores for experi-

mental and control groups of first and second graders, third and

fourth graders, and fifth and sixth graders. This breakdown corre-
sponds to the three different TOGA forms; further breakdown

produces sample sizes too small for reasonable regression analyses.

Experimental children are designated by X's, control children by

dots. Norm limits are shown by the box drawn at 60 and 160 for
both tests. The regression lines using all data and truncated data
(all points outside the box deleted) are shown for both experi-
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TABLE 9

Slope of Regression Line for Sex by Treatment by Grade Group+
Pretest to Basic Posttest

Total IQ

Control Experimental

Grades

1and2

3and4

5and6

Female

.62

.gg

1.05

Ita le

.51

.92

.94

Female

.72

L.L2

1. 14

Ila1e

r.03

.92

1.07

*These twelve slopes are significantly nonParallel
tr = 2.59 1p< .05 )' LL,296

TABLE 10

Slope of Regressj,on Line for Treatmenc by Grade Group
Pret,es t Eo Bas ic Pos t tes t

-

Total IQ

CE

Verbal IQ Reasoning IQ

Grades I and 2

IQ Scores

Renormed IQ

TruncaEed IQ

Raw Scores

Grades 3 and 4

IQ Scores

Renormed IQ

Truncated IQ

Grades 5 and 6

IQ Scores

Renormed IQ

Truncated IQ

93

7L

58

45

.99

.95

.96

1

1

ECEC

.72

.63

.66

56

62

69

54

90

89

84

01

01

1.03

.91

.97

I .03

.90

.87

.95

.75

.62

1. J7

.75

.64

1. 14

.97

.gg

.32

.58

.61

.88

.7L

.s3

.60

.62

.45

88

88

38

1.13

1.13

.42

.''8 1

,76

90

87

771.00 1.09
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mental and control children. Note that the lines labelled T are for
truncated data. Points off the graphs are indicated by arrows. Fig-
ure 20 provides the scatterplot and regression analysis for total raw
scores for first and second graders.

Looking at the plots for first and second graders, one notices in
Figure I l, for example, how strongly the one child with a posttest
Total IQ of 202 affects the position of the regression line for the

experimental group. The slope decreases from.93 to.58 when that
one child is removed. The regression lines for experimental and
control groups are generally closer together for the truncated data.
Note that nearly 4OVo of the Reasoning IQ scores in Figure l3 ap-
pear well outside the norming ranges, most of them less than 60; 8

pretest scores are zero.

Is the relationship between pretest and postest the same across

treatments, grades, sexes? Are lhe relationships linear? Are the

slopes near unity? How much do extreme scores affect the rela-
tionships? Tables 9 and l0 show regression slopes calculated using
the original IQ data, renormed IQ scores, truncated IQ scores for
each grade group, each treatment group, and Total, Verbal, and
Reasoning IQs, as well as for some raw score data.

First, let us examine regression slopes for Total IQ in twelve
groups-grade x sex x treatment, see Table 9. These twelve regres-
sion lines are significantly nonparallel, but within the six treat-
ments by grade groups, there are no significant slope differences

between the sexes. (Questions could be raised about the validity of
the F tests for parallelism in view of the extreme scores; however,
slopes for males and females seem generally close enough to war-
rant combining the sexes to obtain larger sample sizes.)

Accordingly, males and females were combined in subsequent

analyses. With the sexes combined, we compared slopes for treat-
ment and control groups. There was a significant difference in
slopes only for the first and second grades (this difference is almost
solely due to the one boy with a posttest IQ of 2O2), although the

slope for the experimental group was slightly higher in all three
grade groups. The major differences in slopes appear to be be-

tween grade levels, the slopes in the first two grades being consid-
erably lower than those for the higher grades which are near 1.0.

The same basic conclusions hold for Verbal and Reasoning IQ
scores, although for Reasoning IQ the slopes are somewhat less

than 1.0 even for the upper grades.

What effects do the extreme scores have on the regression
slopes? Renorming and truncation procedures generally reduce the

slopes and remove their apparent tendency to be higher in the ex-
perimental group. Except for the third and fourth grades, these

procedures have reduced differences in slope between the experi-
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mental and control groups. Except for the first and second grade
experimental group, different procedures produced very similar
slopes for the reasonably reliable Total IQ but produced
strikingly different slopes for Verbal and Reasoning IQ, which
contained scores far outside the norming ranges. Examination of
the scatterplots produces some doubt about assuming a linear rela-
tionship between pre and post scores for Verbal and Reasoning IQ.

Choice of Criterion Measure

To determine whether posttest scores for the experimental group
are higher than for the control group, w€ must choose a grouping
of the data (by classroorrr, by grade, etc.) and a criterion variable.
We have a pretest measure Tr and a posttest measure T3. (The
time 2 and time 4 IQ scores can be treated similarly. We ignore
the repeated measures aspect of the data for the moment.) The
three basic approaches are to examine Ts (or posttest) alone, to use

Ts - Tr (or simple gain), or to use Ts with Tr as a covariate. Each
of these choices rests on an implicit set of assumptions about the
data. If the particular assumptions necessary for an approach are
not satisfied the results obtained by applying the approach may not
be valid. We must examine the data to determine which approach
is most appropriate.

RJ rely solely on simple gain scores Ts - Tr arguing that ". . .

postest only measures are less precise than the change or gain
scores. . . ." (p. 108)t As we shall see, this oversimplified claim
is actually false for the Reasoning IQ scores (Table l9).

Using posttest only (Ts) as a criterion requires the fewest as-
sumptions. Assignment to treatment must be random and score
distributions should be approximately normal with similar
variances in both groups. We note that where the sample sizes of
the two groups are quite different, as in the RJ study, this assump-
tion of equal variances is much more important. Potentially, analy-
sis of variance of T3 only is the procedure most seriously affected
by initial differences between groups. For comparison with other
methods assume that the within-group variance using posttest
scores is ,: .

If the within-group correlation between pre and posttest scores,
e t is high, gain scores and covariance analysis can be expected to
be more precise than analysis of variance of posttest scores. I.Jsing
either gains or covariance requires random assignment to treat-
ments and a similar relationship between pre and post scores in
both groups. To derive formulas for the precision of gain scores or
covariance analysis, we must adopt a model for the relationship
between pre and posttest scores. We follow the general formulation
of W.G. Cochran ( 1968) and assume that in the absence of
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FIGURE 11: TOTAL lO GRADES 1 & 2
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FIGURE 15: VERBAL lO GRADES 3 & 4
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FIGURE 19: REASONING !O GRADES 5 & 6
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measurement errors, y or posttest has a linear regression on x (pre-
test)

y=o*Bx*e .

The observed scores, X and Y howevern do contain measurement
errorY- y + uandX: x + v,andwecanwrite:

under certain generar .oni,;t; ; ;aependence ancl normality of
variables, we find that the residual within-group error variance in
covariance analysis will be about

of,, - o! <, - o'***,l

where , is the correlation between y and x and Rxand Ryare the

reliabilities (\ - L, ,. (Note that the correlation between observed
o**o,

scores X and Y is e/q\ .)

Use of covariance analysis rests on a number of important as-

sumptions about the underlying structure of the data (see Ap-
pendix B and J. D. Elashoff, 1969). In the absence of measurement
error (R x - R y - I ), then, covariance analysis can be expected
to reduce the error variance by about roop2z ; thus p rnust be

larger than .3 for covariance analysis to reduce the error variance
appreciably. The less reliable the pretest and posttest the greater e

must be before covariance will be much more precise than analysis
of variance on posttest scores alone; in addition, when the pretest
is measured with error, covariance procedures generally underes-
timate the slope and undercorrect for pretest differences.

The use of gain scores makes the implicit assumption that B, _
1.0, i.e., that the regression of observed posttest on observed pre-
test has a regression slope of unity. If this is the case, analysis of
variance of gain scores will give nearly the same results as analysis
of covariance. If not, the error variance can be expected to be
about orr-o?.,ff rr-r,w,.$,
which is always greater than ,2r, for s' ,. 1 . Note that these

variance figures are derived for large samples; for smaller samples

imprecision due to the estimation of s will make o!, larger. Little
is known about the comparative robustness of these two
procedures. Comparisons of two groups using gain scores will be

misleading when the regression slope of post on pre is not unity for
both groups or the pretest score distributions are different in the
two groups; since in either case their use would not properly adjust
for pretest differences. In a general discussion of this topic, L.J.
Cronbach and L. Furby ( l97O) have suggested that gain scores are

rarely useful for any purpose in educational research.

Using these formulas, we can predict whether posttest scores or
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gain scores will have smaller error variance for the RJ experiment
by referring to evidence contained in RJ's Table A-30. We find a
pretest-posttest correlation for the total school of approximately
.7 5 for Total IQ and Verbal IQ but only about .50 for Reasoning
IQ. Thus assuming that B' - l, using gain scores should provide a

decrease in error variance of about 50Vo for Total IQ and Verbal
IQ and none at all for Reasoning IQ. Referring to Table l9 in the
analysis of variance section, w€ find that for two types of analysis
of variance actually performed the decrease in error variance ob-
tained by using gain scores was about 33Vo for Total IQ and 50%
for Verbal IQ but that error variance irrcreased by about 8Vo for
Reasoning IQ. So, for Reasoning IQ, a posttest criterion is not less
precise than a gain criterion. (Differences between the predicted
and observed decreases in error variance occur because the
formulas are for large samples, and because the correlations taken
from Table A-30 were computed with all groups combined while
the correlation in the formula is the within-group correlation.)

Thus, careful examination of these score distributions, scat-
terplots, and regression slopes suggests which scores are reasonable
to analyze, whether grades (or TOGA forms) can be combined,
and which analytic procedures seem appropriate.

I f IQ scores are to be used, all analyses should be based on
Total IQ; Verbal and Reasoning subscores are unreliable and in-
adequately normed in all grades. The only over-all analysis com-
bining all grade groups that seems reasonably justified is analysis
of posttest Total IQ scores. I f random assignment to treatments
can be assumed, analysis of posttest Total IQ scores is unbiased.
I n view of the lack of assurance on this question, however, and the
higher pretest scores shown by the experimental group (see Tables
20-22), the results of such an analysis must also be interpreted
with caution. Covariance analysis or gain score analysis using all
grades is unwise bpcause of the dissimilarity in pre-posttest rela-
tionships across grades. Using raw scores, the three forms of
TOGA are not comparable.

Grades 3 and 4 and Grades 5 and 6 might reasonably be com-
bined and analysis of Total IQ here, using covariance analysis (or
analysis of variance of gains), would not be unreasonable. There
seems little reason to perform separate analyses for males and
females. Grades I and 2 present a more difficult problem, howev-
er. Here, gain scores are especially suspect because the pre-to post-
test slope is substantially less than one and the groups differ on the
pretest. Covariance analysis should not be used with all IQ scores
included because of the difference in slopes between groups,
though it might be useful for renormed or truncated scores. Both
posttest only and covariance analysis may be inadequate because
of the large group differences in the pretest, 8S well as its
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unreliability. Analysis using raw scores seems most desirable. This
could eliminate some of the problems caused by inadequate
norming of the test. For first and second graders, test-retest corre-
lations are higher for raw data and the regression slopes between
pre-and posttest are similar for experimental and control groups.

Investigation
of Treatment Effects
[Jsi.g Stepwise Regression

It is most_important to assess the magnitude of any "significant"
treatment effects observed. One approach to this problem is step-
wise regression, see Appendix B. Taking posttest Ie as the depen-
dent variable, we can determine how much of the variance in post-
test scores is accounted for by linear regression on pretest IQ
scores, treatment, sex, and other interesting variables.

First, we performed separate analyses for each of the three grade
groups using the third or "basic" Total IQ score as criterion. pre-
test Total IQ, treatment group, track, sex and minority-group
status were included as predictor variables. In the analysis, preteJt
Total IQ was forced into the equation first and treatment was sec-
ond; the other variables were left free to enter in any order.
Results are shown in Table I l. These analyses must be in-
terpreted with caution because of the extreme scores in Total IQ
{or grades I and 2 and because the other variables are categorical.
I n addition, for a dichotomous variable such as treatmeni, R2 is
lower when the number in each group is not the same than when
the split is 50-50; R2 for a 20-80 split will be roughly Zt3 of R2
for a 50-50 split given the same difference in Total Ie means.
Moreover, the predictor variables are not independent and their
contributions overlap. Thus these analyses must be regarded as
giving at most a rough approximation of the relative importance of
!h. predictor variables. Pretest Total IQ predicts 43 Vo , 63Vo, and
72Vo of the variance in posttest Total IQ for grades l-z,grades 3-4,
grades 5-6, respectively. Including all the variables accounts for a
total of 5 5Vo ,70Vo , andT 5Vo respectively of the variance in posttest.
For grades 3-4 and 5-6, treatment accounted for less than l% of the
variance in posttest Total IQ scores; treatment accounted for 7Vo
of the variance in grades l-2. No attempt has been made to assess
the statistical significance of these increases in R2 because of the
difficulties mentioned earlier. Our only purpose is to gain an im-
pression of the relative importance of any treatment effect.

As we remarked earlier, total raw scores seemed a more
desirable criterion measure than Total Ie for grades I and 2. The
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ResulEs

Grade

Criterion

Predictors:

TABLE 11

of Stepwise Regression Analyses for

Groups I and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6

Variable: Total IQ on Basic Posttest

Total IQ PreEest, Treatment, Track, Sex,

MinoriEy-Group Status

Cri terion

Grades 1 & 2

ToEal IQ 3

Grades 3 & 4

Total IQ 3

Grades 5 & 6

Total IQ 3

Step

1 forced

2 forced

3-5 free

1 forced

2 forced

3-5 free

I forced

2 forced

3-5 free

Variab le
Entered

Total IQ 1

TreaEment

Sex, Track,
Minori ty

Total IQ 1

TreatmenE

Track, Sex,
Minority

Total IQ 1

Trea tment

Track,
Minority,
Sex

Fto
ENEET

85

15

190

.5

226

.0

Increase

in R2R2

43

50

55

43

o7

05

63

63

70

.72

.72

.75

72

00

03

63

00

07

TABLE L2

Results of Stepwise Regression Analyses for Grades One and Two

Criterion Variable: Total Raw Score on Ehe Basic Posttest

Predictors: Pretest Raw Score, Treatment, Track, Sex,

l"linority-Group Status, Grade, Age

Criterion

Total Raw Score
on Basic PosE-

test

Step

1 forced

2 forced

3 forced

4-7 free

Variable
Entered

Pretes t
raL, score

Age

TreaEment

Sex, Track,
Minority,
Grade

Fto
Enter Rz

r* .i,

Increase

in R2

0

9.3

.549

.584

.6s4

000

035

070

I forced

2-6 forced

7 forced

PreEest
raw score

Age, Grade,
gtc.

136 .549

.6L7

.654

068

037Treatment LL.2
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same type of analysis was repeated for grades I and 2 using total
raw scores with age and grade included (Table 12).All variables
were forced to enter in the order shown; treatment was entered
third in the first regression and was forced to enter last in the sec-
ond regression. Note that using raw scores, the pretest predicts
55Vo of the variance in the posttest and all variables together
predict 65Vo of the variance. The partial correlation of age with
posttest after pretest has entered is negligible. Treatment predicts
about 3 to 4Vo of the variance in posttest raw scores. Analysis of
raw scores increases the predictable variance from 55Vo to 65Vo
and decreases the apparent predictive importance of the treatment
factor by about half.

Table 13 ' shows stepwise regression analyses for Verbal and
Reasoning partscores with all grades combined. Predictor vari-
ables were IQ partscores on preceding tests, treatment, sex, and
grade. (The two grade variables were dummy variables, one con-
trasting grades I and 2 with 3 and 4 and the other contrasting
grades 3 and 4 with 5 and 6). Pretest IQ was forced into the equa-
tion first, and treatment second; the other variables were free to
enter in any order. Our previous cautions about interpreting these
analyses must be even more strongly emphasized here due to the
high frequency of extreme scores in these IQ subscores. For all
grades com[4ed, treatment predicts a maximum of 2Vo of the
variance in any IQ subscore. Inclusion of preceding subscores in
addition to pretest increased the predictable variance by from l3
to 32Vo. For verbal IQ 54Vo,7OVo, and 69Vo of the second, third,
and fourth tests were predictable using all variables; for Reasoning
IQ these figures were 35Vo , 46Vo , and SlVo respectively,
providing additional demonstration of the instability of the
Reasoning subscores.

I nvesti gation
of Treatment Effects
[Jsirg Analysis of Variance

RJ did not report fully on the analyses of variance performed
and did not include any analysis of variance tables. Their only
report on actual procedure used is contained in a footnote sug-
gesting they were

. following the plan of a multifactorial analysis of variance with in-
terest focused on the main effect of treatments, the two-way interactions
of treatments by grades, treatments by tracks, treatments by sex, and
treatments by minority-group status. Three-way interactions were also
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TABLE 13

Result.s of Stepwise Regression Analyses

Using Separate Subscores

Criterion Variable: Separate Subscore IQ PosEtesEs

Predictors: Gl- (Grades L-2 vs. 3-4) , G2 (Grades 3-4 vs. 5-6) ,

Sex, TreaEmenE, Preceding IQ Scores

C ri terion Step

1 forced

2 forced

3 free

Verbal IQ 2

Verbal IQ 3 I forced

2 forced

3 free

4-6 free

Verba1 IQ 4 t forced

2 forced

3 free

4 free

5 free

6-7 free

ReasoningIQ2 lforced

2 forced

3-5 free

ReasoningIQ3 lforced

2 forced

3 free

4-6 free

ReasoningIQ4 lforced

2 forced

3 free

4 free

5-7 free

Variable
EnEe red

VIQ I

Treat.ment

Sex and
Grade

vrQ I

TreaEmenE

vrQ 2

Grade and

Sex

vrQ 1

Trea tment

vrQ 3

G2

vrQ 2

Sex and
Grade

RIQ I

TreatmenE

Grade and

Sex

RrQ 1

Treatment

RrQ 2

Grade and

Sex

RrQ 1

Treatment

RrQ 3

RrQ 2

Grade and

Sex

FEo
Enter

409. r

.19

427 .9

.6

L32 .2

197.8

4.t

7 2.4

34 .2

r-0. 3

159.5

5.7

106. 5

8.4

92 .3

44.6

.95

89.4

29 .6

Inc rease

02

t7

02

00

25

o7

01

R2 in R2

53

53

54

57

57

70

70

00

0l

00

13

00

01

13

05

01

00

,01

,03

48

49

62

67

68

69

30

31

35

26

28

44

46

18

18

43

51

51

computed for treatments by sex by tracks, treatments by sex by grade

levels, and treatments by minority-group status by sex. All other pos-

sible three-way and higher-order interactions yielded one or more

empty cells or a number of cells with ns so small as to weaken any

confidence in the results even though the analyses were possible in

principle.
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All two-way and three-way analyses had unequal and nonproportional
/,s per cell, and Walker and Lev's ( I 953 ) approximate solution was

employed. . The main effect of treatments was of course obtained in

each of the analyses of variance, and p-values associated with the F's

ranged from .05 to .002.(p. 94-95)t

The H.M. Walker and J. Lev approximate solution referred to by

RJ is generally known as "unweighted means analysis." (See Ap-
pendix B.)

In this section, we discuss RJ's choice of computation method

and their choice of factors to include in the analyses. Later in this

section we report the results of several over-all analyses of variance

as well as some analyses of variance within grade group. These

serve primarily to demonstrate how widely the results of slightly

different analytic procedures can vary when cell sizes are unequal

and data have measurement and sampling problems.

Analysis ()f Variattct'
in U nbalanced Designs

Application of analysis of variance to problems with unequal

cell sizes although common has received too little attention in the

literature beyond the cookbook details of computation. When cell

sizes are unequal we are faced with several issues: The first and

most important question concerns whether analysis of variance still

is a valid procedure. Then, if so, what factors should be included?

What computational method should be employed?

Standard analysis of variance procedures are based on the as-

sumption that individuals have been assigned at random in equal

numbers to each cell of the design (for factors like treatment) or

selected at random from a larger group to fill each cell of a cross-

classification with an equal number of individuals (for factors like

sex). When all cell sizes are equal, the analysis of variance is said

to be balanced or orthogonal and the estimates of the various main

effects and interactions are orthogonal or statistically independent.

If cell sizes in an AxBxC design are all equal, the sums of squares

for main effects and interactions of factors A and B are unaffected

by the inclusion or exclusion of factor C in the analysis. The only

difference between an analysis of variance including only factors

A and B and one including factor C also is the size of the error term;

generally speaking, the more factors included in the analysis the

smaller the error term. U nder these circumstances, the full least

squares solution with equal weights and the "unweighted means"

procedure will produce identical analyses.
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If cell sizes in a complete cross-classification were originally

99ual 
(or proportional) and subsequent subject losses were equally

likely in each cell and thus final cell sizes are not related to the
defining factors, ttr analysis of variance may be performed using
the least squares procedure with an appropriate choice of weighti
(see Appendix B). Unweighted means analysis is "a quick approxi-
mate analysis to replace the tedious exact calculations" of least
squares with equal weights (scheffe, 1959, p. 362). The adequacy
of approximation depends on ths amount of variation in cell iizej.
With computers so readily available, there seems no justification
for using unweighted means analysis. Consequently, we have used
the least squares procedure exclusively in our reanalysis.

A major issue is the validity of the analysis of variance approach
when cell sizes are related to ths defining factors or when
collapsing over factors is necess ary because cell sizes are zero or
very small. Nonrandom cell fluctuations may occur when natural
classifications such as intact classrooms are used or when differen-
tial subject loss occurs due to treatments. I n these situations
application of standard analysis of variance procedures may yield
misleading results. We illustrate with two examples-one using
natural classifications and one involving collapsing of categories-.
Both illustrate problems which occur in the RJ study.

A simple example based on the interaction in cell size between
sex and track observed by RJ illustrates the misleading results an
analysis of variance may yield when cell sizes are not independent
of factors. Suppose boys and girls were distributed in the three
ability tracks as shown in Table 14. Consider two different
idealized situations which might produce this situation. I n situation
A, children ale_assigned to track strictly on the basis of ability; all
children with IQs of I 20 are placed in the fast rrack, all Ies oi t OO

are placed in the medium track, all IQs of 80 are placed in the
slow track. Thus, to produce the cell sizes shown, the Ie distribu-
tion by sex must be that shown under situation A; the resulting cell
means are also shown. In situation B, boys and girls have the iame
IQ distribution but girls are more likely to be placed in fast or me-
dium tracks than boys. Thus not only are all ihe girls with IQs of
\?9 placed in hhe fast track, but also 20 of the [irts with Ies of
100 are placed in the fast track, givin g a cell mean for girls in rhe
fast track of (30xl2} + 2Oxl00)/50 - ll2. Conversely only ZO
of the 30 boys with IQs of I 20 are placed in the fast track, the rest
are placed in the medium track and so on.

Applying the least squares procedure with equal weights we ob-
tain a sizeable main effect for track in both situations. However, in
situation A we would obtain no sex effect and no sex x track in-
teraction. I n situation B, we would obtain a sex effect and a track x
sex interaction. Thus, in both situations an analysis of variance
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TABLE L4

Example of T\uo Idealized Situations Producing an

Interaction in Sex x Track Cell Sizes

Number of Children

Track:

Sex: M

F

Fast

60

S low

70

100

100

20070

I0: L20 100 80

I

Sex: M I 20 30 50

IFl 50 30 20

SituaEion A

Number of Children

I*lean IQ

Situation B

Number of Children

IQ

Sex: I'{ 30 40 30

F 30 40 30

Iulean IQ

Track:

Sex: I'{

F

L20 100

L20 100

Track:

Sex: M

F

Slow

80

80
I

1112 93.3 80

Actual Number of Children for Third and Fourth
Graders at Basic PostEest

SlowTrack:

Sex: M

F

Fas t

13

30

19

16

24

13

30

30

50

20

20

50

TABLE 15

Idealized Exarnple Showing the EffecE of Dropping Factors

Track:

Treatment.: C

E

Track:

Treat,ment: C

E

Number of Children

FasE l"ledium Slow

15 15 15

515

Llean Gains

Fast Medium Slow

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

1.0
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produces misleading conclusions about IQ differences between the

sexes.

Next we illustrate the misleading results that can be obtained
when factors are dropped from an unbalanced design. I n Table I 5

is an idealized example of cell sizes for treatment x track in one
grade-these figures are very similar to those actually obtained by
RJ (see Table 2). Suppose that there is really no treatment effect
but that children in the fast and slow tracks tend to gain more than
children in the middle track and that we obtain the mean gains

shown. When least squares with equal weights is applied to the
treatment x track classification we obtain no treatment main effect
and no treatment x track interaction. I f the track factor were
omitted because of small sample sizes, an analysis of variance
would result in a spurious treatment effect due to the unbalanced
sample sizes.

Although RJ assigned children to the experimental and control
groups to produce cell sizes in the ratio of about I to 4, they used
an unweighted analysis; every cell was assigned equal weights in
the calculation of main effects and interactions. I f there are no in-
teractions, ths results are unaffected by the choice of weighs and

the standard procedure is to choose equal weights; see Appendix B
for a more detailed discussion of this issue. If there is interaction,
tests for main effects will be affected by the choice of weights. I f
the control group receives a weight of 4 and the treatment group a

weight of I and all other effects are defined using equal weights,

then the main effect for treatment and all interactions involving
treatment will be the same as if equal weights were used; all other
main effects and interactions will be affected by the choice of
weights. Since there is no compelling reason to calculate sex and
grade effects as if the experimental and control groups were equal
in size, we decided to calculate most of the analyses of variance
using a least squares analysis with proportional weights. The F tests

for treatment and interactions with treatment will be the same with
proportional weights as with equal weights but the calculated ef-
fects for sex, grade, and track will be much more heavily influenced
by the larger control group using proportional weights. See Ap-
pendix B sections on Least Squares and Proportional versus Equal
Weights.

Results of
Analyses of Variance

We computed several over-all analyses of variance using Total IQ
pretest and Total IQ posttests as criterion variables. Two analyses

of Total IQ gain scores were included for comparison with RJ's

computations. Results are shown in Table 16. For completeness,
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the same analyses were computed for verbal and reasoning sub-
scores, although interpretation of these results is doubtful (see

Tables 17 and l8). Separate analyses of variance were computed
within each grade group with posttest as criterion, gain scores as
criterion, and posttest with pretest as a covariate (see Tables 20-
22).The many analyses of variance reported allow us to compare
the results obtained with different choices of factors, different cri-
terion measures, different sets of weights, and different treatment
of extreme scores.

Our discussion of analysis of variance in unbalanced designs
illustrates how important the choice of factors is to the results ob-
tained. I deally treatment, track, grade, sex and minority group
should all be included as factors in the analysis. This is impossible.
Consequently some factors must be dropped or factors such as
grade must be reduced from 6 levels to 3. Decisions about how to
reduce the number of factors must be guided by the sampling and
balancing needs of the design as well as by the purposes of the ex-
periment.

We have dropped the minority group factor from our analyses of
variance. The Mexican vs. non-Mexican factor was not a part of
the design of the experiment; other variables describing ethnic ori-
gin or socioeconomic background could as easily have been
analyzed. Since only 17 Vo of the children were Mexican and this
factor interacts with sex and track in cell size, its introduction
sharply reduces cell sizes and it is unclear that a satisfactory assess-
ment of its significance could be made.

Retaining grade, track, and sex there are still too few children
per cell; there are 72 cells of which 6 are empty and many have
only I or 2 children. As noted earlier, there are more girls in the
high track and more boys in the low track so analyses of variance
including both sex and track would likely produce misleading
conclusions about the effects of these variables.

The children in grades I and 2 received TOGA Form K-2, those
in grades 3 and 4 received Form 2-4, and those in grades 5 and 6
received Form 4-6. Since RJ combined these grades for some anal-
yses, it seemed reasonable to use grade group rather than grade in
some of our analyses to improve cell size.

Tables 16 through I 8 summa rize the results of analyses of
variance with three choices of factors: treatment by grade goup by
sex (TxG'xS), treatment by grade by ability track (TxGxA), and
treatment by grade group by sex by ability track (TxG'xSxA).
Treatment by grade by ability track is the same as treatment by
classroom and is probably the most important single analysis. For
the basic posttest, grade 5 had to be deleted because classroom 58
did not take the Reasoning subtest. The other two analyses both
contain treatment by grade group by sex and comparison of their
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TABLE 16

Analysis-of-Variance Results: Total IQ

Effects Significant at .05 Listed

CriEerion Weights

Total IQ 1 E

Data Set

A11

A11

Truncated

Factors

TxG 
I xS TxG>rAtt TxG 

I xSxA

GrArGxA G'A
TxGxA

GI

G

P

P

Total IQ 2 A11

TruncaEed

TrGr rS

TrGt

P

P

Total IQ 3 E

P

E

P

A11

A11

Truncated

Truncated

TrArGxA ArGtxS:<A,
TxG 

I xS

T

TrGt

TxG 
I xS

Gr rTxGrxS

Gain
rrQ3-rrQ1

E A11 TrG Gt rctxA

Total IQ 4 A11

Truncated

SP

P TrGt

P = proportional weights
E = equal weights
TT = both pretest and postEest of interesE truncated
[ = denotes track or ability grouping
Gt = the three grade levels--one and two, three and four, flve and six
'lt = Grade 5 has been deleted from this analysis because classroom 5-B

did not take the Reasoning subtest.

results shows what happens when the factor of ability track is
included or excluded.

Analyses were performed on IQ scores from all four testings and

on gain from pretest to basic posttest. Some analyses used all
data, others truncated data; all were done using least squares, some

using equal weights and some using proportional weights. Note
that none of these analyses reproduce exactly any of those per-
formed by RJ. Effects significant at the .05 level are indicated in
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TABLE L7

Analysis-of-Variance Results: Verbal IQ

Effects Significant at .05 Llsted

Criterion Welghts

Verbal IQ I E

Data Set

A11

A11

Truncated

TxG'xS TxG>rAtt

ArGxA

Gt rS

*

TxG 
I xSxA

P

P

Verbal IQ 2 A11

Truncated

TT

S

S

E

P

P

Verbal IQ 3 E A11

A11

Truncated

TT

A

S

*

*

P

P

P

Gain
Verbal IQ 3-
Verbal IQ 1

E A11 GxA GtxA

Verbal IQ 4 A11

TruncaEed

TT

P

P

P

Gt rS

Gt rS

Gt rS

P = proportional weights
E = equal weights
TT = both pretest and posttest of interest truncated
[ = denotes track or ability grouping
Gt = Ehe three grade levels--one and two, three and four, five and six*There rrrere no ef f ects signif icanE at . 05
tt = Grade 5 has been deleted from this analysis because classroom 5-B

did not take the Reasoning subtest

the tables; blank cells in the tables indicate analyses not
performed.

Total IQ is the only measure sufficiently reliable to admit in-
terpretation. Looking at the results for pretest Total IQ we gain a
consistent picture of grade and ability track differences. Note, also,
the triple interaction involving treatment. Results for Total IQ at
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TABLE 18

Analysis-of-Variance Results: Reasoning IQ

EffecEs Significant aE.05 Listed

CriEerion Weights

Reasoning IQ 1 E

P

P

Data Set

A11

A11

Truncated

Fac tors

T:lG 
t xS TxGxA*'f TxG'xSxA

G,A G"A

G'rs

G

G

,S
xS

Reasoning IQ 2 P

P

P

All

TruncaEed

TT

T rG'

T rG'

T,GtxS

Reasoning IQ 3 E A11 T,A GrArTxGrxS
TxGtxA

G 
I xSxA

G'

xS

T

G

P A11

Truncated

TT

G"
GtxS

G"
GrxS

P

P

Gain E A11 G Gt rTxS

Reasonlng IQ 4

P = proportional weights
E = equal weights
TT = both pretest and PostEest of inEerest truncated
[ = denotes Erack or ability grouping
Gt = the three grade levels--one and two, three and four, five and six
tt = Grade 5 has been deleted from this analysis because classroom 5-B

did not take the Reasoning subEest

second testing show how the presence of a sex effect is affected by

the treatment of extreme scores.

Analyses of Total IQ basic posttest fairly consistently indicate

some treatment effect although with the consistent superiority of
the experimental group on the pretest these results can only be

P

P

P

A11

Truncated

TT

GtxS

GtxS

GtxS
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TABLE 19

Analysis for Decrease in Error Variance Due to Use of Gain Scores

Factors

Total IQ Error Variance Using Posttest

Error Varlance Using Gain

Decrease in Vari-ance

Verbal IQ Error Variance Using Posttest

Error Variance Using Gain

Decrease in Varlance

Reasoning IQ Error Varlance Using Posttest

Error Variance Using Galn

Decrease ln Variance

TxG:<A

243

155

TxG 
I 
xS:<A

243

L66

36% 32%

649

316

629

32L

5L% 497(

627

7L4

s84

610

-47" -L4u,

regarded as suggestive that further more carefully chosen analyses

should be undertaken. The fact that inclusion of more factors or

exclusion of extreme scores reduces the treatment main effect to a

three-way interaction is an indication that treatment effects are

probably present in only a few cells of the classification.

The two analyses performed using gain scores with all the data

and equal weights should provide results closest to those obtained

by RJ. I t is interesting to note that the only consistent results ob-

tained in these two analyses are in grade effect. RJ may have ob-

tained significant treatment effects in every analysis but we do not.

The consistent appearance of grade main effects and interactions

involving grade confirms our earlier recommendation that separate

analyses be made for different forms of TOGA (or grade groups).

Although we do not recommend analysis of verbal and

reasoning partscores, we note that the analyses of the verbal sub-

test provide no indication whatever of a treatment effect. Our anal-

yses of reasoning gain do not confirm RJ's report of very significant

main effects and the treatment effects which do appear for

Reasoning IQ basic posttest disappear when extreme scores are

removed.

Table l9 provides a summary of the relative precision of gain

scores versus posttest scores obtained from analyses reported in
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Table 16. These analyses were calculated using least squares with
equal weights on all the data.

Turning now to separate analyses by grade'group, Tables 20-22
provide comparisons of results obtained using pretest, gain scores,
posttest only, and posttest with pretest as a covariate. Sex and
track were not included in the analyses. Results are shown in terms
of "expectancy advantage," that is, mean difference between ex-
perimental group and control group scores. Calculations were
repeated on renormed and truncated IQ scores as well as raw
scores for the first and second graders. (Pretest and posttest were
jointly renormed or truncated.)

Examining Table 20 for Total IQ, we note that the three criteri-
on measufes and three sets of scores consistently show no expec-
tancy advantage for third, fourth, fifth, and sixth graders. Reiults
for first and second grades do seem to indicate an expectancy ad-
vantage but we note the 4- to 5-point advantage on the pretest and
our earlier uncertainty that any of these analyses could be regarded
as valid. These results warrant a closer look at first and Jecond
graders and further attempts to construct a valid analytic
procedure in the face of pretest advantage, unreliability, ind
imbalance. Notice that renorming and truncation tend consistently
to reduce apparent differences between the experimental and con-
trol groups.

Analyses of verbal IQ and Reasoning IQ partscores are general-
ly consistent with the results obt&ined for Total IQ.Note, however,
how widely the apparent results differ depending on the treatment
of extreme scores and the selection of criterion.

Analysis by Classroom

I n our analyses to this point, we have treated the individual
child as the experimental unit. What happens if the classroom is
considered to be the unit of observation? Expectancy effects are
after all probably goup phenomena. The test information is
provided to a teacher who in turn uses it on a whole classroom. Al-
though eventually to be detected in individual student perform-
ance, expectancy effects may best be understood as a function of
the particular groups in which they occur. There is, then, much
justification for considering the experiment as a sample of 18
classrooms each with a subgroup of experimental and control
subj ects.

RJ applied the r test, the Wilcoxon, and the sign test to the eigh-
teen pairs of mean gains. The number of children in the expeli-
mental and control groups vary widely from classroom to
classroom and there are fairly sizeable IQ differences between
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TABLE 20

Pretest to Basic PosttesE "Advantage" in Total IQ

I"lean scores for experimental group minus
mean scores for control grouP

u3

Pretest Posttest Gain
Posttest adjusted

for pretest

Grade Group

First and
Second Grades

All rQ

Renomred IQ

Truncated IQ

Raw Scores

Thlrd and
Fourth Grades

A11 rQ

Renormed IQ

TruncaEed IQ

Fifth and

Sixth Grades

A11 rQ

Renormed IQ

Truncated IQ

4.9

4.5

0.7

4.0

15. g*

13. 7*

10.6*

6.5*

2.3

2.L

0.1

11.0*

g.2*

g. g*

2.5

0.2

0.1

-1. 3

12. g*

10. g*
&

10. 1^

4 .4*

8

6

0

1.

1.

2.

5

5

9

0

0

-1

4.5

4.4

2.3

4.3

4.3

3.6

2.O

1.6

L.7

-0. I
0.1

-1.4

grades and between tracks. As a consequence, RJ's application of
the t test is inappropriate, since its use requires that difference

scores for each pair represent a random sample from one distribu-

tion.
Application of either the Wilcoxon signed ranks test or the sign

test can be justified. A more serious problem, however, is that the

gain scores are based on pre- and posttest results involving so

many extreme scores. To illustrate the effect these extreme scores

have on the results, wB have performed the sign test and the Wil-

coxon using the classroom means based on all the data and using

classroom means recalculated on truncated data. That is, all indi-

viduals who had a score below 60 or above 160 on the relevant IQ
measure were deleted from the sample. Pretest means were
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TABLE 2L

Pretest to Basic Posttest "Advantage" in Verbal IQ

Mean scores for experimental group mi.nus
mean scores for control group

Grade Group

First and
Second Grades

A11 rQ

Renormed IQ

Truncated IQ

Third and
Fourth Grades

A11 rQ

Renormed IQ

Truncated IQ

Flfth and
Slxth Grades

A11 rQ

Renorned IQ

Truncated IQ

Pretest PosEtest Gain for

10

9

4 -0. 6

-3 .6

-7 .3

-4 .6

-6. g*

-5.6

3

2.7

1.0

1.6

2.0

0.3

-L.4

Posttest adjusted

-4. g

-6 .4*

-5 .9

2.0

0.4

-1.0

10. 2*

g. 7*

7. g*

10.1*

g.5*

g. 3*

5*

0*

96

4

5

4

0.

0

-1

0

2

7-1.

0.7

0.7

3.0

calculated only on those individuals present at the basic posttest.
Classroom 58 had no posttest reasoning scores and was deleted
where necessary.

Using all the data, the experimental group did not show
significantly greater gains for Total IQ or Verbal IQ. The experi-
mental group showed greater average gains in Reasoning IQ than
thecontrolgroupinl5ofl7classrooms(two-tailedp<
both the sign and the Wilcoxon tests). Looking at Tables 23 and
25 we see that for Reasoning IQ the experimental group had
higher pretest means in 12 of 17 classrooms and that deletion of
cases with extreme scores reduces the number of classrooms in
which the experimental group gained more to l2 (not significant at
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TABLE 22

Pretest to Basic Posttest "Advantage" in Reasoning rQ

Mean scores for experimental group minus
mean scores for control group

Postt,est adJ usted
Pretest Posttest Gain for Dre test

Grade Group

Flrst and
Second Grades

A11 rQ

Renor:ured IQ

Truncated IQ

Third and
Fourth Grades

A11 rQ

Renormed IQ

Truncated IQ

Fifth and
Sixth Grades

A11 rQ

Renor:ned IQ

Truncated IQ

L3 .2

8.4

0.3

-3.0

-3.0

-3.4

4.0

4.L

3.2

25.g*

1g.6*

6.0

5.7

6.3

6.9

8.9

3.9

-1.6

L2 .6

LO.2

5.7

8.7

g. 3*

10.3*

4.8

-0.2

-4.9

21. O*

13. 7*

5.8

3

5*

o*

8

8

9

4

5

0

5

0

-4

A Clr)ser Look at
First and Second Graders

We have examined the results of many different analyses. For
the third through sixth grade we conclude that there is no evidence
of a treatment effect. Results for first and second graders, however,
are inconclusive. Although the application of standard statistical
procedures yields significant differences in treatments, the doubtful
measurements and uncertain sampling procedure and balance
make it unclear whether any of the analyses are valid. As a

consequence we must take a closer look at total raw scores for
these children. Using raw scores does not take differences in age

into account but the stepwise regression reported in Table 12 in-
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TABLE 23

Change in "Expectancy Advantagett by Classroom

Using A11 Data

Total IQ Nuurber of Classes

Pretes t :

13 4 L7

Verbal IQ Number of Classes

Pretes t :

8 3

3 4

9

8

Pretest

11

11718

Reasoning IQ Number of Classes

11 1

2 3

L2

5

13 4L7

dicates that age is essentially unrelated to raw score gain for this
group anyway. Table 26 shows the ages and pretest and posttest
raw scores for first and second grade children grouped by sex and

classroom. Control group children are listed according to rank on
the pretest; each experimental group child is shown beside that
control group child whose pretest score provides the closest match.
(There are 95 control children and l9 experimental children.)

The attempt to find a comparable control group child of the

same classroom and sex to match with each experimental group
child reveals several things. First, there were four experimental
children who could not be matched because there was no control

8

5

1

3
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TABLE 24

Change in "Expectancy AdvanEage" by Classroom

with ExEreme Cases Deleted

ToEal IQ

Pretest:

Verbal IQ

Pretest.:

Reasoning IQ

Pretest:

Number of Classes

134L7

Number of Classes

5 2

4 5

PostEesE:

Pos ttest :

Posttest:

E<C

9

7

10

9 8 L7 (f tie)

Number of Classes

8

9 8 16 (1 E empty)

8

8

5

1

3

5

4

3

4

TABLE 25

Analysis of Mean Gains by Classroom

A11 data

Total IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

Truncated data

Total IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

Number of
Classes Total

Classes

L7

18

t7

L7

L7

L7

11

L2

15o"

L2*

9

L2

05

.05
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group child with a pretest score within + 3 points. Second, in the

iwelve cells there were two with no experimental child at all, 4

with one, 3 with two, and 3 with three children. Eleven of the ex-

perimental children were young in comparison with the control

group, seven of these were the youngest in their group; four were

otO in comparison with their group, two being the oldest. Thus l6
of the l9 experimental group children were extreme in age in com-

parison with classmates of the same sex, and 9 were the most ex-

tre me.

Looking at pretest scores in the same way we find four experi-

mental group children with low pretest scores, three with the

lowest; seven experimental children with high pretest scores, three

with the highest. Thus six of the experimental group children had

pretest scores which were either the highest or the lowest among

classmates of the same sex. We thus obtain somewhat clearer evi-

dence that the control and experimental children do not provide

closely comparable groups. I t is therefore unclear whether any

analysis can clarify the issue of whether or not there is a treatment

effect. We ffioy, however, gain some insight by looking further at

the scores of the two groups.

First we examine raw score gains for the matched children (see

Table 27). We note that reasonable rnatches were obtained only

for l5 of the 19 experimental children. Looking at signs only we

find 3+,3- for boys and 8+, I - for girls for a total of ll +,
4-. Using the sign test then there is no significant difference in

signed rank test, we obtain sum of negative ranks - 24 which is

significant at.05. The median "excess gain" was 5. Since the mag-

nitude of gain in raw score which is possible depends on the pretest

score and thus varies considerably from grade I slow track to

grade 2 high track, the /-test on gains does not seem a valid choice.

Looking at gain in relative rank for each experimental child in
comparison with his classroom and sex group (e.9. for males in

grade I track I the experimental child ranks lowest on the pretest

but ranks eighth on the posttest for a change in rank of + 7) we

obtain two zero changes, four negative changes, and l3 positive

changes. These results would be significant at the .05 level using

the sign test. This analysis does not allow for the fact that individu-
als below the median on the pretest can be expected to have posi-

tive rank changes. Table 28 shows that 6 experimental children

showed changes in rank from below to above the median and I

showed a downward change; this is not significant.

Suppose we look at the problem a different way. If the treat-

ment were effective we ought to be able to distinguish between ex-

perimental and control group children on the basis of posttest or
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TABLE 26

Pre and PostEesE Raw scores for First and second Graders

lt9

Male

Control Experimental

First Grade--Track I

Control

Female

ExperimenEal

&
6.3

6.0

6.3

6.0

5.6

5.8

5.8

6.2

5.6

6.0

Pre

11

13

L4

15_

16

20

2L

23 ,5

27

39

Pos E

40

39

28

37

s3

4L.5

26

4L.5

35

45

4E
5.5

Pre

10

Post

41. 5*

&.
6.2

5.6

5.9

6.3

6.0

6.4

Pre

7

Pos E

l7

First Grade--Track 2

5.7 22 31. 5 5.

6.2 22 27 s.

6. 3 23.5 41.5

5.9 29 38

5.8 3s 43

5.5 37 49

PosE A4- Pre

26

28 5.7 10

30

34

31. 5

33

7L944

72052

33 51

10

11

18

20

2L

6.0

5.8

5.8

6.3

5.6

5.7

5.7

5.7

5.6

6.1

5.5

5.9

6.0

5.7

5.7

6.4

6.3

6.2

6.5

5

9

15

20

2L

22

23 .5

23 .5

27

22

23.5

25

31.5

39

41. 5

4L.5

43

44

51

44

37

31. 5

35

41.5

36

45

46

49

44

44

43

53

53

45

55

55

48

54

.5 26 43

.0 41. 5 56

First Grade--Track 3

6.0 27 49

6.2 27 39

6.3 2g 43

5.7 29 52

6.1 34 31.5 6.4

5.5 36 50

6.2 38 38

*So*"tirnes two different rah, scores corresponded to the same mental age;
in converting IQ scores back to raur scores in these cases, the average
of the two rau, scores hras used.
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TABLE 26 (continued)

Second Grade--Track 1

Male Female

C""try.I ExperimenEal Control

Ag. Pre Pos_t Ag_ Pre Post &. Pre Post

6.7 31.5 37

7.9 4L.5 52

7.2 22

6 .7 23,5

25 47 6.8 23.5

31.5 48 7.2 25

31. 5 48 6.9 26

6.9 30

7.L 31.5

7 .5 31.5

6.9 33

6.9 36

Second Grade--Track 2

8.0

7.L

7.L

30

31.5

49

44 49

Second Grade--Track 3

6.7 29

7.3 40

7 .0 41.5

46 57 7.0 41.5

6.7 41.5

6.9 41.5

7 .2 43

6.8 47

7.4 53

53 56

56 63

Expe rimenE a1

Age. Pre Post

6.8 33 43

59

6.6 41.5 56

7.4 45

6.8 45

7.2

7.9

6.9

6.7

7.2

7.0

6.5

7.3

7.4

6.9

6.6

7.3

6.8

L7

L7

23 .5

26

26

31. 5

33

33

33

35

36

41.5

46

41. 5

44

40

46

41. 5

53

49

51

51

49

43

44

57

50

5s

56

55

55

58

57

58

56

56

6.6

7.5

8.1

26

30

38

45

39

46

48

51

41. 5

49

35

51

57 7.0 46

6.7 36

6,7 40

7.4 43

7.5 46

6.8 48

7.2 49

6.5 s0

7.L 50

7.4 50

6.5 51

6.5

6.9

7.2

7.2

s3

40

49

51

44

50

50

47

55

56

59
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TABLE 27

Excess of Galn by Experimental Children for the

15 "l'latchedtt Pairs

Grarle 1

Grade 2

Sex

Male Female

2.5 9

-5.0 r -- 15.5 , 27

20 .5

1

2

3

Track

1

2

3

Track

-9.5, 5

7.5*, 4, L4

*Thts experlmental girl could have been matched wlth
control group chtldren yielding "excess gains" of L2

rde have computed the average.

TABLE 28

Changes in Rank Wlthin Sex and Classroom

any

,7
of four

, 6, 5;

Pretest
Below median

Above median

Posttest

Below median Above median

3 16

8

11

19

6

10

2

1

gain scores. Can we do so? How successfully can children be
classified as being from the experimental or control group on the
basis of posttest or gain scores alone? For example, there is one
experimental boy in grade l, track I ; if we pick the boy with the
highest posttest score from the eleven boys in grade l, track l, will
it be the experimental child? Results using highest posttest scores
are shown in Table 29 and using highest gain in Table 30.

Using highest posttest score, we correctly classify l0 of the 19

experimental children; using pretest we would identify 7 ; 5 are
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TABLE 29

Children with Highest PosE Score

Male

No. of Children

f.* to f r*_Jt

3

I
3

Chlldren Selected

Ac t ual ly
Identitv from E

Grade I

Track 1

2

3

Grade 2

1

2

0

10

9

10

4

11

10

1

2

3

rackT

0

E

C

C,

c, E, E 2

0

1

C

C, C, E

Female

Grade I

Track

Grade 2

1

2

I

6

6

7

1

2

3

10

3

9

1

1

0

1

3

Track 1

2

3

0

2

3

C, E

c

c, E

E, E, E

Classified as E

Children Actually

EC

109

986

19 95

C

19

95

114

*C = Control Group
tg = Experi.mental Group

highest on both pre- and posttest. (Jsing highest gain score we cor-
rectly classify 7 of the l9 experimental children. In either case, the
expected number of experimental children correctly classified by
selecting at random is 4.8 with a standard deviation of 1.65 (the
expected number of boys correctly classified is 2.5 and of girls
2.3). LJsing gain scores then we do not correctly classify
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TABLE 30

Children with Highest Gain Scores

No. of Children

f r*_Et

Children Selected

Ac tually
Identitv from E

Iu1ale

Grade I
Track 1

2

3

Grade 2

Track

1

2

0

3

1

3

C*
c, c

E, C, C

C

C, C, C

0

1

0

0

1

2

3

Female

Grade 1

Track

Grade 2

1

2

3

1

2

1

E

E, E

C

E, C

E, E, C

1

2

0

;
2

Track 1
2

3

0

2

3

Children Actually

EC

Classified as E

C

7

L2

L2

83

19

95

11419 95

*C = Control Group
tg = Experinental Group

significantly more experimental children than we would expect to
by selecting at random (see Appendix B).

Our closer look at first and second graders using raw scores to
test for differences between experimental and control children has
produced mixed results. The small sample size and lack of balance
make it difficult to find a really appropriate analytic procedure.
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There are indications that the control and experimental group
children are insufficiently comparable to make any sound
conclusions. Examination of the data suggests that there is no ex-
pectancy effect for boys but that there may be one for girls.

I n conclusion then there is some evidence to suggest the
presence of an expectancy effect in first and second graders. How-
ever, with so small and poorly balanced a sample, a conclusive
analysis of these data is not possible. Definitive conclusions require
additional experiments.
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S tatistical Techniqres

Analysis of Variance

Analysis of variance is a statistical technique des igned

to test the null hypqthesis that the means of several grouPs

are the same. A brief description of a standard two-way

fixed effects analysis of variance with equal ce11 s izes will

be used as an illustration. There are rc groups arranged

in r rows and c columns; each group or ceIl contains the

y scores of n individuals. For example, the c columns

might be 2 treatments and the r rows might be 6 grades.

Then we are interested in detecting differences between the

means of the six grades, and interactions between treat,ments

and grades.

To discuss the technique of analys is of variance it is

helpful to write down a model for the individual scores 
'

yijt , where i denotes rows , i denotes columns, and k

denotes individuals within a group. It is assumed that the

observations in a particular cell (row i, column i , for

example) can be regarded as an independent random sample of

n observations from a normal distribution with mean Uij

r 25
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and variance 02. The observations in different cells are

also independent of each other. The variance is the same in

each cell. This model can be written

Yijt = u + ci + Bj + Yij + tijL

where the .ij t are independently and normally distributed
with mean zeto and variance oz . The effects, ai ,

Bj , and yij are defined so that 
I 

ai = 0 , 
I 

Bj

yij = 0 . we then wish to test the three null

hypotheses: Ho : all oi = 0 or the means of the r rows

are the same, Il0 : all Bj = 0 or the means of the c

columns are the same, t{0 : all yi j = 0 or there are no

differences in means between cells except those due to
differences in row or column means.

The analysis of variance table is usually presented as

follows

S ource df SS

=0,

I Yij = o ' I

MS

Rows r-1

Columns c-1

Inter-
action

.nl(yi. .-V)Z

rn[ (r..i . -nz
)'

"ll tlij . -fi . .-i . j .*y-)z
lJ J

IItrrrijk-lij.)lJK

IIIrvijk-n2

SSp/(r-1)

SSC/(c-t)

SSr/(r-1) (c-1)

SSwc /rc(n-t)Wi thin
cells

Total

(r-1) (c-1)

rc(n-1)

rcn- 1

where fi.. denotes the mean of the observations in the ith
row, 7.i. denotes the mean of the observations in the jth
column , ii). denotes the mean of the observations in the
irjth cell, and i denotes the mean of all the observations.

To carry out the tests, we note, for example, that under

the null hypothesis of equal row means, MSp/uS*. has an

F distribution with r-1 and rc (n-1) degrees of freedom.
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The null hypothesis of equal row means is rejected at the c

level of significance if F for rows is greater than the

(1-o) th percentile of the F distribution with r-1 and

rc(n-1) degrees of freedom. (See for example Dixon and

I'tassey, 1969, or Hays, 1963.)

This partition of the total sum of squares into mutually

orthogonal (or independent) sums of squares due to each

hypothesis is possible because the design is balanced (that

is, the sample size in each cell is equal) 
"

Le as tS uares Procedure for Analysis of Variance

The section on analysis of variance shows the general

formulas for a two-way fixed effects analysis of variance

with equal celI sizes. When cell sizes are unequal the

formulas are not so simple to write down and the sums of

squares for rows, columns, and interaction may not be orthog-

onal. To compute each particular analysis of variance we

must fal1 back on the general principle underlying the deri-

vation of the formulas, the least squares principle.

A model for a two-way class i fication where the levels

of the first factor A are denoted by i = 1, 2, ... , r

and the levels of the second factor B denoted by j = 1,

2r..o, c is

Yijt = u + oi + Bj + Yij + tijt

where there are nlj observations in each cell and a total

of N observations. The least squares principle states that

the "best" est imates of u r ci , B j , and yij are those which

minimize the sum of squared residuals about the line or those

for which

Ill'ii 
(Yiit - u - oi - Bi - \ii)

is minimized where the ,ij are some arbitrary systen of
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weights. Usually, equal weights, ,ij = 1.0 , are cnosen

unless cell variances are known to be unequal.

To derive the estinators of Ur oi, Bj, yij, and the

sums of squares for the analysis of variance table, the

"normal equations" must be solved. A normal equation is

obtained for each parameter. For example, the normal equation

for u is obtained by differentiating the expression for the

sum of squared residuals with respect to u and setting the

result equal to zero. The normal equation for U is

Ill'iik - Nu - 
II"ijoi 

- 
II'iiBj 

- 
II'ijvij = o'

There are r equations obtained by differentiation with

respect to the oi , c equations from the Bj , and rc

equat ions from the yij .

The model for the cell means leads to I + r + c + rc

equations, one for each parameter, but there are only rc

cel 1 means , so only rc paramete rs can be es t imated . To

obtain a unique solution, conditions nust be imposed on the

parameters. The standard choice of conditions can be identi-

fied as follows. Select a set of weights (u1) corresponding

to the levels of A , where ui : 0 and Iu, = 1.0 . Select

a set of weights tv5 ) corresponding to the levels of B ,

such that ,j : 0 and I"j = 1.0 . Then impose conditions

I'ioi=o

I 'j 
si = o

Iu.Y. =0 allj, lrjyij=0 alli.
i 1 'lJ 

) - t

with these conditions, the mean of the ith level of A is

Ai - 
I 

,j ,ij , the mean of the jth
)'

level of B is

tj = 
I 

,i uij , and we define u = II ui ,j uij

Yij=Uij-Bj-Ai+U.

and
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If, in fact, yij = 0 for all i,j (no interaction),

then the choice of weights {ui, ,j } will not affect SSR

or SSn or any contrast among the ai or Bj . Therefore,

if there is no interaction, it will not matter what weights

are chosen; the standard procedure would be to choose equal

weights. I f there is an interaction, the test of SSlg is

unaffected by the choice of weights but the main effects and

tests on SSI and SSn will depend on the weights chosen.

See the next section for an example showing the use of two

different sets of weights.

If cell sizes do not differ widely and no other consider-

ations suggest the use of unequal weights, the weights

{ui, rj} are usually chosen to be equal and the side conditions

b e come

Ioi=o
1

I Bi = o

)'

I 'ij 
= o 

I 
Yij = o '

If the rij are unequal, the normal equations will still be

messy even if al 1 the weights are chosen equal . However, if

equal weights are used and all cell sizes are equal, the nor-

mal equations become quite simple to solve. For instance'

the first equation becomes

0 = III yijt Nu and the formulas shown in the
lJK

"Analys is of Variance" section hold.

For unequal cell sizes, the F test for the null hypothesis

that al I ai = 0 when the 0j and yij are included in the

model is

ssn/ [r-1 I 
where ssr E 

III trijk-u-ei -6: -ii: ) 
2

SSE/[N-rcl - ijk

where the i1, ei, 6i , and iij are obtained by sol'ving the
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full set of normal equations and

SSR + SSe = Ill 
(yijr - ;t - ei - il l, where il , 6l ,

. ^1and Vii are obtained by solving the normal equations with

all ai = 0 . When the .ij are all equal the estimators

obtained under the two different conditions will be the same

but when the .ij are unequal i f fil , etc.

For a ful1 discussion, see H. Sche ffe (1959) . It should

be noted that if there are any empty cells certain of the param-

eters will not be estimable.

Prono r t i onal versus Equal ltleiqhts

Refer to the discussion under Least Squares Procedure

f or Analysis of Vari"rr."." An example will show what happens

to the sums of squares for rows (A) and the sums of squares

for colunns (B) when the weights defining the side conditions

are varied. Consider a ZxZ design with the cell sizes shown

below.

n.1l

A1

A2

Bt

10

10

B2

2

2

Choose weights u and l -u and v and 1 -v to define the

sideconditions uol+(1-u)aZ=0 and ,81+(1-v)BZ =0 )

uylj+(1-u)y2j = 0 , vyil*(1-v)ViZ = 0 . Suppose the cell

means are those shown below.

Iij

Bt Bz

A1 1.0 2.2

AZ 1.0 1.0

Then the estimated mean for At is v(1.0)*(1-v)(2.2) ,

for AZ is 1.0 , for 81 is 1.0 and for BZ is

u(2 .2)* (1-u) (1.0) . The standard choice of equal weights
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u = v = L/Z yields estimated means for A1 and BZ of

1.6 . However, since the cells for factor 81 have five

times as many cases it does not seem reasonable to give the

cell means 1.0 and 2.2 equal weight in estinating the

mean of Al . This suggests using weights u = L/2 and

v - 5/6 , that is, weights which are proportional to the

cell sizes, to obtain an estimated mean for AI of L.? .

The use of equal weights yields sums of squares SSR = L.20

and SSn = 1.20 while use of the proportional weights yields

SSR = .24 and SSg = L.20 . Thus, in estimating the effect

of A , the cell with a mean of 2.2 receives much less

weight when its sma1l sample size is taken into account by

us ing proportional we ights . The concl.usions about B are

unaffected by the use of proportional weights.

Unweiehted Means Analys is

Unweighted means analysis is a quick approxinate method

of calculating an analysis of variance with unequal cel1 sizes

The only justification for its use is the labor involved in

solving the normal equations by hand to obtain a least squares

solution. The use of unweighted means analysis is not justi-

fied when the computer is available.

The computations for an unweighted means analysis can

be performed using the formulas shown in the section"An"lysis

of Variance"except that 7i.. and f.i. are now replaced

by fi.. = I Yii./c and flj. = 
I ,ij./r, 

n is replaced
J-

by nh = rcl II ,r, j 
-' , and the within- cells and total degrees

of freedom are replaced by N- rc and N- 1 respectively

see(Winer, 1962). (A weighted means analysis could be cal-

culated by analogy with a weighted least squares analysis. )

Simple Linear Regress ion

The technique of simple linear regression is based on
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the model that

)ri = u + g(xi - i) + ei

where the ei are independent and normally distributed with

mean zero and variance oZ . The least squares estimators

of u and g are

u=y

^ 
Itrt - I)(xi - x)

o^" Ir*r -.1- '

The model can arise in the situation when the x's are con-

sidered fixed and y is assumed to have a conditional normal

distribution with mean u + g(xi - i) and variance oZ , or

in the situation where x and y are assumed to have a

bivariate normal distribution.

A test of whether two independent regression lines are

parallel or have the same slope B when the sample sizes

tl and nz are equal and ,1 r ,tr is given by:

B 62It-

whd re

sampl e i and

where s
z

rr 'x

-z I(xii - xi)2
ti, = 

-n 
- 1

sp

'6:t

is the variance of the x t s in

t", +
x

2
s

Y z'*
z

2tp

rplr r' z

)r1 '1r,e?
I

The null hypothesis, 81 - Bz , is rejected at level c if

tribution with 2(n-2) degrees of freedom. See, for example,

Dixon and Massey (1969) for a more complete discussion and the

nodification of the formulas for nl f nZ o
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fuialysis of Covari ance

Analysis of covariance is an analysis of variance

technique for situations in which information is available on

a covariate x , such as a pretest or ability measure, which

is strongly predictive of the y observations. Analysis of

covariance is used to test the null hypothesis that the means

of the y scores after "adjustment" using the x scores are

the same in each group. The covariance procedure reduces

possible bias in treatment comparisons due to differences in

the covariate x and increases precision in the treatment

comparisons by reducing variability in the y scores "due to"

variability in the covariate x .

The statistical model for a one-way anal,ysis of covariance

is composed of the four independent terms

Yij - u + oi + B(xij - I.) + 
"ij '

The uij are assuned to be an independent random sample frorn

a normal distribution with mean zeto and variance ,2 . The

basic difference between analysis of variance and analysis of

covariance is that in an analysis of covariance the within-

celt variation .i j is divided into ttdo parts, variability

predicted by a linear regression on x , and unexplained

variability uij .

The assumptions underlying the use of the analysis of

covariance for testing the null hypothesis that there is no

difference in group means for y not predictable from

differences in grouP means for x (i,e., all oj a 0 ) are:

a) random assignment of individuals to grouPs,

b) y scores have a linear regression on x scores

within each group,

c) the slope of the regression line is the same for

each group,
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d) for individuals in the same group with the same x

score, the y scores have a nornal distribution,

e) the variance of the y scores anong individuals

with the same x score in the same group is the

same for all x scores and all groups,

f) y scores can be represented by a linear combination

of independent components: an overall mean, a group

effect, a linear regression on x , and an error

te rm.

For the details of the computations, see Dixon and Massey (1969)

For a discussion of the importance of the assumptions, see

J. D. Elashoff (1969).

Stepwise Regress ion

Stepwise linear regression is an ad hoc multiple linear

regression technique in which predictor variables are entered

one at a time into the equation in an attempt to obtain the

"best" set of predictors. The basic "forward selection"

procedure is as follows. At step one, the correlations between

the dependent variable y and each of the possible predictor

variables *1, . . . , *p is computed. Then the x variable

with the highest corretration with y , call it * (r) , is

"entered first" and the regression of y on *(r) is com-

puted. At step two, the partial correlations are conputed

between the remaining x variables and y , adjusted for

*(f) The variable, *(Z) , having the highest partial cor-

relation with y is entered into the regress ion equation next.

At each subsequent step, the x variable which has the highest

partial correlation with y adjusted for the x's already in

the equation is entered. In other words then, Bt each step

the procedure enters the x variable which will produce the

greatest increase in the multiple correlation coefficient R .

The square of the multiple correlation coefficient, R2 ,
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gives the fraction of the variance of y which is "explained

by" or predicted by the linear regression on the x variables

in the equations.

This basic procedure called "forward selection" is modi-

fied in several ways in a standard stepwise regression program

such as BMD 02R. At each step an F-statistic is calculated

corresponding to each partial correlation. I f the F- statis tic

for the x variable which has the highest partial correlation

with y is less than a prespecified critical value of F, the

procedure is terminated and no new variables are entered into

the equation. fn addition, 8t each step a check is made that

each x variable in the equation sti 11 makes a s ignificant

contribution to RZ . An F-statistic is computed based on

the partial correlation of x with y adjusted for the

other x variables in the equation; if this F value falls

below e prespeci fied F- to - remove value that x variable is

deleted from the equation.

The BMD 02R progran offers an additional option. Any

of the x variables may be forced to enter the equation

first irrespective of the value of their correlation with y .

Additional x variables nay be forced into the equation in

a predetermined or partially predetermined order. That is,

if two variables are designated to be forced in at level j ,

the variable with the highest partial correlation will be

entered first and the other variable entered next; then the

program proceeds to the next level of forced variables,

Leaving all the predictor variables "fre€ , " stepwise

regression provides an ad hoc procedure for determining the

relative importance of the x variables as predictors of y

and for obtaining the "best" set of predictors. There is,

of course, no guarantee that the variables selected will

actually constitute the best set. Using the option of forcing

variables in, e comparison may be made of the predictive
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power of a variable by itself versus its additional predictive

power after other variables have been included.

Draper and Smith (1966) provide a useful introduction to

multiple regression and stepwise regression.

Test Scores and Norms

The primary outcome of a test adninistration is an

individual 's raw score , usual ly the number of items in a

test or subtest which were answered correctly. This nunber

is useful for research purposes as it stands and should always

be retained in whatever test performance records are kept.

For many practical purposes, however, the raw score must be

transformed in some way or related to other information to be

interpreted properly.

Norms are tables of score distributions obtained in

various reference groups. They relate raw score values to

proposed conversion scores, like mental ag€, IQ, or grade

equivalents. Most test manuals will provide norms at least

for a "national" sample of people for whom the test is pre-

sumed appropriate. The best manuals , however, contain care-

fully specified breakdowns of norm tables showing distribu-

tions for sex, grade , geographic or social strata, or other

subgroups of importance.

With norms and a standard error of measurement in hand,

it is possible to interpret scores more completely. A child

whose IQ score has changed 10 points in the past year may

not be considered unusual if it is seen that 10 IQ points

equals 4 raw score points at this part of the test range

and the raw score standard error of measurement is 5 . For

another child elsewhere in the range, a 10 point IQ change

might be considered substantial. One cannot te11 without

knowing raw score equivalents and standard errors.
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Published norms are often incomplete or have been

extrapolated beyond the range of the distributions available

in norm samples. Use of such extrapolations, whether com-

puted by test maker or user, cannot be recommended. The cen-

tral question in using any particular score or norm conversion

is whether the obtained scale of measurement is meaningful

for the particular population and interpretation intended.

Reliability

The reliability of a variable X , such as a score on

an IQ test, is an estimate of the testts accuracy as a

measuring instrument. Reliability can be defined in different

ways depending on the model we choose to represent variation

in obtained X scores. In practical situations it nay be

difficult to estimate reliability; many different fornulas

have been advanced, some based on correlations between equiv-

alent forms of the test, some on measures of internal con-

sistency of the test, and some on correlations showing the

stability of the obtained score over repetitions of the test.

A standard model proposes that the observed score X

is a combination of a true score x and an error e , that is

X=x+e

where x and e are independent and ue - 0 . Then the

reliability of X is defined as the ratio of the true variance

to observed variance, or the proportion of variance in X not

due to error )o-* oz
D-A=X..x ,r* W"

Expected Number Correctly Classified

In a particular group there are n children, c of whom

are in the control group, and t of whom are in tlre experi-

mental group. Se lect t of the n chi ldren at randon. What
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is the expected number of experimental children, e , among

the t chi ldren selected? The number of experimental chi ldren

among the t selected has a hypergeometric distribution with

parametersnrtrc.

P( nt = e ) =

r 3l tt:31

(t)

The mean of this distribution or the expected value of

i2
E(e) = ;

e 1s

and Var(e)

See, for example, llays (1963).

Under the null hypothesis of no treatment effect,

selection of the t children on the basis of posttest or

gain scores should be equivalent to selection at random with

respect to the two treatment groups . The refore in group i ,

we expect to class ify correctly tltni chi ldren by chance;

since the groups are independent, tl're expected number cor-

rectly classified across all the groups is ItlZn, ancl the

variance is ,t2'-tn' 
- t')2 

.

ni (n. - l)
l'I

J (n-t) 2

nTt,*D
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Py7maliort, Reaffirmed

Robert Ros enthal and,

Dorlald B. Rubin

1. Oue ruiew:
Pygmnlion iru

the Clussroom Reaf fir'med

I n this paper, an invited response to the critique of Rosenthal

and Jacobson (1968) (RJ) given in Elashoff and Snow ( 1970) (ES),

we demonstrate that the ES document in no way impugns the va-

lidity of the RJ experiment.
A central thesis in ES is that there was a "wide variation in ap-

parent results" when different methods of data analysis were

employed, and that the statistically significant effects of teacher ex-
pectation reported by RJ were dependent upon the choice of a par-
ticular method of data analysis. This thesis is seriously in error.
I ndeed, os we shall show, the net effect of the varied statistical
analyses carried out in ES is greatly to increase the cross-method
generality of the results reported by RJ.

A second thesis in ES is that "imbalance" and "doubtful ran-
domization" in the experimental and control groups invalidate the

results of the RJ analyses. As we shall demonstrate, there is abso-

lutely no reason to doubt the validity of the results of RJ.

Preparation of this paper was facilitated by a grant GS 29641X from the
Division of Social Sciences of the National Science Foundation. We want to
thank first Paul Holland and also Judy Koivumaki for their helpful sugges-
tions on earlier drafts of this paper.
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A third thesis in ES is that the RJ study is an isolated,
unreplicated study. As will soon be clear, RJ is one of scores of
studies indicating significant effects of interpersonal expectancy.

I n addition, there are many other equally erroneous theses in ES

to which we shall respond.
Before responding to ES in detail, we want to emphasize the

basic simplic,ity of purpose and design of the RJ experiment. The
intent was to study the effect of favorable teacher expectancy on
pupil performance. The simplest experiment RJ might have done
would have been to randomly assign some children to a condition
of favorable teacher expectation and to retain the remaining
children as controls. Because of the randomization, the average
difference in posttest scores between the experimental and control
group children would be an unbiased estimate of the effect of fa-
vorable teacher expectancy for the population for which the
children are representative. I n order to guide one's judgment as to
whether the measured expectancy effect is real in the sense of
replicable, some significance testing may often be desirable. To
make such testing more powerful, that is, more able to detect real
effects when they do, in fact, exist, we often try to control other
sources of variation besides the treatment. Thus, the randomiza-
tion in the RJ experiment was done within blocks of classrooms
and a concomitant variable, the pretest, correlated with posttest,
was recorded. Blocking and adjusting for individual differences on
the pretest are procedures designed to increase the precision of the
measurement of the expectancy effect or, equivalently, to increase
the power of a test of the significance of the effect.

I n what follows we shall demonstrate not only that the
reanalyses in ES strongly support the conclusions of the RJ report
but also that generally the criticisms offered in ES are unsound.

2. Additional Evidence
for the Pygmalion Effect

I t is consistently claimed in ES that wide differences in results
arise when different dependent variables (posttest scores, gain
scores, adjusted posttest scores) are employed and /or when the
dependent variables are "transformed" (untransformed, renormed,
truncated) and/or when various nonparametric methods are used.
Despite the varied procedures employed in ES, the expectancy ef-
fects found in RJ remain undiminished.

Table 3l compares the RJ dependent variable (untransformed
gain score) for total IQ with the eight other ES dependent vari-
ables for total IQ. (Unless further specified, references to IQ are to
total IQ.) Within each grade level employed by ES, the RJ score
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and the 95Vo confidence interval for the RJ score are given along
with the mean, median, lowest, and highest of the eight other
scores. The means and medians of the ES scores agree remarkably
well with the RI scores. I n addition, a// ES scores fall well within
the 95Vo confidence intervals for the RJ scores and thus are
thoroughly consistent with them. I n fact, the eight other ES

Table 3l ). Clearly, then, these ES procedures reaffirm the
validity of the RJ conclusions, and we are grateful to ES for
the effort they expended in tabulating these additional dependent
variables.

We are also grateful to ES for having redrawn one of the RJ fig-
ures, thereby suggesting our Figure 2l . ln their improvement over
the RJ figure, ES tabulated the data noncumulatively and showed
the proportion of children of grades one and two gaining varying
amounts of IQ. However, they failed to note the statistical signifi-
cance of the results they displayed. Based on ES' display of the data,
Table 32 and Figure 2l show that there is a marked linear regres-
sion in the proportions (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967, pp. 246-
247 ) of children who are experimentals on increasing levels of IQ
gain (p - .0012, one-tail.) (Unless otherwise specified, all sub-
sequent p values are one-tail.) Thus, while less than 8Vo of the
children gaining less than l0 IQ points are in the experimental
group, over 44Vo of the children gaining 30 or more IQ points are
in the experimental group. Assuming no effects of teacher expecta-
tion we would expect about 17 Vo of the children in either of these
categories to be in the experimental group. Table 33 and Figure
22 show the same analysis for posttest scores. Not surprisingly, the
results indicate a similar linear trend, which is equally significant.

Another analysis comparing the proportions of experimental
and control group children showing high posttest or gain scores is
even more elementary. We employed the concept suggested in ES
that, since there are 19 experimental children in the first two
grades, the topmost 19 gain scores or posttest scores should be
earned disproportionately often by the children of the experi-
men_tal group. Seven of the top 19 gain scores were earned by
children of the experimental group, more than twice as many as we

results of this analysis and the results of the same analysis per-
formed on posttest scores. As it turned out, the results were iden-
tical and hence significantly supported the expectancy hypothesis.

The similar analysis performed in ES was done within sex and
classroom. Note that the top l9 children chosen by the ES method
are not necessarily the top l9 children of the entire sample of I l4
children from the first two grades. Their analyses yiel d p > .05 for
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FIGURE 21. PROPORTION OF CHILDREN WHO ARE EXPERIMENTALS GAINING
VARIOUS AMOUNTS OF TOTAL IO
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FIGURE 22. PROPORTION OF CHILDREN WHO ARE EXPERIMENTALS SHOWING
VARIOUS LEVELS OF TOTAL IO POSTTEST SCORES
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significant result of their peculiar method of analysis, but failed al-
together to mention the highly significant result it also yielded.
Regrettably this failure to report the results of significance tests

that do not support the null hypothesis is not an isolated instance,
as we shall now indicate.

I n the discussion of the analysis by classrooms across all grades
(ES tables 23,24, and 25), six low power (Cohen, 1969, pp. 35,
155) significance tests were performed on posttest scores and gain
scores. Of these six, two were specifically mentioned in ES and
botn were nonsignificant. Of the remaining four not specifically

the predicted direction (Table 35). Similarly, when examining raw
gain scores for matched children, ES give a Wilcoxon signed-ranks

because of some mysterious "dubious validity," while a less power-
ful sign test found to be "nonsignificant" (p - .059) was not dis-
carded. A similar kind of sweeping-under-the-rug of "undesirably"
low p values was shown in the evaluation of Pygmalion by A.R.
Jensen in his famous paper ( 1969, p. 107).

:J. Initial Equivalenct'
of Experimental
altd Control Groups

I n sum marizing the results of the previous section we emphasize

that they strongly support the hypothesis of the positive effects of
positive interpersonal expectation. I ndeed ES seem to be aware of
this fact since they repeatedly instruct their readers not be believe
the results of their own analyses because of "doubtful randomiza-
tion" and "imhalance" in the experimental conditions.

I mbalance in sample size has nothing to do with randomization
or the ability to obtain unbiased estimates of the effects of teacher
expectation. To claim that unequal sample sizes hopelessly con-
found the analysis of an experiment (ES pp. 18, 76) is to claim
that a comparison of the means of two random samples is con-
founded if the sample sizes are not equal; this claim is clearly false.

I n addition, there is no way in which the idea of "doubtful ran-
domization" can be employed to impugn the validity of the

Pygmalion experiment. I n the first place, as RJ clearly pointed out,
the children of the experimental condition were assigned to that
condition at random; specifically, RJ used the table of random
numbers provided by H. Arkin and R.R. Colton (1950). In the

second place, when the analyses that have been performed on post-
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Testing a Linear Regression o6 pi on IQ (iain
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G>30 Tota I

95

l9

114

r67

5

4

9

444

!
S
-D

Z.

P

First order dif ferences *.094 +.107 +.166

= .lL2

= "037

= 3.03

= .0012, One-tail

Table 33

Testing a Linear Regression o6 pi on IQ PostEest

Treatment Lowest 52a N"ag 35' Next 184 Highest 9a Total

Control (C) 48 28 15 4 95

Experimentat(E) 4 7 3 5 19

Tota I (T) 52 35 18 9 114

p. =E/T .077 .200 .L67 .556 .L67
-L

First order differences *.123 033 +.389

I = -LLz

S. = .O37--b

Z = 3.03

P = .0012, one-tail

aBased 
on Ns glven in ES Figure 2b
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Table 35

Percentage of Classrooms Showing Expectancy AdvanEage

Tora I IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

Posttest

Z One-rail p;;r
.240b

.025b

One-tatl p

.l.rt'

.1198

. o01b

Ga in

Tota I N

L7

18

L7

!
76%

6L%

76%

657"

67"L

887"

a 
Reported in ES

bN,.ra reported tn ES
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test and gain scores are performed on the pretest scores, they show
no more difference between the experimental and control group
children than would be expected by chance. Thus, for example, eS
performed 36 over-all F tests of the significance of the difierence
between experimental and control group children on the pretest

17, l8). If we consider all interactions of treatment condition with
other variables as well as main effects of treatment we find that
192 (nonindependent) F tests of significance were made. Of these
l92Ftests,onlyone'atripleinteraction,waSsignificantatp<
.05, a result that could easily have occurred by chance, yet was
singled out for comment in ES. Similarly, when ES analyied pre-
test differences between experimental and control group children
employing classrooms as the sampling unit, they found no signifi-
cant differences (ES Tables 23,24, and 25).

I t may also be asked whether the linear regressions shown in
Figures 2l and 22 and Tables 32 and 33 to be significant for IQ
gain and IQ posttest might not also be significant for the pretest.
Table 36 and Figure 23 show that this was not the cas e (z < I ).

Finally, employing the method of the "top 19" children in-
troduced in ES, we can determine whether children of the experi-
mental condition were overrepresented among the children earning
the highest l9 scores on the total IQ pretest. Under the hypothesii
of successful randomization we expect to find about three or four
children of the experimental group among the top 19. What we
find is just what we would expect under conditions of successful
randomization: four of the top 19 were members of the experi-
mental group (, ,' : 0.05, df : l, p - .82).

I n summary, since children were assigned to the experimental
condition by means of a table of random numbers and lince, fur-
thermore, dozens of tests on the distribution of the pretest gave no
indication that there had been any failure of randomization, it
becomes most difficult to understand the continued concern shown
in ES over "doubtful randomization." It must be concluded that
ES' basis for not believing the effectiveness of randomization
remains obscure and that the validity of the RJ experimental
design has been thoroughly confirmed.

4. Misleading Citation of

Replication Research in ES

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of all the tests of significance
performed is basically to evaluate the "reality" of the expectancy
effect obtained, i.e., to determine its replicability under virtually
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Trea Ernent

Control ( C)

Experimental (E)

Tota 1 ( T)

Table 36

Testing a Linear Regression of pi on Pretest IQ

Pretest Levels of IQ

Lowest 52a N"*t 35" xg*t 18" Highest 9a

31

4

35

44

8

918

278

52

13

5

D. = E/T:l L54 114 222

FirsE order
differences - .040 -.155

= .035

= .037

= 0.95

= .1711

Figure 2b

Table 37

Percentage of Studtes Reachtng Given p [,evels

Type of Study

Teachers Experimenters

Significance Level (N=37) (N=162)

+. 164

Tota 1

95

19

114

L67

Tota I

( N=199)

34"L
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L47"

L7"

85"/"
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90%

q

s
z

P

e
Based on Ns given in ES'

p.- .05 (one-teil)

% in Predicted DirecEion

"L in Unpredtcted Direct ion

"/" Not Sign if icant

p < .01 (one-tail)

"A in Predicted Directiorr

% in Unpredicted Direction

% Not Signiftcant

p < .001 (one-rai1)

"L in Pred icted Direct ion

"L in Unpredicted Directlon

% Not Significant

38%

0"L
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07"
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117.
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FIGURE 23. PROPORTION OF CHILDREN WHO ARE EXPERIMENTALS SHOWING

VARTOUS LEVELS OF TOTAL IO PRETEST SCORES
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identical conditions. There is another sense of replicability which
has to do with the ability of the same or other investigators to ob-
tain similar results. The latter kind of replication is of particular
importance to the behavioral sciences as has been discussed else-
where in detail (Rosenthal , 1966, 1969b).

I n their brief mention of replications of the Pygmalion effect,
only one study was mentioned by name, a failure to replicate by
Claiborn ( I 969). I n the doctoral dissertation upon which the
Claiborn paper was based, it was candidly explained that two of
the three teachers whose experimental condition was similar to that
of the RJ study were either fully aware or partially aware of the
nature and purpose of the experiment (Claiborn, 1968). Regret-
tably, in his subsequent article, Claiborn ( 1969) failed even to
mention this difficulty in his discussion of his results. I nterestingly,
within his three classrooms similar to those in RJ, the tendency to
obtain reversed results was strongly related to the teachers' degree
of awareness of the purpose of the experiment.

Actually, at the time the Claiborn study appeared, numbers of
studies showing significant positive effects of teacher expectation
had been published and/or read at conventions (e.g. , Beez 1968;
Burnham and Hartsough, 1968; Meichenbaum, Bowers, and Ross,
1969; Palardy, 1969). Therefore, the citation of only the Claiborn
study is misleading.

Table 37 has been provided to give the reader an up-to-date pic-
ture of the results of studies of interpersonal expectation. Though
many of the studies summarized are very recent, most of them have
been summarrzed elsewhere (Rosenthal, 1969b, 197 l). The first
column shows for studies of teacher and counselor expectations the
percentage yielding results at the.05, .01, and.00l levels of signif-
icance in either direction and the percentage yielding nonsig-
nificant results. The second column gives the corresponding data
for studies conducted in laboratories rather than in everyday life
situations. The percentages of studies reaching various levels of
significance agree remarkably well, from studies of teachers to
studies of experimenters. Considering those studies that are signifi-
cant in the predicted direction vs. those that are not, all three 

^2"
are less than one. I t seems reasonable, then, to see both kinds of
studies of interpersonal expectation as coming from a common
population, and the third column of Table 37 shows the combined
results. If there were no expectancy effect, we would expect to find
about l0 studies of interpersonal expectation to have r-eached a p

or exceeded that level, a virtually unobtainable result if there
were no effect of interpersonal expectation.

I n sum, the weight of the replicational evidence is very heavy,
based as it is on the work of many investigators in many labora-
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tories throughout the country. Although no experimental results

inthebehavioralsciencescanbeexpectedtoshowp<
every study or even every other study, the ability of the effects

of interpersonal expectancy to be demonstrated over a wide

variety of dependent variables, investigators, laboratories,

states, and even countries suggests a robustness not common to
the ephemeral phenomena of the behavioral sciences. The Pygma-

lion effect is real.

5. Other Criticisms

Before going on to consider other criticisms in ES, we summa-

rize very briefly what has been reported to this point:
I ) The Pygmalion effect does not depend upon the particular

method of data analysis employed. This fact is clear using the

evidence provided in ES.

2) The experiment was fully randomized and there is no reason to

doubt the initial equivalence of the experimental and control

groups. This fact is clear using the evidence provided by ap-

proximately 2O0 tests performed in ES.

3) Pygmalion ts not an isolated study of interpersonal expectation.

This fact is clear based upon results of scores of studies

including many dealing specifically with teacher expectations.

In addition to the criticisms refuted above, there are other un-

sound criticisms of Pygnulion put forward in ES.

I ) ES imply that RI should have employed stepwtse regression in
their annlysis of a fully randomized experiment. At best, when

all the appropriate interactions are entered, stepwise regression

will give the same results as an analysis of variance. More

usually, interactions and nonlinear trends are not entered, in

which case stepwise regression eliminates important estimates

and displays, and usually inflates the residual variance. I n addi-

tion, stepwise regression inclines the user to assess the impor-

tance of a phenomenon using only the percentage of variance

explained and to ignore not only the expected difference be-

tween means but even the direction of the effect (e.9. see ES

Tables I l, 12, and l3).
2) ES imply tlut Rl should have employed a rigid null hypothesrs

decision procedure. An ES imperative is to interpret no relation

The wisdom of this null hypothesis decision approach has been

called into serious question not only by psychologists

(Rosenthal, 1968; Rozeboom, 1960) but by a number of emi-

nent statisticians as 'well. R. A. Fisher, for example, showed

little patience with aclvice of the sort offered in ES, i.e., handy
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hints as to how and when to accept or reject hypotheses
(Cochran, 1967). Fisher preferred to keep track of whitever p
value was obtained and to wait and see what happened in
subsequent observations. Finally, w€ find the ES orientation
toward p values thoroughly inconsistent with the mental set
they recommend, namely that of a detective rather than that of
an attorney.

3) ES imply that R/'s claim to increastng effects of teacher expec-
tatton in going from higher to lower grades is untenable. How-
ever, the RJ data showed a significant interaction of treatment
withlinearregreSSionofgrades(t:_2.69,df:3o8,p<
.01, two-tail; Snedecor and Cochran, 1967, p. 278).ln order to
indicate the magnitude of this linear trend in average dif-
ferences, we give the Pearson r between grade level and' mean
expectancy advantage per grade: r : -.86. (RJ, p. 7 4) One
display of this trend is shown in Table 3 8 and another in Figure
24.These results indicate that there is a clear and significani in-
creasing effect of teacher expectation as one moves from higher
to lower grades.

4) ES imply that RJ should have employed the various ES data
transformations. However, these transformations are statis-
tically biased. LJsing the interval of 60-160, ES renormed by
setting scores outside the range equal to the endpoints and trun-
cated by discarding children outside the range. fhese would not
have been biased procedures if they had been carried out only
on pretest scores, even though they might restrict the general-
izeability of the resultant analyses. On the other hand, when
these procedures are applied to posttest scores they are biased
and tend to diminish any real differences between the experi-
mental and control groups. Specifically, if the experimental Lon-
dition tends to increase or decrease scores, the above
procedures would tend to distort or discard experimental scores
more often than control scores thus making the means of the ex-
perimental and control groups more similar. For example, if
one discarded all subjects whose posttests did not equai 100,
,!9 .*perimentals and controls would not differ on posttest.

5) ES imply that RJ obtained effects that were trivial in magni-
tude even though they may lmve been signtficant statistically.ln
their discussion of the effects of teacher expectation on reading
grades, ES point out that none of the differences in gains bel
tween experimental and control groups is as large aJ one full
grade pgint_equivalent (e.g., the diffeience between a grade of
B and C). Since the standard deviation of the pretest-reading
grades was less than unity, ES appear to require an effect sizE
to be larger than a standard deviation in order for it to be
regarded as important. Such requirements, exceeding consider-
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Table 38

Expectancy Advantage tn Total IQ Gain After One Year
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Approxirnate Magn itude
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Table 39

Expectancy Advantage in Reading Score Gain AfEer One Year
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e 
o = 0.99 based on pretest reading scores of all available children,

N = 313.
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ably a reasonable definition of even a large effect size (Cohen,

1969,p. 24),,are very questionable. The actual effect sizes for
reading scores are shown to be at least medium size in three of
the six grades (Table 39). Note also the similarity of effect sizes

between the expectancy advantages in reading score gains
(Table 39) and total IQ gains (Table 38); the correlation be-

tween these two measures over the six grade levels is +.74.
(RJ, p. 100)

6) ES imply that the RI dependent variables are unsuitable
measures of tntellectual performance. We find in ES a concern
over the "low" reliability (r _ .7 4, Column l, RJ Table A-30)
of TOGA along with the implication that this threatens the va-
lidity of the Pygmalion experiment. Actually, unreliability
(increased noise) can never account for the significant results of
a fully randomized experiment; rather it can serve only to
reduce power. We find also in ES the argument that the correla-
tion of .65 between TOGA and subsequent ability track place-
ment given in Rosenthal ( 1969a) does not adequately demon-
strate validity. That correlation is higher than the correlation
between scores on the nonverbal section of the Lorge-
Thorndike and scores on the very same test retaken after an in-
tervening summer. Finally, correlations between TOGA and

other tests of intellectual performance are even higher (e.9.,

TOGA with Lorge-Thorndike: r - .7 3). Another recommen-
dation found in ES is to employ raw scores as the dependent
variable instead of IQ. We prefer to use IQ scores since it is

lQs, not raw scores, that are used in the real world to make
decisions.

7) ES imply that RJ was insufficiently reviewed prior to publica-
tion. We feel, on the contrary, that RJ was unusually thoroughly
reviewed prior to publication. I n addition to having prior
journal publication, the RJ research was solicited and approved
for inclusion in a volume prepared for Division 9 of the Ameri-
can Psychological Association, Social Class, Race, and Psychol-
ogical Development (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968), edited
by Martin Deutsch, Irwin Katz, and Arthur Jensen. Numerous
other scholars in the behavioral sciences have requested permis-
sion to reprint the RJ research in their own volumes of
readings, both before and after RJ was published. I n addition,
the award committee of Division l3 of the American Psycholo-
gical Association presented the first prize of the Cattell Fund
Award to the RJ research in 1967.

Given space, we could continue to refute criticisms of RJ and in-
dicate many other errors in ES, but we feel that our point has been
made.
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Coltclusions

We now conclude this response to the criticisms of Pygmalion
(RJ) given in Elashoff and Snow (1970) (ES), having demonstrated
the following:
I ) The results of the varied ES analyses are absolutely consistent

with the results of the RJ analyses and indicate a significant ef-
fect of teacher expectations.

2) RJ was a completely randomized experiment and the numerous
ES tests of the success of the randomization give absolutely no

reason to doubt the pre-experimental equivalence of the experi-
mental and control groups and thus no reason to doubt the va-
lidity of the conclusions above.

3) Positive effects of favorable interpersonal expectations have
been obtained in numerous experiments conducted by dozens

of researchers and thus the result in RJ can in no sense be con-
sidered a fluke.

4) Although there were among the ES criticisms a few useful no-

tions which we employed in this reply, in the main the

numerous criticisms advanced in ES were neither sound nor
constructive.



Appendix D:
Py7maliort, Rebutted

Janet D. Elashoff
and Richard E. Sn ow

1. I ntrt-rduction

Rosenthal and Rubin (197 l) (Rn; have attempted to reaffirm
the validity of the Pygmalion experiment of Rosenthal and
Jacobson ( 1968) (RJ). Their responses to our critique and
reanalysis are rebutted point for point below.

2. RR's Additional Evidence

RR conclude that our reanalyses only confirm the original RJ
finding. They provide two tables showing results for all grades.
Table 3l summarizes nine analyses showing "significant" expec-
tancy effects in grades I and 2 and no "significant" expectancy ef-
fects in grades 3 to 6. It is heartening that RR now admit no ef-
fects beyond the first two grades, since the text of RJ's report
implied generally significant results. However, in Table 35 at the
end of the section they return to an over-all analysis by classroom
in which they claim that we suppress a number of interesting one-
tail p values. Our final version does mark the corresponding two-
tail p values which are less than .05 for mean gain and no longer
refers to the Wilcoxon having dubious validity. It is surprising to
note, however, that RR have omitted from Table 35 the corre-
sponding table and p values for the pretest (see table below). Note

t56
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that these results for Verbal and Reasoning IQ are almost identi-

cal with posttest results.

Percentage of Classrooms Showing Expectancy Advantage

Pre tes t

Total N z One-tail p

Total IQ

Verbal IQ

Reasoning IQ

L7

18

L7

50

24

07

53fl

6Lfl

7ofl

The other three tables and two figures in the section are con-

cerned only with grade I and 2 children. As we clearly noted, a

number of analyses of the grade I and 2 children showed

"significant" results but we were doubtful of the validity of these

results for reasons which RR continue to ignore. These doubts, oc-

casioned by the problems of extreme scores, doubtful randomiza-

tion, imbalance, are restated below.

RR Figure s 2l and 22 and Tables 32 and 3 3 simply rehash the

same data, still using arbitrary subdivisions of doubtful gain scores.

Our redrawing of RJ figures was meant to correct misleading

charts, not to sanction the data or analyses on which they were

based. RR's analyses of the top l9 children, reported in Table 34,

ignore variables of sex and classroom and are therefore subject to

possible confounding effects.

3. Initial Eqrivalence
0f Experimental
and Control Croups

Using a table of random numbers per se does not ensure proper

randomization. It is still not clear in just what grouping or

blocking RJ randomized or how they ensured that the number of
experimental boys (or girls) per classroom assigned to the experi-

mental group was between 40 and 6OVo of the experimental group

children in that classroom. I n their reply RR say only that "ran-

domization in the RJ experiment was done within blocks of
classrooms." (RR, p. 2) The form of analysis must reflect the

way in which randomization was carried out. Their statement that

"dozens of tests on the distribution of the pretest gave no indica-
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tion that there had been any failure of randomization" (RR, p. 6)

does not reassure us. To be certain that randomization is adequate
one must know the details of the assignment procedure.
Tests of significance on pretest scores would detect only gross fail-
ures of randomization. I ndeed, the pretest classroom results
reported above and the fact that Grade I and 2 experimental
children have total scores averaging 4.9 IQ points higher, and
reasoning scores averaging 13.2 IQ points higher than the control
group does cast doubt on the effects of randomization. These
average differences are sizeable differences; due to the excessively
high variability in pretest scores for these children, they are not
statistically significant at the 5Vo level. However, using a one-tail
test,aSRRroutinelydo,theReasoningdifferencereachesp<
.10. RR's Table 36 and Figure 23 also exhibit the generally higher
pretest scores.

RR's argument that imbalance in sample size can not confound
an analysis confuses two important issues. First, it is well known
that the true significance level of a test comparing the means of two
random samples can be affected by inequality of sample sizes when
the variances are not equal (see our discussion on page 3 8.)
Secondly, the experimental and control groups in the RJ experi-
ment are not two random samples; randomization was apparently
performed within sexes and within "blocks of classrooms." I f
imbalance in sample size is sufficient to keep these factors out of
the analysis, any effects related to these factors may become con-
founded with the treatment effect.

Clearly then, the unclear randomization procedure, initial ad-
vantage of the experimental group, and imbalance in cell sizes, do
cast serious doubt on RJ's results.

4. Replication Attempts

RR criticize as misleading our isolated citation of Claiborn's
( 1969) failure to replicate the Pygmalion effect, and list four other
studies showing significant positive effects. It is interesting to note
that none of the four studies RR cite includes IQ as criterion and
several differ fundamentally in design from the RJ study. Yet they
are apparently offered as examples of replication. Our reference
was offered as an example of improved research design; it was not
intended as a summary of literature. A clearer and more
comprehensive picture of replication attempts and related studies
is provided by Philip Baker and J anet Crist's chapter. I n the
Baker and Crist summary table, it can be seen that of nine studies
(other than RJ) attempting to demonstrate teacher expectancy ef-
fects on IQ, none has succeeded. Of twelve expectancy studies
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including pupil achievement measures as criteria, six have suc-

ceeded. Of seven studies including measures of observable pupil
behavior, three have succeeded. And of seventeen studies including
measures of observable teacher behavior, fourteen have succeeded.

Thus it seems that teacher expectancy effects are most likely to
influence proximal variables (those "closest" in a psychological

sense to the source of effect, e.g., teacher behavior) and progres-

sively less likely to influence distal variables (or variables psycho-

logically remote from the source of expectations). IQ, the most

remote of pupil variables, is unlikely to be affected. These results

are consistent with a Brunswikian view of teacher-learner interac-
tion (Snow, 1968). They suggest that teacher expectancies may be

important and are certainly deserving of study, but they fail utterly

to support Py gmalion's celebrated effect on IQ.
Summ arizing a collection of studies is always a treacherous un-

dertaking. No study is ever truly a replicate of another. Many basic

differences between studies are glossed over in generalizing and

the temptation is strong to turn such lists of results into "box

scores" or percentages of studies for and against some conclusion,

as in RR's Table 3'7 . Such tables have little value as literature

summaries. I nstead, literature reviewers should look for subcat-

egories or patterns of findings that make some kind of psycholo-

gical sense, such as the rough continuum of dependent variables

noted above. Such patterns will likely reveal more about the psy-

chology of the phenomena at hand than will blind sweeping-

together and totalling of findings.

5. RR's o'Other Criticisms"

We reproduce, and subsequently reject, each of RR's seven

specific points below.

I ) ES imply that RI should have employed stepwise regression in
their analysis of a fully randomized experiment. We did not

imply that RJ should have used stepwise regression but stated

that they should have examined the magnitude of the treatment

effect. To quote from our section on stepwise regression: "Our
only purpose is to gain an impression of the relative importance
of any treatment effect." (ES , p. 97)

2) ES imply that Rl should have employed a rigid null hypothesis

decision procedure. We emphasized that reporting of p values

is no substitute for plotting and probing of the basic raw data

or for examining the practical significance of results. We did
not advocate a rigid decision procedure; we urge researchers to
"Report p values within any predetermined limits, but interpret
no relation unless p is less than a fixed value such as .05."(ES,
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p. 45, emphasis added here) RR's description of R. A. Fish-
er's approach is perfectly consistent with our emphasis.
Keeping track of all findings while research continues is good
science; building theory on marginal findings is not.

3) ES imply that R/'s claim to increasing effects of teacher expec-
tation in going from higher to lower grades is unterutble.If the
effects were significant in grades I and 2, and were not
significant in grades 3 , 4,5, and 6, then to describe this dichot-
omy as showing ". . . increasing expectancy advantage as we
go from the sixth to the first grade . . ."(RJ, p. 7 4) implies
that there are some positive effects in the middle and higher
grades as well. This gives the reader a false impression.

4) ES imply that RJ should have employed the various ES data
transformations. We did not imply that RJ should have used
partiiular transformations, but that they should have ques-
tioned the extreme scores obtained and dealt with them in some
manner. To quote from our section on renorming and trunca-
tion:

"Neither procedure is wholly adequate since the effect on
various statistical approaches is unknowr, but analyzing the
data in all three ways, in original IQ form, in truncated Ie
form, and in renormed IQ form provides information on the
sensitivity of the results to the presence of extreme scores."(ES,
p.85)

5) ES imply that RJ obtained effects that were trivial tn magni-
tude even though they moy have been significant statistically.
The point was that, of eleven school subjects, only one, reading
gain, showed "significant" expectancy advantage at the l0%
level. Our exact statement was: "The choice of scale makes the
gains and differences in gains look large when, in fact, most are
considerably less than one grade point." (ES, p. l5) Our Fig-
ure 23 and RR's Table 39 show that, of the 12 (6 grades by 2
groups) mean gain scores, all but 2 were less than three-tenths
of a grade-point and of the six differences in gains, three were
less than one-tenth of a grade point.

6) ES imply that the RJ dependent variables are uruuitable
measures of intellectual performonce. The "reliability" (stabili-
ty over one year) of TOGA Reasoning IQ scores is r. - .45
and r e : .50 in grades I and 2. Such values are usually con-
sidered low. However, our main concern stemmed from the
many instances of extreme IQ scores and the apparent instabil-
ity of these scores across the four testings. Unreliability does
cast doubt on the meaning of results. As to validity, a correla-
tion of .65 between TOGA and subsequent track placement is
a correlation calculated among three means. To quote our earli-
er statement: "A test could predict a gross, three-level judg-
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ment of academic status well and still be nearly useless as a

measure of individual intellectual ability or growth."(Es, p.

39, emphasis added here) The essential evidence regarding va-

lidity in this situation would have been for RJ to include

another independent measure of IQ in their study to show that
it too displayed expectancy effects.

7) ES imply that RJ was insfficiently reviewed prior to publica-

tion. RR's list of the RJ publications, reprintings, and award,

notwithstanding, we retain our view that Pygmalion was inade-

quately and prematurely reported to the general public.

6. Criticisms Igrrored by RR

Among the important criticisms of RJ not dealt with by RR, a

few should be briefly noted here and one deserves special empha-

sis. We stated that the RJ report is misleading, that it includes

technical inaccuracies, and that it omits important information.
Readers should review the relevant sections of our report to satisfy

themselves on these points.

We also stated that the RJ report ignores the psychological

meaning of the scores on which it rests. Perhaps this is the most

basic problem with Pygmalion The point was made by R. L.
Thorndike ( 1968 , 1969), and by Snow ( I 969), and recurs regularly

in our reanalysis as well as in these final remarks, but it is not men-

tioned by RR. What, after all, does an IQ of zero, or 17 , or 3 l, or

202, or 210 really mean? What does an IQ gain of 100, 125, or

135 really mean? Our scatterplots of pre- and posttest scores for
grades I and 2 (Figures I l, 12, and 13) show clearly that the ap-

parent large expectancy effects are due to the influence of unusual-

ly high or low scores on the regression lines. Are these extreme

points RJ's "magic" children? What is the magic? Are we really

dealing with the effects of self-fulfilling prophecy on the intellec-

tual growth of imbeciles and geniuses, operating through teachers

who do not even remember the names of the individuals they

have supposedly influenced so profoundly? Or are we dealing with
misunderstood test instructions? Or uncontrolled test administra-
tion? Or selective teacher coaching? Or teacher encouragement for
guessing? Or chance? Or what?

With an IQ scale of questionable meaning, we advocated a re-

turn to raw scores as the lesser of two evils. For data analysis in

research, the scores and scales that are most likely to lead to valid
interpretation should be used. RR rejected our preferentce for raw

scores because, they say, IQ is used for decision making in the real

world. But decisions in the real world must also assume a mean-

ingful scale of measurement. Fortunately for RJ, no school deci-
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sions were made on the basis of Pygmalion [Q's," or their study
might have lost about 35Vo of its grade I and 2 children to special
education programs.

RR conclude that our reanalysis ". . . in no way impugns the
validity of the RJ experimentn' and that ". . . there is absolutely
no reason to doubt the validity of the results of RJ."(RR, p. I )

We can only reiterate the hopc that researchers will play detective
rather than attorney in their pursuit of knowledge relevant to social
problems. In view of the readiness with which the public uncri-
tically accepts results like those of the Pygmalion study, and of the
importance and complexity of phenomena like "teacher expect-
ancy" and "intellectual growth," investigators must doubt; they
must be critical of their own work. Absolute certitude ill behooves

research.
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